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“Our civilization has
developed near rivers.
Be it Sindhu, Ganga,
Yamuna or Saraswati,
our rivers and seas hold
economic, as well as
strategic importance for
our country. These are
our gateway to the whole
world”

Hon’ble Prime Minister
Shri Narendra Modi
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NMCG : THE INSTITUTION
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Unit 1. An Evolutionary
Journey
While institutionalised efforts at cleaning of a)
river Ganga started in mid 1980s, an integrated
approach to address this seemingly intractable
problem is of much recent vintage. The earlier
projects under Ganga Action Plans (GAP) were
based on abatement of sewerage pollution as the
b)
focal area for cleaning of river Ganga.
Though sewerage management of the town is
essentially the mandate of the concerned Urban
Local Bodies (ULBs), they had not been able to
create adequate sewerage infrastructure, primarily
because of non-availability of adequate funds
and lack of sufficient technical and managerial
capacity. Further, it was observed that significant
sewage treatment capacity (STP) created under
earlier schemes such as Ganga Action Plan (GAP) –
I, GAP-II, National River Conservation Plan (NRCP),
etc. were either non-functional or operating at
sub optimal levels due to poor operation and
maintenance of the assets, by the ULBs / State
Agencies. This prompted the government to revisit
its strategy, which led to adopting a holistic model,
based on river basin as the unit of planning and
implementation. The paradigm shifts in strategy
was marked by recognition of Ganga as the
National River in 2008, followed by constitution of
National Ganga River Basin Authority (NGRBA) in
2009.

ensuring effective abatement of pollution and
conservation of the river Ganga by adopting a
river basin approach to promote inter-sectoral
co-ordination for comprehensive planning
and management; and,

maintaining environmental flows in the
river Ganga with the aim of ensuring water
quality and environmentally sustainable
development.

NGRBA was mandated to take up regulatory and
developmental functions by adopting a river
basin approach for comprehensive planning
and management. The authority was chaired by
the Prime Minister and had as its members the
Union Ministers concerned, the Chief Ministers
of the States through which Ganga flows, viz.,
Uttarakhand, Uttar Pradesh, Bihar, Jharkhand, and
West Bengal amongst others.

National Mission for Clean Ganga (NMCG)

The first avatar of NMCG was in the form of a
National Project Management Group (PMG) in
2011 that sought $1 billion assistance from the
World Bank. The Cabinet Committee on Economic
Affairs (CCEA) accorded approval on 28th April
2011 to the World Bank assisted project of
National Ganga River Basin Authority (NGRBA)
at an estimated cost of Rs. 7000 crore to be
National Ganga River Basin Authority implemented by NMCG as a registered Society.
(NGRBA)
On 12th August 2011, NMCG was registered as a
Society under the Societies Registration Act 1860,
The NGRBA was established through Gazette
to act as implementation arm of NGRBA.
notification of the Government of India S.O. No.
521 (Extraordinary) dated 20th February 2009 With change in Allocation of Business Rules, 1961
under section 3 of the Environment (Protection) vide Gazette Notification dated 31st July 2014,
Act, 1986, as an empowered planning, financing, the work related to Ganga & its tributaries was
monitoring, and coordinating authority for the transferred to Ministry of Water Resources, River
Ganga River, with the twin objectives of,
Development & Ganga Rejuvenation from Ministry
5
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of Environment & Forests. The administrative and real time online monitoring of pollution in
control of NMCG thus came over to the Ministry the river, besides afforestation and biodiversity
of Water Resources, River Development & Ganga conservation.
Rejuvenation.
The next major development in the evolution
of NMCG was the launch of Namami Gange
Programme as a Central Sector Scheme (100 %
central assistance)on 13th May, 2015 with the
approval of Cabinet, with components which also
included the objectives of NGRBA. A cumulative
amount of Rs 20,000 crore non-lapsable funds
were earmarked for five-year period between
2015-2020.

NMCG as an Authority

The Namami Gange Program with a definite
timeline of five year required a truly empowered
implementing body; this realisation led to
reconstitution of NMCG as an Authority in
terms of River Ganga (Rejuvenation, Protection
and Management) Authorities Order, 2016
promulgated vide Notification no. S.O. 3187 (E)
dated 7th October 2016. With simultaneous
dissolution of NGRBA, the present form of NMCG
The focus of Namami Gange program has been on as an Authority is the designated body to take
abatement of pollution together with cleaning of all necessary decisions and actions for pollution
Ghats, regulatory control of industrial pollution abatement and rejuvenation of river Ganga.
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Unit 2. The Namami
Gange Programme
Spurred by the advantages of basin approach,
the government launched an Integrated Ganga
Conservation Mission / Programme under
National Ganga River Basin Authority called
“Namami Gange” designed as an umbrella
programme, aiming at integrating previous &
ongoing initiatives (including NGRBA projects)
by enhancing efficiency, extracting synergies and
supplementing them with more comprehensive &
better coordinated interventions.

Accordingly, the Ministries comprising of (a)
Water Resources, River Development and Ganga
Rejuvenation, (b) Environment, Forest & Climate
Change, (c) Urban Development, (d) Drinking Water
Supply and Sanitation, (e) Rural Development
(f) Tourism, and (g) Shipping worked together
since June 2014 to arrive at a comprehensive
action plan. A Group of Secretaries (GoS) from
these ministries regularly met to develop a draft
action plan to review the progress and formulate
the action plan. The Cabinet approved the
Namami Gange programme on 13th May 2015
as a comprehensive approach to rejuvenate river
Ganga and its tributaries under one umbrella
programme. An amount of Rs. 20,000 crore had
been allocated for this project, to be spent over the
next five years (2015-2020). This includes funds
allocated for ongoing projects to clean river Ganga
and new initiatives.
All new projects sanctioned under Namami Gange
programme has 100% funding from the Central
Government for the entire life cycle cost of the
treatment assets created, which includes 15-year
Operation & Maintenance (O&M) cost as well. The
Action Plan has been considered for ‘Short-term’- a
period of next 3 years, ‘Medium-term’- a period of
next 5 years and ‘Long-term’ - a period of next 10
years and more. The projects already sanctioned
have also been taken into account in this action

plan. Public Private Partnership (PPP) is being
explored where in the project funding will be
linked to performance out comes and benchmark
indicators.

Short-term Action plan

In order to control pollution and to contain it to
manageable limits, following short-term activities
have been undertaken:
i)

ii)
iii)
iv)
v)

vi)

vii)

Scheme for rehabilitation and upgradation
of existing sewage treatment plants (STPs)
along Ganga

Ensuring 100% sewerage infrastructure in
identified town alongside Ganga depending
upon the previous investments etc.

Pollution mitigation in open drains through
interception & diversion works.
In-situ sewage treatment in open drains and
other innovative methods.

Support for preparation of Detailed Project
Reports (DPRs) to keep a shelf of projects
ready
River Front Management for Ghats
developments in selected cities and towns
Industrial pollution abatement in selected
cities and towns.

viii) Action Plan for select cities – Public
amenities, waste disposal and sanitation
ix)

Capacity building of urban local bodies

xi)

Conservation of Aquatic life – special
attention on Dolphin, Turtles and Ghariyals

x)

xii)
7

Afforestation – Conservation of Flora

Safe disposal of flowers and other puja
materials
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xiii) Establishment of Ganga Task Force (GTF) Identified Thrust Areas and Action Points:
and Ganga Vahini.
There are 7 identified thrust areas and 21 action
xiv) GIS data and spatial analysis for the Ganga points for the rejuvenation of Ganga and its
tributaries, as below:
basin

xv)

Study of communities depending on Ganga
for their traditional livelihood

xvi) National Ganga Monitoring Centre

xvii) Special guidelines for sand mining in Ganga

Thrust Area 1- Aviral Dhara:
•

Taking up comprehensive measures to
determine and maintain environmental flow,
which is site, season, and river specific and
ensuring longitudinal connectivity.

xviii) Study of possible diversion of a portion of
Thrust Area 2- Nirmal Dhara:
river Bhagirathi at suitable location.
• Rehabilitation and upgradation of existing
xix) Assessment of special properties of Ganga
sewage treatment facilities and taking up
water
new projects of sewage infrastructure in
xx) Communication and public outreach
conjunction with the Ministry of Housing &
activities
Urban Development.

Medium-term Action plan

On medium term, apart from the completion
of the ongoing projects, following activities are
envisaged:
i)

Urban habitations on banks of river Ganga have
been identified by the NMCG for extending
coverage of sewerage infrastructure including
sewage treatment.

•
•

ii) Ministry of Drinking Water and Sanitation •
(MoDW&S) has contemplated scheme for
making all 1649 Gram Panchayats located on
Ganga banks free from open defecation.

iii) The MoEF& CC / CPCB to enforce zero liquid
discharge by the grossly polluting industries
located in the all Ganga River Basin States.
•

Long-term Action plan

The long-term vision for Rejuvenation of river
Ganga is restoring wholesomeness of river Ganga
in terms of defining concept of ensuring Nirmal
Dhara, Aviral Dhara and maintaining the ecological •
and geological integrity of the river.

8

Treatment of sewage and other effluents
flowing directly into the river through various
drains by adoption of suitable technology and
financial models.
Tacking industrial pollution in conjunction
with Ministry of Environment, Forests
and Climate Change and through active
involvement of Central Pollution Control
Board and State Pollution Control Boards.
Promoting sanitation in rural areas on the
banks of the river Ganga in conjunction
with the Ministry of Rural Development and
development of select village panchayats as
model panchayats to be christened as “Ganga
Grams”.

Tackling pollution coming from use of chemical
fertilizers and pesticides in agriculture by
promotion of organic farming in the villages
adjacent to river Ganga in conjunction with
the Ministry of Agriculture.

Tackling pious refuse entering into the river;
removal of solid floating waste, development
of model Dhobi Ghats.
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Creating model cremation Ghats on the banks Thrust Area 5- Research and Monitoring
of the river and promoting eco-friendly
methods of cremation of dead bodies taking • GIS and spatial mapping of Ganga Basin.
religious leaders into confidence.
• Research projects such as those relating to
assessment of special quality of Ganga water;
Thrust Area 3- Protection & beautification
study of communities traditionally dependent
of riverfront and development of Public
upon Ganga for livelihood and study for
amenities:
formulation of guidelines for scientific sand
• River front development and Ghats at selected
mining.
7 places and also at other places of cultural
• Establishment of National Ganga Monitoring
significance.
Centre.
• Development of public amenities in Char
• Establishment of Ganga Institute of River
Dham Yatra and at Ganga Sagar.
Sciences at a suitable location along Ganga.
• Engagement of Ganga Task Force.
Thrust Area 6- Conservation of plants and
Thrust Area 4- Inter-Ministerial Coordination, aquatic species
State’s participation, and Capacity building:
• Massive Afforestation drive for medicinal
• Providing support to States for preparation
plants and native tree species.
of DPRs of various projects under Ganga
• Conserving rich diversity of Gangetic aquatic
rejuvenation program.
life.
• Coordination between various Ministries
of the Central Government and concerned Thrust Area 7- People’s participation and
State Governments; capacity building of Creating Awareness:
State Governments, Urban local bodies, and • Creation of Ganga Vahini.
Panchayati Raj Institutions.
• Communication and Public outreach activities.
•

9
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Unit 3. Institutional
Setup of NMCG
River Ganga, because of the unique geographical,
historical, social cultural and economic importance
was declared as the National River in 2008.
However, it has been facing serious threats due to
discharge of increasing quantities of sewerage and
industrial effluents and due to over-abstraction
of water for irrigation, domestic consumption,
industrial use and hydro-power generation.
In order to impart momentum and broaden the
scope of the programme for Ganga Rejuvenation, it
was decided to develop an empowered institution
framework. NMCG was notified as an Authority
under the Environment Protection Act (EPA) on
7th October 2016, giving it the regulatory mandate,
strengthening its administrative and financial
structure.
The Authority order dissolved NGRBA and
constituted a 5-tier structure with National Ganga
Council (NGC) at the top, under the chairmanship
of Hon’ble Prime Minister of India, notifying it to
be ‘overall responsible for the superintendence,
direction, development and control of river
Ganga and the entire Ganga basis’. NGC being
at apex level, the other four levels of institution
includes an Empowered Task Force headed by the
Minister of Jal Shakti for regular inter-ministerial
coordination; National Mission for Clean Ganga
(NMCG) as key implementation authority;
State Ganga Committee (SGC) headed by Chief
Secretary; and District Ganga Committee chaired
by District Magistrates. NGC is responsible for the
‘protection, prevention, control and abatement of
environmental pollution in River Ganga’, and for ‘its
rejuvenation to its natural and pristine condition’,
and ‘to ensure continuous adequate flow of water
in the River Ganga’ and connected matters.
The Namami Gange programme was given a
dedicated budget of Rs. 20,000 Crores for a period
of 5 years. The certainty of funds and scaled-up
budget enabled the mission to survey and conduct
condition assessment of all the cities, towns,
10

villages and industries along Ganga and develop
a scientific roadmap for appropriate multi-sector
interventions.
Applicability of the Order dated 7.10.2016:
“River Ganga” means the entire length of six
head-streams in the State of Uttarakhand namely,
Rivers Alaknanda, Dhauli Ganga, Nandakini,
Pinder, Mandakini and Bhagirathi starting from
their originating glaciers up to their respective
confluences at Vishnu Prayag, Nand Prayag, Karn
Prayag, Rudra Prayag, and Dev Prayag as also the
main stem of the river thereafter up to Ganga
Sagar including Prayag Raj and includes all its
tributaries.
This Order applied to the States comprising
River Ganga Basin, namely, Himachal Pradesh,
Uttarakhand, Uttar Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh,
Chhattisgarh,
Bihar,
Jharkhand,
Haryana,
Rajasthan, West Bengal and the National Capital
Territory of Delhi and such other States, having
major tributaries of the River Ganga as the
National Council for Rejuvenation, Protection and
Management of River Ganga may decide for the
purpose of effective abatement of pollution and
rejuvenation, protection and management of the
River Ganga.
Tributaries:
”Tributaries of River Ganga” means those rivers or
streams which flow into River Ganga and includes
Yamuna River, Son River, Mahananda River,
Kosi River, Gandak River, Ghaghara River and
Mahakali River and their tributaries or such other
rivers which National Council for Rejuvenation
Protection and Management of River Ganga may,
by notification, specify for the purposes of this
Order.
Principles to be followed for rejuvenation,
protection, and management of River Ganga:
The following principles shall be followed in
taking measures for the rejuvenation, protection,
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and management of River Ganga, namely:i) the River Ganga shall be managed as a single
system in an ecologically sustainable manner.
ii) the chemical, physical, and biological quality
of the waters of River Ganga to be restored
and maintained in a time bound manner.
iii) the continuity of flow in the River Ganga shall
be maintained without altering the natural
seasonal variations.
iv) the longitudinal, lateral, and vertical
dimensions (connectivity) of River Ganga
shall be incorporated into river management
processes and practices.
v) the integral relationship between the surface
flow and sub-surface water (groundwater)
shall be restored and maintained.
vi) the lost natural vegetation in catchment area
shall be regenerated and maintained.
vii) the aquatic and riparian biodiversity in
River Ganga Basin shall be regenerated and
conserved.
viii) the bank of River Ganga and its flood plain
shall be construction free Zone to reduce
pollution sources, pressures and to maintain
its natural ground water recharge functions.
ix) The public participation shall be encouraged
and made an integral part of processes
and practices of River Ganga rejuvenation,
protection & management.
x) National Mission for Clean Ganga may, having
regard to the needs of the people of the country,
advances in technology and socio economic
conditions of the people and to preserve the
rich heritage of national composite culture,
specify additional principles in addition to the
principles specified.
Management Structure of NMCG:
The NMCG is an empowered organization with
two-tier management having administrative
appraisal and approval powers and its duties
functions and powers have been specified in Order
dated 7th October 2016. Director General, NMCG,
heads both the tiers of the organization.
The Governing Council includes Officers of the rank
of the Joint Secretary to the Government of India
from Ministries/ Departments of Water Resources

River Development & Ganga Rejuvenation, Urban
Development, Environment, Forest and Climate
Change, Expenditure, Niti Aayog; Chairman Central
Pollution Control Board and Principal Secretaries
Urban Development of the main stem Ganga States.
The Executive Committee is constituted out of the
Governing Council whose primary role is appraisal
and approval of projects up to Rs. 1000 crore. The
decisions taken by the Executive Committee is to
be apprised to the Governing Council once in three
months. Third Party Appraisal of all the projects is
mandatory. The Governing Council may constitute
a subcommittee from its Member for appraisal of
specific projects by associating outside technical
experts.
The implementing arms of NMCG:
While the NMCG is a nodal body for policy, planning,
financing, and monitoring, the ground level work
are performed by two new entities constituted
under the Order, namely, State Ganga Committee
and District Ganga Committee. They are the most
innovative features of the Order.
The State Ganga Committee headed by Chief
Secretary of the respective State has representation
of Principal Secretaries of relevant Departments
of the State besides five experts from relevant
fields nominated by the State Government. It is
supposed to exercise superintendence, direction
and control over the District Ganga Committee and
its decisions shall be binding upon every District
Ganga Committee and every Local Authority.
Similarly, the District Ganga Committee is headed
by the District Magistrate of the district abutting
river Ganga, which has representation of two
nominated members from Municipalities and Gram
Panchayats of the District, one member each from
concerned Departments such as, PWD, Irrigation,
Public Health Engineering, Rural Drinking Water
and State Pollution Control Board. The Divisional
Forest Officer is Convenor of the Committee.
Provision has also been made for the District
Magistrate to nominate one District Officer, two
environmentalists and one representative of Local
Authority Association to provide a platform for all
concerned stakeholders to apply their mind for
the purpose of pollution abatement and Ganga
rejuvenation.
11
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II

NIRMAL DHARA: DEPOLLUTING GANGA - URBAN
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Unit 4. Sewage Management

feasibility assessment exercise. Details of progress
made during the period are discussed in this
chapter.

The approach towards sewage management – the
single biggest cause of pollution – has been to
first comprehensively map the cities and towns
along Ganga, analyse the existing gaps in sewage
treatment capacity through condition assessment
of existing Sewage Treatment Plants (STPs) and
then plan for need based rehabilitation or upgradation of the existing STPs and capacity creation
for deficit infrastructure with the design period of
15 years (projected population in the year 2035).

A. Sewage Treatment

Sewage treatment is being planned through a suite
of solutions which include conventional as well as
emerging technologies such as:

a) Sewerage Infrastructure
b) Decentralised Sewage Treatment Plant
Sewage from the habitations along the entire
length of Ganga accounts for 70% of the pollution c) Septage Management
flowing in the river. Hence, in order to achieve d) On - Site treatment- Bioremediation
Nirmal Dhara, top priority has been accorded to a) Sewerage Infrastructure:
creating sewage treating capacity along 97 towns
and cities along the main stem river after carrying Under Municipal Sewage management component,
a total of 152 projects have been sanctioned
out a comprehensive
till 31st March 2020 at a cumulative cost of INR
23,304.51 Crores, creating a total
S.No

States

Component (A/B)

1

Uttarakhand

Component A

3

Bihar

2

4

5

6

7

8

Uttar Pradesh

Jharkhand

West Bengal
Haryana

Delhi

Sanction
Cost (Rs.
Cr.)

Potential
STP Capacity
(In MLD)

Rehabilitation
of old STP in
MLD

Sewer
Network to
be laid (in
km)

No of
Projects
Completed

10

129.56

24.12

-

106.72

10

965.89

349.75

605.60

5

12.00

-

Component B

24

1,021.62

141.38

Component A

6

824.53

116.00

Component A

Component B

Component B

Component A

Component B

Component A

18

32

24
1

1

6

2,396.44

7,891.94

4,504.07
99.36

56.76

1,148.12

333.50

466.50
3.50

92.53

-

77.09

-

1223.68

25

1346.22

17

838.05

24
-

407.34
55.00

34.21

Component B

16

2,641.59

517.50

237.64

201.02

Component A

8

1,435.96

564.00

386

35.58

152

23,304.51

3743.14

1114.39

Component A

Component B

Component B

Himachal Pradesh Component B

Grand Total

No. of
Projects

Component A+ B

2

0

3

1

217.87
-

925.12
11.57

70.00
0.00

434.50
1.72

75
-

-

-

Component A (Approved Projects prior to 13/05/2015); Component B (Approved Projects after 13/05/2015)

Table 1 Status of STPs under Namami Gange

15

40.97
0.00

90.00
0.00

5061.48

15

14
1
0

1

0

3

0

2
0

0

0

0

51
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STP capacity of 4,857.53 MLD (3,743.14 MLD
(New) + 1114.39 MLD (Rehabilitation)) and
5061.48 Km of Sewerage network. The projects
are spread across 8 States - Uttarakhand, Uttar
Pradesh, Bihar, Jharkhand, West Bengal, Delhi,
Haryana, and Himachal Pradesh. The state-wise
details of 152 sewerage projects are tabulated
below:

Out of the 152 projects sanctioned, 51 projects
(UK–25, UP-19, BH-1, JK-1, WB-3, HR-2) have been
completed, 73 (UK-9, UP-22, BH-19, JH-1, WB- 11,
DL–10, HP-1) are under progress, 28 (UP- 9, BH
- 10, WB - 8, DL-1) are under various stages of
tendering.

Figure 1: 37 MLD STP Karmalichak, Patna

A total of 113 projects have been sanctioned till
31st March 2020, along the Ganga Mainstem towns
creating a total of 2171.69 MLD of STP capacity.
Out of these 113 projects, 47 projects have been
completed, 49 are under progress and 17 projects
are at different stages of tendering. The state-wise
breakup of the various sewerage projects along
Ganga Main stem towns are given as below:
S.No

State

Projects

Figure 2: 14 MLD STP Sarai, Haridwar

Status

Status of Tendering
Work
Tender
Under
Tender to
STP Capacity
Completed
-inReceived
&
Tendering
be
floated
(MLD)
Progress Finalization in
process
Ganga Main stem

1

Uttarakhand

32

156.01

25

7

-

-

-

4

Jharkhand

2

15.5

1

1

-

-

-

2

3

5

Uttar Pradesh 32
Bihar

West Bengal

Total 113

28

19

2171.69

Table 2 State-wise status of works

742.51
618

639.67

47

17

12

1

18

3

11

49

5

Projects on tributaries

-

5
-

9

3

1

5

3

-

3

Out of these 39 projects, 4 projects have been
completed, 24 are under progress and 11 projects
A total of 39 projects have been sanctioned till are at different stages of tendering. The state-wise
31st March’20, for the towns along the tributaries, breakup of the various sewerage projects along
creating a total of 2685.85 MLD of STP capacity. tributaries are given as below:
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S.No State

Status of Sewerage Infrastructure Projects - Tributaries
Projects STP Capacity Completed
(MLD)

Work -inProgress

Status of Tendering
Tender
Under
Tender to
Received & Tendering be floated
Finalization
in process

1

Uttarakhand

2

9.5

-

2

-

-

4

West Bengal

3

225

-

-

-

3

7

Himachal Pradesh 1

1.72

-

1

-

-

2
3

5

6

Uttar Pradesh
Bihar

Haryana
Delhi

Total

b) Decentralized STP

18
2

2

11

39

906.63
13.5

145

1384.5

2685.85

2

10

-

1

2

-

-

10

4

24

-

-

-

-

6
1
-

1
-

11

0

collection, treatment, and disposal of sludge
(called as septage) from on-site installations,
Decentralized Sewage Treatment Systems
namely septic tanks, and pit latrines. “Septage” is
convey, treat, and dispose wastewater from
the settled solid matter in semi-solid condition
small communities, dwellings in remote areas in
usually a mixture of solids and liquid settled at
relatively close vicinity to its source of generation.
the bottom of septic tank & pit- latrines. It has an
NMCG has sanctioned Decentralized Sewage offensive odour, appearance and is high in organics
Treatment Plants and onsite treatment in the and pathogenic microorganisms.
following towns:
Septage Management Plan covers the entire
service chain starting from design of septic tank,
i. Nandprayag
collection, conveyance, safe treatment and reuse
ii. Karanprayag
or safe disposal of septage.
iii. Devprayag
iv.
v.

Kirtinagar

Chamoli - Gopeshwar

vi. Bithoor

NMCG has sanctioned one project for Faecal Sludge
Management at Chunar and two projects for Cotreatment of sewage and septage at Bhagalpur &
Howrah.
d) On-site Treatment: Bioremediation

c) Septage Management

Conventional method of treatment of wastewater
through STPs is time consuming and capitalA major part of Urban India is yet to be provided
intensive process. Therefore, for treatment of
with sewerage system and the people are mainly
drains in short period of time, where STPs are
dependent on conventional individual septic
either proposed or would be operational after
tanks. Census of India 2011 results shows 30
some time, ex-situ/in-situ treatment of some
million urban households (38 percent of urban
drains was sanctioned in 9th Executive Committee
households) have septic tanks. The National Urban
meeting at an estimated cost of Rs. 410 crores.
Sanitation Policy emphasized the need for proper
Under this project, sanction has been issued for
17
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treatment of drains in Titagarh, Kunda, Bhudana,
Badhoi, Kasganj, Hapur and Moradabad.

B. Reuse of Treated Water

Treatment of sewage generates copious amount
of treated water which can be used for several
non-potable purposes and reduce freshwater
requirement by at least 50 - 60%. NMCG has signed
a MoU with Ministry of Railways under which
treated water will be provided for non-potable use
An expert committee consisting of Member of railway establishments falling in the area where
Secretary CPCB, Ex-Member Secretary– CPCB, Ganga & Yamuna pass-through. All Zonal Railways
Director NEERI, Ex-Director – NEERI and Founder have been advised to explore utilization of treated
Head C-Ganga was set-up to evaluate the efficacy water from STPs for washing railway coaches.
of different technologies relating to sewage
treatment and pollution abatement in River. In DoWR,RD&GR (NMCG) (erstwhile MoWR, RD&GR)
the context of Ganga rejuvenation, the committee signed a MoU with Indian Oil Corporation Limited,
primarily looked for in-situ remediation of drains Mathura wherein IOCL shall utilize the treated
joining the river Ganga so as to minimize the load sewage water from the STP for its industrial
being discharged into the river through these uses, excluding domestic uses. An agreement was
drains until the Sewerage network and treatment signed between NMCG and Indian Oil Corporation
plants are set- up.
Limited (IOCL) for the reuse of 2 crore litres
The expert committee scrutinized the proposals of per day (lpd) of treated sewage water by IOCL’s
various technology providers and recommended refinery in Mathura, which has so far been using
to NMCG for approval of those projects after water from the over stressed Yamuna. A 20 MLD
feasibility assessment. One of the conditions was Tertiary Treatment Plant (TTP) has been set up
that the project proponent will first demonstrate for the supply of treated wastewater to Mathura
the efficacy of their technology at their own refinery of IOCL. The cost for the development and
cost for a period of 1 month or more. Once the operation of the TTP for 15 years is Rs. 162.38
demonstration is successful, NMCG will sanction crore. IOCL is bearing the entire operations and
the project for 11 months. The treatment cost is maintenance cost of the TTP amounting to Rs.
decided by the expert committee and payment is 82.38 crore for a period of 15 years. Over and above
based on the flow of wastewater treated in the drain. this, IOCL will pay Rs. 8.70 per kilolitre towards the
NMCG has sanctioned a total of 9 pilot projects on partial capital cost for the development of the TTP.
9 drains across 3 states for a total cost of Rs. 42 This will save 2 crore litres per day in the watercrore of which 6 projects (of cost Rs 23 crore) are stressed Yamuna river which was earlier being
at various stages of implementation. The efficacy used by IOCL. This will also promote the market
of these projects is being monitored through for recycle/reuse of treated wastewater in India,
independent Institutes of repute like IITs, NITs etc. which will further help in sustaining the operation
as Third-Party Inspection Agency.
of the infrastructure created, a need- of-the-hour
in the sewage sector.
Government of Uttar Pradesh has treated a total
of 155 drains during this period (Kumbh 2019), C. Innovations in Wastewater Sector
out of which NMCG sanctioned the treatment of Under Namami Gange Programme
53 drains at a cost of Rs. 107.91 crore. The cost
includes monitoring of 123 drains by CSIR-IITR, Namami Gange is the first of its kind integrated
Lucknow as Third-Party Inspection Agency. The program for rejuvenation of river in India and has
project was booked under the overall budget head set several milestones in this field. Two of these
of National Ganga Plan.
innovations are in particular noteworthy.
Pilot project for treatment of drains using new
and innovative in-situ technologies were taken
up under Research, Studies, Pilot & Training,
Workshops, Seminars, Publications etc. under the
overall budget head of National Ganga Plan.
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A. Hybrid Annuity based PPP Mode (HAM)
of Development for Namami Gange

iii. STP works at Varanasi: 50 MLD,

Development concept:
The major challenges faced in the previous efforts
to clean the river Ganga were lack of ownership,
lesser support for sustainability of infrastructure,
and sub-optimal performance of the treatment
infrastructure created. Government of India,
taking cognizance of these facts, has approved
for the development of Sewage Treatment
Plants (STPs) under Namami Gange Programme
through Hybrid Annuity based Public Private
Partnership (PPP) Mode (HAM), with 100%
central government funding for development
and Operation & Maintenance (O&M) for 15 •
years. Unlike conventional DBOT / EPC mode,
HAM offers various advantages such as assured
& continued performance, distinct accountability,
and ownership for performance over the project
period. Under Hybrid Annuity based PPP model,
a suitable Concessionaire for the development
& operation of STPs will be procured through b.
competitive process in line with the PPP
procurement process of Government of India in
other infrastructure segments.
The procurement is based on lowest bid project
cost quoted by the selected bidder for developing
and operating the treatment infrastructure for
a period of 15 years. 40% of the Capital Cost is
paid during construction and the balance 60% of
the cost will be paid over a period of 15 years as
annuities with interest on outstanding balance
along with Operation & Maintenance (O&M)
expenses.
•

i.

ii.

STP works at
(completed),

Haridwar:

82

I&D with STP works at Prayagraj - Naini,
Jhusi, Phaphamau: 72 MLD

vi. I&D with STP works at Muzaffarnagar
and Budhana: 97 MLD (10 MLD at
Budhana, 54.5 MLD (New) and 32.5 MLD
(Rehabilitation) at Muzaffarnagar)
vii. STP with Sewer network at Patna:150
MLD (i.e., 100 MLD at Digha, 50 MLD at
Kankarbagh)

Following projects have been awarded and are
in different stages of lifecycle:

i.

ii.

I&D with STP works at Howrah, Bally and
Kamarhati-Baranagar: 165 MLD

I&D with STP works at Moradabad (ZoneII): 25 MLD STP

Second Set of Projects (under procurement)

i.

ii.

iv.

v.

First Set of Projects (Awarded)
Projects under execution:

v.

I&D with STP works at Unnao, Shuklaganj
and Kanpur: 49 MLD,

I&D with STP works, Farrukhabad: 35
MLD

I&D with STP works, Mirzapur and
Gazipur: 38 MLD (i.e., 17 MLD at Mirzapur
and 21 MLD at Gazipur

iii. I&D with STP works, Bhagalpur: 45 MLD

Status of Projects:
a.

iv.

I&D with STP works, Hooghly-Chinsurah:
29.3 MLD STP

I&D with STP works, Burdwan, Asansol,
and Durgapur: 225 MLD (Burdwan- 50
MLD, Durgapur- 80 MLD, Asansol- 95
MLD)

vi. I&D with STP works, Bareilly: 63 MLD STP

vii. I&D/Sewerage scheme with STP works,
Agra: 175.38 MLD

MLD

viii. I&D/Sewerage scheme with STP works,
Meerut: 220 MLD

Rehabilitation/ Renovation of Sewerage
Scheme at Mathura (30 MLD (New) and
37.5 MLD (Rehabilitation)
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Efforts are being made to integrate these new
STPs with the existing / brown field sewerage
infrastructure in these towns. NMCG has
already appointed strategic consultants for PPP
design and Transaction Advisory support for
integration of sewage treatment infrastructure,
in Kanpur, Prayagraj, Patna and Kolkata. For
Mathura STP, International Finance Corporation
is the Transaction
Advisor. For other towns
NMCG has already completed appointment of
Transaction Advisor. It is expected that integration
of the existing/ brown field and new/ green
field treatment infrastructure would enhance
the accountability, ownership, and long-term
performance of these assets, thereby facilitating
better control over preventing the flow of untreated
sewage into the river from these towns/ cities.

B. One City One Operator

Existing STPs in towns such as Kanpur, Prayagraj,
Mathura, Patna, Kolkata, Howrah - Bally Kamarhati - Baranagar, Bhagalpur, Farrukhabad,
Mirzapur, Ghazipur, Agra, Bareilly, Burdwan,
Durgapur, Asansol are being integrated with newly
sanctioned projects in these towns and tendered
under Hybrid Annuity based PPP mode. STP
project at Mathura, Prayagraj and Kanpur have
been awarded. Remaining towns are under various
stage of tendering.

C. Milestones achieved in 2019-20

A total of 14 projects including major projects of
82 MLD STPs in Haridwar; I & D of Sisamau Nala,
Kanpur; Sewerage works in District ‘A’ & District
‘B’ in Prayagraj and STP at Karmalichak in Patna
were completed in 2019-20.

Marquee projects in Digha & Kankarbagh in
In addition to the HAM initiative, NMCG has also Patna; Howrah, Bally in West Bengal & Kamrahatiintroduced the concept of ‘One City One Operator’ Baranagar & Muzaffarnagar-Budhana, all under
for major cities to improve governance and HAM mode were amongst 27 projects awarded in
accountability in wastewater management with 2019-20.
citywide approach. Under this, one operator takes The Majesties King Carl XVI Gustaf and Queen
over the O&M of existing assets, rehabilitates them Silvia of Sweden visited the 14 MLD plant at Sarai,
as per need and constructs the required new assets. Haridwar the first ever completed STP under Hybrid
The aim was to integrate the development of new Annuity Mode (HAM). This STP was inaugurated on
STPs with the existing treatment infrastructure 5th December,2019, in their esteemed presence by
in the city / town under HAM, with an aim of Shri Gajendra Singh Shekhawat, Hon’ble Minister,
achieving “no untreated sewage shall enter into Jal Shakthi, Government of India along with Shri
the river Ganga”.
Trivendra Singh Rawat, Hon’ble Chief Minister of
Uttarakhand at Sarai Site.
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Unit 5. Solid Waste
Management
A. Implementation Strategy:

Solid waste in rivers becomes critical because to
the common user of the river services it is the
floating solid waste, which bothers more than
the dissolved pollution. Plastic materials, rotting
flowers, half burnt bodies, animal carcasses, etc
are visually repulsive to onlookers who want to
savour the beauty of a clean flowing river. With
over 20 lakhs devotees taking dip in Ganga every
day, tonnes of flowers being offered as part of
rituals and numerous drains opening into the river
carrying floating waste of the urban habitations,
managing solid waste is a major challenge, Solid
Waste Management is being implemented with
the coordinated efforts of States, ULBs, Ministry
of Housing and Urban Affairs, volunteers and
NGOs. The extent of solid waste and strategy to
manage it along with efforts made to provide an
efficient connect with the river through Ghats and
Crematoria is discussed in this chapter.

Unit 5. Solid Waste Management
State

No. of
Ganga

Current
Wate Generation

Uttarakhand

16

379

Uttar Pradesh 21
Bihar

18

Jharkhand
West Bangal

Processing Capacity created TPD
(Towns)

•

Responsibility of managing solid waste
primarily lies with the Urban Local Bodies/
States.
• States have been directed for achieving 100%
Solid Waste Management.
• To ensure the river is free from solid waste,
ULBs to ensure that:
a. No solid waste is disposed into the drains or
riverbanks
b. Screens/ filters installed on the drains to trap
solid waste.
c. Cleaning solid waste dumps near the drains
and river
d. Regular cleaning of banks and Ghats
e. Anti-littering messages on and around ghats
f. Provision of Litter Bins

Under Construction TDP
(Towns)

DPR ApDPR submitted
DPR to be
proved TPD
for approval Prepared TPD
(Towns)
TPD (Towns)
(Towns)

238 (4)

0

141 (11)

3275

2718

0

557 (17)

0

0

1869

82 (2)

983 (3)

706 (12)

0

98 (2)

2

31

0

31 (2)

0

0

0

40

6132

653

593 (6)

199 (4)

55 (1)

4632 (22)

1607 (11)

1603 (44)

55 (1)

6730 (24)

All 5 States
97
6132
3691 (17)
Table 5 Solid Waste Processing Status in Ganga Towns
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B. River Surface Cleaning/ Ghat Cleaning

NMCG has funded following SWM related activities
till date:
1.

River Surface Cleaning: River surface cleaning
service contracts have been awarded for
3 years at 11 towns – Haridwar, Delhi,
Garhmukteshwar,
MathuraVrindavan,
Kanpur, Prayagraj, Varanasi, Patna, Sahibganj
Howrah and Nabawip. One Trash Skimmer
along with 10 numbers of labours have been
deployed at each location to collect floating
garbage and weeds from identified stretches
6 days a week. The floating garbage/weeds
collected mechanically or manually are
handed over to the respective ULBs for safe
disposal.

Figure 3: Ghat Cleaning (Maharshi Kashyap Ghat, Haridwar)

2.

S. No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Town
Haridwar
Mathura-Vrindavan
Kanpur
Bithoor
Prayagraj
Varanasi
Total

C. Ghats and Crematoria

No. of Ghats
72
27
20
19
21
84
243

River Front Development:
The state of Bihar had been sanctioned at a cost of
Rs. 336.73 crore wherein construction of 20 ghats,
one crematorium and a 6.6 km long promenade
had been undertaken. Moreover, until 2020, 16
ghats have so far been completed along with 4.9
km of connected promenade, 3 buildings and 1
crematorium.
Ghats and Crematoria: Ghats and crematoria
provides people better infrastructure for social and
cultural activities and for cremation rituals. Such
infrastructures promote tourism, transportation
and promotes sustainable economic development
of the dwellers residing on riverbanks.

NMCG had identified 5 Central Public Sector
Ghats Cleaning: 3-year service contracts have Undertakings (CPSUs) for the execution of the
been awarded and works are under progress Ghats and Crematoria along with few state
to clean various ghats of Haridwar, Mathura- agencies.
Vrindavan, Kanpur, Bithoor, Prayagraj, and
Varanasi on daily basis as per the details
below:

Figure 4: Ghat Cleaning (Har ki Pauri Ghat, Haridwar)

Figure 5 Chandi Ghat
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Till 31st March 2020, a total of 182 Ghats and 50 Out of these 182 Ghats and 50 crematoria, work
Crematoria have been taken up at an estimated 126 Ghats and 38 crematoria is complete in all
cost of Rs. 855.08 Cr, this includes 24 Ghats and respect.
6 Crematoria sanctioned under Clean Ganga Fund.
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Unit 6. Industrial
Pollution Abatement
Pollution Abatement for Nirmal Dhara
Prevention of water pollution of river Ganga and
monitoring of the water quality is one of the
foremost responsibilities of NMCG. The Central
Pollution Control Board (CPCB) and State Pollution
Control Boards (SPCBs) are the principal agencies
for implementing the provisions of Environment
(Protection) Act 1986 and assist NMCG in this
regard. The CPCB and SPCBs are required to enforce
discharge standards with the industries and action
is taken against the defaulting industries by the
CPCB/SPCBs under powers delegated to them by
the Central Government under relevant provisions
of Water (Prevention & Control of Pollution) Act,
1974 and Environment (Protection) Act, 1986.
The Authority Order dated 7th October’2016
empowers NMCG and State Ganga Committees to
assume powers under the provisions of Rule 5 of
Environment Protection Act.

Industries (SPIs) by CPCB, based on their pollution
potential. At present the thrust is on GPIs.

GPIs are industries discharging pollution load of
BOD 100 kg per day or more and/ or handling
hazardous chemicals as specified in Manufacturing,
Import, Storage of Hazardous Chemical Rules,
1989 and as amended.

Principle Committee constituted by Hon’ble NGT,
has identified 33 water polluting industrial sectors
as Seriously Polluting Industries (SPIs). The
industrial pollution load has also increased rapidly.
The contribution of industrial pollution, volumewise is about 20 % but due to its toxic and nonbiodegradable nature, this assumes much greater
significance. The major contributors are tanneries,
distilleries, paper mills, textile, and sugar mills.

Number of GPIs has been updated to 1,072 in
2019. About, 726 GPIs have been inspected during
2019-20 by 14 Technical Institutes including 79
a) Compliance
verification
of
Grossly
units inspected by CPCB. Out of 726 GPIs, 572 were
Polluting Industries (GPIs)
found complying, 23 were found non-complying,
Industries have been categorized as Grossly 110 were found temporarily closed and 21 were
Polluting Industries (GPIs) and Seriously Polluting found permanently closed. Compliance Status
(TPA) of GPIs are as under:
Sl. No. State

1

Bihar

4

Jharkhand

2
3

5

Total GPIs
Inspected

56

Complied
GPIs

46

Non-Complied GPIs

Show Cause
Notice /
Compliance
directions
Issued to GPIs

Closure
direction
Issued to
GPIs

0

0

10

1

0

1

Uttar Pradesh

562

427

12

West Bengal

48

43

2

Uttarakhand
Total

54
6

726

52

0

4

572

Temporary
Closed GPIs

15

8

0

0

08

Permanently
Closed GPIs

19

3

0

0

110

Table 7 State-wise Compliance Status of GPIs Inspected through 14 Technical Institutes & CPCB during 2019-20

24

0

96

2

0
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Apart from the above, inspection of Sugar units (4th round) and inspection of GPIs discharging into
river Hindon is also mentioned as below:
S. No. State

1

Bihar

4

West Bengal

2
3

Reports
received

Complied GPIs

11

07

Non-Complied GPIs

Show Cause
Notice Issued
to GPIs

Closure
direction
Issued to GPIs

0

02

0

0

Uttar Pradesh

102

73

26

Total

118

83

28

Uttarakhand

5

0

3

0

2

Temporary
Closed GPIs

Permanently
Closed GPIs

2

0

0

2

01

02

4

01

0

Table 8 State-wise Compliance Status of GPIs (Sugar units) 4th Round Inspected during 2019-20
S.No

Technical Institute
CSIR - NEERI

48

3.

IIT Roorkee

90

4.

5.

6.

IIT Delhi

144

CPPRI
JMI

Phase-II

17

Total

389

Sector specific initiatives

Implementation of pollution abatement and water
conservation measures in 5 key industrial sectors •
namely Distillery, Pulp & Paper, Sugar, Textile
and Tannery located in 5 Ganga States have been
initiated.

•

Phase I

30

Table 9 Inspection of GPIs discharging into River Hindon

•

0

60

DTU

i. Pulp & Paper

0

0

GPIs Allocated for Inspection

1.
2.

0

•

of process technology, ETP system and
adoption of waste minimisation process.

In addition to the above, continuous
enforcement of zero black liquor discharge
in agro based Pulp & Paper mills abating
pollution.
Verification of Charter implementation
conducted on annual basis through third
party technical institutes.

Continuous
upgradation
of
process
technology, Effluent Treatment Plants up to
tertiary treatment level, resulting in reduction ii. Distillery
in specific freshwater consumption & specific • Molasses based distilleries have achieved
effluent discharge in Pulp & Paper industries
Zero Liquid Discharge status through Reverse
operating in Uttarakhand, Uttar Pradesh,
Osmosis (RO)/Multi-Effect Evaporator (MEE)
Bihar & West Bengal.
or only MEE followed by bio-composting and/
or incineration.
Estimated reduction in specific freshwater
consumption and specific effluent discharge in • Third Party Adequacy Assessment through
2019-2020 is about 75%-80% as compared to
National Sugar Institute (NSI), Kanpur /
estimates in 2011-2012, through upgradation
Vasantdata Sugar Institute (VSI), Pune of all
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the distillery units carried out and based on
the recommendations, the units were directed
to undertake upgradation of the system, if
required.

Installation of Condensate Polishing Unit •
(CPU) has led to reutilization of treated water
in process and non-process activities causing
reduction in freshwater consumption.

The spent wash generation from distillery has
been reduced from 12-15 KL/KL of production •
to 6-8 KL/KL of alcohol production through
upgradation of process technology.

To continuously monitor the performance of
ZLD system, all distilleries have installed mass
flow meters with totalizers at inlet and outlet
of MEE and PTZ cameras at bio-compost yards •
and lagoon; and established connectivity with
CPCB/SPCB servers.

upgradation of manufacturing process
technology, ETP System and adoption of
best practices for implementation of notified
environmental standards.
Installation of Condensate Polishing Unit
(CPU) was also made mandatory as it helps to
reduce the wastewater load onto the Effluent
Treatment Plant (ETP), thus enhancing their
efficiency.

The environment compensation was levied
on concerned industry for the protection of
environment with the objective of developing
self-sense of responsibility towards the
environment and to make defaulters realize
their mistake by imposing compensation.

Freshwater Consumption was reduced by
75%, 53% and 55%, respectively by the States
of Uttarakhand, Uttar Pradesh, and Bihar.

SOP for Bio-composting operations for iv. Textile
molasses-based distilleries have been
There are 5 textile clusters on the main stem of
uploaded on CPCB website.
river Ganga & its tributaries namely Bhadohi,
• A Charter for Zero Liquid Discharge (ZLD) Pilkhuwa, Rooma, Farrukhabad and Mathura. Out
in molasses-based distilleries have been of these, three clusters, namely Mathura, Pilkhuwa
formulated by an expert committee for and Rooma have CETPs which are non-compliant
upgradation of manufacturing process with stipulated discharge norms. Non-compliance
technology, ZLD System as well as adoption is observed due to varying reason including subof best practises for implementation of the design operation/ new CETP norms.
ZLD; the same is being implemented in the
In pursuance to the recommendation made by High
distillery sector.
Level Task Force (HLTF), NMCG has got prepared
iii. Sugar
Detailed Project Report (DPR) of ZLD based CETP
for Pilkhuwa, Rooma, Farrukhabad and Mathura. It
• Effluent generation has been reduced from
was decided in stakeholder meeting & as per Pre400 to 200 litres per tonne of cane crushed
feasibility Report, the implementation of CETP
with upgradation of process technology and
at Bhadohi is not feasible. Accordingly, NMCG
adoption of waste minimization process.
requested CPCB to issue directions to the Bhadohi
• Third Party Adequacy Assessment carried out industries to install ETPs to comply with stipulated
through NSI, Kanpur/ VSI Pune of all the Sugar norms. Close monitoring by SPCBs was also agreed
Mills and based on the recommendations, the for Bhadohi cluster.
Mills are upgrading the system. Irrigation
Accordingly, DPR of four textile clusters (except
management plan of all sugar mills also
Bhadohi) has been prepared. However, in light
prepared for implementation.
of Hon’ble NGT judgement dated 13th July 2017,
• An expert committee has been constituted wherein ZLD has not been made mandatory
to formulate an action plan/Charter for and has to be considered on case to case basis,
•
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Industrial association has raised concern on
business mortality due to high CAPEX and OPEX
cost of the ZLD based system and not accepted to
adopt ZLD system. However, two textile clusters
i) Mathura has accepted 50 % recycling of treated
wastewater for CETP and ii) Farrukhabad has
accepted to implement the CETP with ZLD system 3.
in two phases.
The present status of the developments is as
below: 1.

2.

Mathura textile cluster has 6.25 MLD
operational CETP which is non-compliant
with stipulated discharge norms. NMCG has
approved the proposal for up-gradation of
existing 6.25 MLD CETP at Mathura Textile
cluster worth Rs. 13.87 crores in 16th EC
meeting, with a condition that NMCG & SPV
shares of 75%: 25% i.e., Rs 10.40 crore & Rs.
3.47 Crore respectively and 100% Operation
and Maintenance cost will be borne by SPV. 4.
Further, SPV should reutilize the 50-60% of
treated water by the member units in their
process and any future up-gradation w.r.t
effluent quality will be SPV’s responsibility.
Accordingly, Tendering process was completed
and finalized the L1 bidder for execution of the
project. Further, the engagement of Project
Engineer tendering process was also initiated.
Farrukhabad: A new Textile Park is proposed
in Farrukhabad, for which 1.5 MLD CETP
is required for effluent treatment. For this
purpose, CETP with ZLD based system has
been accepted by textile cluster association
with 25 % funding of the total capital cost (Rs.
36.20 Crore) & 100 % O& M cost will be borne
by the SPV of Textile Park. However, due to
financial constraints, they have requested for
implementation of ZLD based CETP in phased 5.
manner. First phase to be completed with 50
% recirculation and thereafter ZLD system
to be achieved. The land allotment letter for
Textile Park was issued by UPSIDC but the
process of land transfer to SPV as on date is
awaiting. Further, SPV through Silk Handloom
and Textile Department sent a letter to NMCG
27

requesting to grant 6 months extension time
for setting up Textile Park so that all the issues
related to the matter of land allocation and
handover shall be resolved within given time
frame.

Rooma has 1.55 MLD CETP, which was
non-operational till September 2017. After
consultation with UPSIDC, it has been handed
over to Rooma industrial association. As per
performance evaluation report of CETP, CPCB
states that the CETP working is adequate,
except the primary tube settler and aeration
tank which are working at its half capacity
(0.76 MLD). Direction has therefore been
issued to the member units to operate at
50% of the consented production capacity.
Upgradation will be considered by SPV after
stabilization of the CETP and connections are
completed.
Pilkhuwa Industrial Park has been developed
by Hapur Pilkhuwa Development Authority
(HPDA). Pilkhuwa has 2.10 MLD CETP
which was non-operational till December
2017. CETP is now operational with 7 units
contributing 2.1 MLD effluent, whereas the
industrial park is designed for 179 units. There
is no timeline proposed for shifting of textile
units in the park by HPDA and therefore, the
present status of industrial development at
Pilkhuwa industrial park doesn’t require any
upgradation. However, HPDA has been asked
to provide the list of medium to large-scale
industries to UPPCB, which are operational in
a residential area and have not shifted to their
allotted land at Textile Park. CETP inspected
by CPCB on 23rd December 2019 and found
complying.
Gorakhpur
Industrial
Development
Authority (GIDA) has submitted proposal
for implementation of new 15 MLD CETP
at Gorakhpur. The proposal reviewed and
inspected by technical experts of NMCG and
communicated certain observations and
recommendations to GIDA for compliance and
implementation of CETP in phased manner.
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v. Tannery: There are 3 tannery clusters on the
main stem of river Ganga namely Jajmau, Banthar
& Unnao having 346, 28 & 14 numbers of tanneries
respectively. In addition, 16 numbers of individual
tanneries having own ETP’s are located in U.P.
(Unnao & Kanpur) and Bihar.
1.

Jajmau tannery cluster: There are about
346 tanneries operating in Jajmau Cluster
at Kanpur. They have installed a primary
effluent treatment plant and the effluent is
collected and treated at 36 MLD CETP (9 MLD
tannery wastewater + 27 MLD sewage). The
volume of effluent for tannery units in the
cluster has increased many folds in the last 20
years, and therefore, a significant volume of
untreated tannery wastewater is discharged
to river Ganga through 3 major drains namely
Sheetala Bazaar, Burriaghat Nala & Wazidpur
Nala.

high O&M cost, non-acceptance by industries
and in compliance with the judgment of
Hon’ble NGT (13th July 2017).

The 20 MLD CETP project has been sanctioned
in 19th Executive Committee meeting of NMCG
with an estimated cost of Rs. 617 Crores with
a condition that Jajmau Tannery Effluent
Treatment Association (JTETA) to undertake
the Pre-treatment up-gradation works as per
TWIC DPR, Rs. 25 crores contribution towards
capex and 100% O&M cost to be borne by
JTETA. The tender process was completed in
Jan 2019. Accordingly, the project was awarded
to eligible bidder on 9th February 2019 and
contract agreement was signed on 11th April
2019. The land was allocated for the project
by Principle Secretary, Urban Development,
GoUP on 21st July 2019. The Environment
Clearance was obtained in 21st January 2020
and Consent to Establish was obtained on 2nd
February 2020. The construction activities
are under progress at site.

As per the HLTF recommendations, NMCG
has initiated the process of preparing DPR
for proper management of wastewater from
cluster in the year 2016. On the management 2. Banthar CETP project was sanctioned at an
of wastewater from Jajmau tannery cluster,
estimated cost of Rs. 108.93 crores in the
and after due deliberation with experts
25th Executive Committee. Administration
from CLRI, IITs, CPCB, UPPCB, Govt. of UP
Approval & Expenditure Sanction was issued
and tannery association, dilution based
on 21st February 2020. The restructuring of
20 MLD CETP with modification of certain
SPV (Banthar Industrial Pollution Control
components, technology and infrastructure
Company) and preparation of draft tender
facilities were accepted by all associations.
document is under progress.
Further, Tanneries required adopting certain
in-house process modification and cleaner 3. Unnao CETP: The proposal for up-gradation
of existing 2.15 MLD to 2.6 MLD CETP is under
technology to reduce TDS content in the
finalisation for Unnao Tannery Cluster
influent of CETP.
Accordingly, a ZLD based DPR was modified to
20 MLD dilution-based system CETP owing to
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III

NIRMAL DHARA: DEPOLLUTING GANGA - RURAL
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Unit 7. Rural Sanitation

Rural habitations and villages situated in vicinity of
River Ganga also contribute a significant pollution
load to the river on account of open defecation,
dirty water, and solid wastes from the individual
households, entering the river through the village
drains and nallahs.

4,465 villages along the Ganga River. NMCG has
released Rs. 123.96 crore to Department of Drinking
Water & Sanitation for the implementation of the
project.

The SLWM works are being done by the Gram
Panchayats under overall direction of District
NMCG has assigned the task of addressing Rural authorities who are providing technical expertise
Sanitation issues to Department of Drinking Water for DPR preparation as well as coordination
& Sanitation. The latter has constructed 10,83,688 for matching funds from Rural development,
number of Individual Household Latrines (IHHLs) Panchayati Raj, etc.
in all 4465 villages in 1662 Gram Panchayats along
Some of the common activities proposed in the
and declared all of them Open Defecation Free
DPRs are providing two dustbins to each household
(ODF), for which NMCG has released Rs. 829.0 Cr.
for waste segregation, door to door collection of
to Department of Drinking Water & Sanitation.
garbage and their disposal through composting
Solid & Liquid Waste Management (SLWM) of biodegradable waste and incineration of nonbiodegradable waste. The work of SLWM is to be
Solid and Liquid Waste Management is one of the carried out by the Gram Panchayats which would
priority activities under the Ganga Gram scheme, result in meaningful empowerment at the grass root
which is being implemented in all the identified level.

Table 10 State wise Figures for Construction of IHHLs

Department of Drinking Water & Sanitation has activities under Swachh Bharta Mission (Grameen)
undertaken the villages on the bank of River Phase-II.
Ganga on priority for the implementation of SLWM
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Table 11 Solid Liquid Waste Management (SLWM) Status in Ganga Villages as on 31st March 2020
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Unit 8. Ganga Gram

The NMCG has assigned the task to Department
of Drinking Water & Sanitation for improving the
conditions of villages along river Ganga as ideal
villages, under an initiative called “Ganga Gram”.
Under this, the villages will be developed as model
villages by developing sustainable sanitation
infrastructure and cleanliness practices. The
concept of Ganga Gram is to develop a model
village, which will exhibit itself as a harmonious
blend of economic, historic, cultural, and sanitary
excellence on the bank of river Ganga. The Ganga
Gram will not only be a self-sustaining unit but also
would promote brand “Ganga” in its handicraft,
organic farm produce and tourism, etc.

implementation in 21 villages and completed in
4 Ganga Grams in Uttarakhand. After successful
piloting the concept of Ganga Gram scheme is
being replicated in all 4465 Ganga bank villages.

Afforestation & plantation of medicinal plant is
one of the component of the Ganga Gram Scheme
and NMCG has released Rs. 67.0 crore to the State
Forest Departments of the five Ganga basin states
for rural afforestation in select Ganga bank villages.

The DoDWS has been developing 25 villages (4
in Uttarakhand, 10 in Uttar Pradesh, 4 in Bihar,
5 in Jharkhand and 2 in West Bengal) as Ganga
Grams on pilot basis across the 5 Ganga basin
states.

Pilot Ganga Gram Bagori in Uttarkashi district,
Uttarakhand was launched on 20th February 2018
by Hon’ble Minister, DWS and remaining pilot Ganga
Grams were launched on 11th March 2018 at local
level with involvement of local communities and
Figure 7 Compost pit in Ganga Gram Varanasi
in a campaign mode with arrange of IEC activities.
The Solid and Liquid Waste Management (SLWM)
DPRs for all 25 have been prepared. Work is under

Figure 6 Soak Pit in Ganga Gram Varanasi

Figure 8 Compost pit in Ganga Gram Varanasi
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Figure 9 Compost pit Ganga Gram Varanasi

Figure 10 Compost Pit, Ganga Gram, Jharkhand

Figure 11 Soak pit, Ganga Gram, Jharkhand
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State
Uttar Pradesh

Bihar
West Bengal

Uttarakhand
Jharkhand

District
Bulandshahar
Bulandshahar
Hapud
Varanasi
Varanasi
Varanasi
Varanasi
Allahabad
Allahabad
Allahabad
Patna
Samastipur
Samastipur
Buxar
Malda
Malda
Uttarkashi
PauriGarhwal
Dehradun
Uttarkashi
Sahibganj
Sahibganj
Sahibganj
Sahibganj
Sahibganj

Village Panchayat / Village
1. Bacchikheda
2. Siraura
3. Pooth
4. Kaithi
5. Dhaka
6. Sirgoberdhanpur
7. Madhopur
8. LakshaGrih
9. Kakrauperhar
10. Singraur (Shringverpur)
11. Pandrak
12. Hetanpur
14. Dharnipatti
15. Chausa
16. Bakdukra
17. Chandipur Mal
18. Bagori
19. Mala
20. BeerpurKhurd
21. Mukhwa
22. Shridhar
23. Ganeshpur
24. Kanhyasthan
25. Kalyani
26. Rampur English

Table 12 List of 25 Villages Under Ganga Gram Pilot Project
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IV

AVIRAL DHARA – RIVER
REJUVENATION
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Unit 9. Ecological Flow

A. Concept of Ecological Flow
Flows of certain magnitude, timing, frequency, and
duration are needed to sustain holistic flow regime
for river dependent eco-systems. Also, balancing
of requirements of various human usages and
environmental needs of the river system is critical
in all the river basins, and more so in the Himalayan
river basins.

The International Union for Conservation of
Nature (IUCN) (2003) defines ecological flows as
“the water regime provided within a river, wetland
or coastal zone to maintain ecosystems and their
benefits where there are competing water uses
and where flows are regulated”.

cases, this has resulted in significant reduction in
flow downstream of such projects.

Even for non-consumptive uses such as hydro
power, many a times water is diverted through
tunnels affecting significant portion of river
stretch. A need has, therefore, been felt to provide
certain minimum flows in the rivers to take care of
the environmental and other considerations.

C. Ecological Flow Under Ganga

River Basin Management Plan MoEF&CC signed
an agreement with IIT Consortium (7 IITs) for
preparation of Ganga River Basin Management
Plan with an objective of maintenance and
restoration of wholesomeness of river Ganga.
Thus, ecological/ environmental flows are the The IIT consortium developed GRBMP, based
acceptable flow regime required to maintain on a holistic vision of river Ganga in terms of
the river in desired environmental condition or Aviral Dhara, Nirmal Dhara, Geological entity and
predetermined state where there are competing Ecological entity.
water uses. National Water Policy (2012) GRBMP recommended following actionable points
stipulates that ecological needs of the river should for restoring AVIRALTA –‘continuous flow’ in river
be determined through scientific study, duly Ganga:
accommodating development needs.
(1) Determination of NRGB’s hydrological status
more accurately and in greater detail.
B. Threat to Ecological flow
(2) Preparation of water resources plan for NRGB
The flows of rivers are being modified by
with emphasis on wetlands, forests and
impoundments such as dams and weirs for various
distributed groundwater and surface water
purposes. In many cases, these modifications have
storages rather than large reservoirs storages.
adversely affected the flows and consequently the
(3) Increase in anthropogenic water use efficiency
ecological and hydrological services provided by
through: (i) realistic pricing of fresh water;
the systems.
(ii) incentives, technical assistance, and
allocation of water rights and entitlements
In India, demand for water is ever increasing due
to consumers; and (iii) reuse and recycling of
to rapid growth of population, urbanization, and
water.
industrialization. Rivers being the main source
of fresh water, abstractions of water from rivers (4) Governmental policy shift to bring NRGB’s
waters under natural resource management,
have considerably increased. A number of storage
with emphasis on resource preservation,
reservoirs as well as diversion structures have
stakeholder control, expert guidance, and
been created to regulate and divert the flows to
regulation.
meet various requirements of water. In some
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(5) Ensuring longitudinal river connectivity
and E-Flows at dams, barrages and other
manmade interferences, and adoption of new
criteria for approving such projects.
(6) Control of water withdrawals in water
depleting regions.
(7) Assessment and monitoring of sediment
resources of the network including the
quantity, quality and nutrient value of
sediments trapped behind dams.
(8) Research to determine ecological limits,
thresholds, and interconnections of NRGB’s
water resources, and river ow health
assessments within the framework of
ecohydrology.

D. E-flow Notification

Central Water Commission shall inspect individual
hydroelectric projects and barrages and submit
quarterly reports to NMCG. The Commission
has been designated as authority responsible
for supervision, monitoring, regulation of flows.
Accordingly, Central Water Commission has
formulated ‘Standard Operating Procedures’ for
implementation of environmental flows in various
seasons.

Presently, CWC has identified 11 such structures/
projects meant for diversion of river flows for
purposes like irrigation, hydropower, domestic
and industrial and other requirements, which are
monitored on hourly basis for compliance with
notified environmental flows regime. The project
currently being monitored by CWC are Maneri
Bhali Stage –I, Maneri Bhali Stage –II, Tehri Dam,
Koteshwar Dam, Vishnuprayag HEP, Srinagar HEP,
Pashulok barrage/ Chilla HEP, Bhimgoda barrage,
Bijnor barrage, Narora barrage and Kanpur
barrage. The list of structures/ projects to be
monitored is to be reviewed after each year.

For the first time, E-flow has been notified vide
notification dated 9th October 2018 for river Ganga
– starting from all the head streams of river Ganga
up to Haridwar in Uttarakhand and from Haridwar
to Unnao in Uttar Pradesh. This is a landmark
policy initiative paving the way for recognizing the Project Authorities have been directed to install
right of river on its own water.
automatic data acquisition and transmission
The notification specifies minimum environmental system for real time monitoring of releases
flows to be maintained in river Ganga from its from the project. An online portal is also being
origin to Unnao (Uttar Pradesh) specifically at developed for the same. CWC submits e-flow
locations downstream of structures or projects monitoring-cum-compliance report on quarterly
meant for diversion of river flows for purposes like basis to National Mission for Clean Ganga.

irrigation, hydropower, domestic, industrial and An amendment to the aforesaid notification dated
other requirements.
09th October 2018 was issued in September 2019,
The notification is applicable to all existing, under- wherein exemption provided to existing projects
construction and future projects. However, mini for implementation of notified environmental flow
and micro projects which do not alter the flow regime was reduced from 3 years to 3 months.
characteristics of the river or stream significantly Accordingly, existing projects are now required
to comply with e-flow regime by 15th December
are exempted from these environmental flows.
2019.

E. Mechanism to monitor e-flow

A mechanism for monitoring of e-flow regime has
also been put in place with the help of Central
Water Commission, which has been designated
as authority and the custodian of the data and
responsible for supervision, monitoring, regulation
of flows.
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F. Initiatives under Namami Gange
a) Wetland Conservation:

Wetlands also play a vital role in maintaining the
environmental flows in the Ganga. The wetlands
of Ganga Basin are a source of wide-ranging
ecosystem services which contribute to the
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ecological and economic security of the region,
particularly for the functioning of the River Ganga
and her tributaries.

constructed under the Mahatma Gandhi National
Rural Employment Guarantee Act (MGNREGA).
The main objective of the MoU is to dovetail the
potential of MGNREGA scheme with the Namami
The floodplains of River Ganga are home to many Gange Programme of NMCG.
wetlands, which are critical to the health of the
river as they not only improve the water quality of In rural areas for revival and resultant contribution
the river, but also contribute to the base flows of to the Aviralta of river Ganga, work was carried out
the river during lean period.
under MGNREGA for rejuvenation of water bodies
in 52 districts in the States of Uttarakhand, Uttar
However, the health of these floodplain wetlands is Pradesh, Bihar, Jharkhand, and West Bengal.
under threat due to a large number of anthropogenic
pressure. In order to achieve the vision of Aviral c. Reuse of treated wastewater:
Dhara (uninterrupted flows), Nirmal Dhara, and
the ecological and geological integrity of the Ganga, Efficiency in use of water in various sectors viz.,
it is important to understand the role played by agriculture, industry as well as reuse of treated
wetlands in maintaining basin health and identify wastewater in industries and irrigation purposes
is being promoted to reduce freshwater extraction
tangible actions for their conservation.
from river namely
Towards this objective, the National Mission for
Clean Ganga and WWF-India jointly organised An agreement was signed between NMCG and
a workshop on 4th February 2019 to facilitate Indian Oil Corporation Limited (IOCL) for the
a discussion among key stakeholders on ways reuse of 20 MLD of treated sewage water by IOCL’s
of integrating wetland conservation into the refinery in Mathura, which has so far been using
Ganga River Management Plan. This workshop water from the over stressed Yamuna river.
aimed at initiating a dialogue on wetland-river Ministry of Power has notified a tariff policy
interconnectedness and draw upon the experiences wherein treated wastewater from STPs located
and knowledge of participants to prepare a within 50km radius of shall be utilised by Power
roadmap for integrating and mainstreaming Plants for non-potable purposes. MoU has been
wetland conservation in the Ganga River Basin signed for reuse of treated effluent from Bingwan
Management Plan.
STP (120 MLD) Kanpur in Panki Thermal Power
Plant, Kanpur.
b) Rejuvenation of water bodies:
Water bodies are an inherent part of the society
in Indian culture and serve a variety of purposes.
They have traditionally played an important role
in recharging ground water, drinking water supply,
irrigation, tourism/ culture etc. Due to rapid
urbanization and expansion, many of these water
bodies have been degraded in many ways. There
is an urgent need to revive these water bodies
and rejuvenate their ecosystem thereby ensuring
sustainable water security.

Besides regulation of ground water extraction
and artificial recharge of ground water through
rainwater harvesting to augment the ground
water resources, generation of awareness towards
conservation of water is also being promoted.

G. Afforestation

One of the major interventions for Ganga
rejuvenation is ‘forestry interventions’ to enhance
the productivity and diversity of the forests in
headwater areas and all along the river and its
For this purpose, National Mission for Clean tributaries. To achieve this, NMCG assigned Forest
Ganga (NMCG) has partnered with Ministry of Research Institute (FRI), Dehradun to prepare
Rural Development through an Memorandum a Detailed Plan Report (DPR) for afforestation.
of Understanding (MoU) under which large Accordingly, FRI, Dehradun prepared a DPR for
number of water bodies are being restored /
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afforestation in an area of 1,34,106 hectares in
the Ganga riverbank states of Uttarakhand, Uttar
Pradesh, Bihar, Jharkhand, and West Bengal at an
estimated cost of Rs. 2,293.73 crores. The FRI DPR
provides for 43 numbers of models under four
major heads viz. Natural landscape-32, Agriculture
landscape-3, Urban landscape-5, and Conservation
intervention-3.

In order to give greater fillip to the ongoing
Forestry Intervention in Ganga, NMCG along with
State Forest Department had organised “Ganga
Vriksharopan Abhiyan” with “Subharambh Saptah”
in the five Ganga riverbank states. The objective
of organizing this campaign was to bring greater
awareness among people and our stakeholders
regarding the importance of afforestation for Ganga
rejuvenation and also to seek their collaboration
The main purpose of the proposed forestry in this mammoth task.
interventions is to contribute towards the goal
of Namami Gange by adopting a multi-pronged H. The Roadmap for Aviral Ganga
approach throughout the pre-defined Ganga
riverscape. NMCG has allocated funds under For ensuring healthy E-flow regime following
afforestation and biodiversity component of steps will be required:
Namami Gange to the tune of Rs. 200.0 crore. For • Increase in Water use efficiency in agriculture
the period 2016-17, 2017-18, 2018-19 and Rs.
sector (biggest consumer of freshwater
69.78 crore has been approved for year 2019-20
resource), industrial sector and domestic
in the five Ganga States for afforestation on around
water usages to reduce freshwater extraction.
20,340 hectares.
• Promotion of reuse of treated wastewater for
In addition, NMCG has also sanctioned Rs. 67.0
non-potable purposes.
crore for plantation in identified Ganga villages as
per proposal of Department of Drinking Water & • Protection and conservation of flood plains,
ponds, and other water bodies
Sanitation. For implementation of the remaining
portion of the DPR, MoEF&CC, has agreed to fund
the remaining afforestation work from CAMPA
fund.
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Unit 10. Conserving
Aquatic Biodiversity
Presence of rich biodiversity in a river ecosystem
is the ultimate indicator of the river’s health.
The Ganga river ecosystem supports more than
25,000 floral and faunal species. Biodiversity of
any ecosystem is threatened foremost by the loss
or degradation of its habitat. Major threats to •
River Ganga’s biodiversity can be grouped under
five overlapping categories: over-exploitation,
water pollution, flow modification, destruction
or degradation of habitat and invasion by exotic
species, with global scale environmental changes
being superimposed up on all of them.
To address the threats of aquatic biodiversity •
in Ganga, NMCG in partnership with Wildlife
Institute of India (WII), Dehradun, Uttar Pradesh
State Forest Department and Central Inland
Fishery Institute, Barrackpore, is adopting a basin
approach to deal with issues related to the species
and their habitats through various initiatives.

A. Initiatives through Wildlife Institute of
India (WII), Dehradun:

The Wildlife Institute of India, Dehra Dun,
is implementing the project ‘Biodiversity
Conservation and Ganga Rejuvenation’ in the
main stem of the Ganga River. Since the inception
in 2016, the project played a pivotal role in
mainstreaming aquatic biodiversity conservation
and changing people’s perception on the state of
the Ganga River.
This year, the project gained from strength to
strength and attained some major accomplishments
as follows.
•

•

•

The ecological assessment of the Ganga
River was completed. It was found that the
continued effort of NMCG to improve the
water quality of the river and release of
water from Tehri Dam to facilitate Kumbh
Mela, improved the distribution range of the •
key aquatic fauna. New sightings of Gangetic
dolphins were recorded from downstream
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of Kanpur barrage, Smooth coated otters
from Bhagalpur, Gharials at downstream
of Rishikesh barrage and nesting of Indian
skimmers near Prayagraj.

Species such as Ocellated puffer fish (Leiodon
cutcutia) was a new record at upstream of
Bijnor barrage, and Microhyla nilphamariensis
a frog species was a new record for the Ganga
River. This shows that most of the Ganga River
still holds unexplored areas, nurtures unique
species, and retains high biodiversity value.

On the basis of ecological status of the river, six
high biodiversity areas were identified in the
Ganga River for focused conservation action.
On the basis of the recommendations by WII,
a 30 km stretch near Varanasi was declared as
‘Turtle Wildlife Sanctuary’ by Government
of Uttar Pradesh for the protection of the
aquatic biodiversity and their habitat in the
Ganga River.

As a part of “Jal Shakti Abhiyan”, a pilot
scale ‘Wetlands and Water Conservation
Programme’ was undertaken to restore eight
select wetlands and urban water bodies with
high ecological, social and cultural significance,
in the water stressed districts of Sambhal,
Bulandshahr, Hardoi, Varanasi in Uttar
Pradesh, Vaishali and Bhagalpur in Bihar and
Hooghly in West Bengal, through community
involvement and low cost investment.
To facilitate coordinated conservation actions
by the Bihar Forest department and Ganga
Praharis, combined training activities were
carried out with 38 forest officials from eight
riverside forest divisions and 162 Ganga
Praharis to conserve river biodiversity and
their habitat.
The Bihar Forest department established
Aqualife rescue and rehabilitation facility
at Bhagalpur with technical collaboration
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with WII. The ‘Ganga Aqualife Rescue
and Rehabilitation Centre’ at Sarnath was
instrumental in 600 turtle rescue and
rehabilitation. Besides, the trained rescue
team of Ganga Praharis, forest staffs and
veterinary officers rescued and rehabilitated
a wide array of species from dolphins and
turtles entangled in fishing gears, snakes,
to confiscated turtles from illegal trade, and
contributed towards restoration of aquatic
species of the river.

Continued engagement of the riverside
Figure 13 Ganga Praharis during knowledge
communities was ensured in the conservation
transfer session
process through skill development trainings
conducted for almost 100 women Ganga
mission of the Namami Gange programme and
Praharis from Uttar Pradesh and Jharkhand.
“Swachh Bharat Mission” throughout the year.
The training and establishment of linkages
are empowering rural women along the • Encouraged by the successful conclusion of
Ganga River.
the Phase-I projects, NMCG has awarded a
more comprehensive project “Planning and
The self-motivated Ganga Praharis became
Management of Aquatic species Conservation
synonymous with the Namami Gange
and Maintenance of Ecosystem Services in the
programme and participated in the “Sea to
Ganga River Basin for A Clean Ganga” to WII
Source: Ganges Expedition” as local resource
under Phase II.
person. Their skills were also used by the
Global Tiger Forum (GTF) for assessment •
of terrestrial flora and fauna in 25 districts
of Uttar Pradesh. During the Earth Day
and World Environment Day celebration,
197 Ganga Praharis organized awareness
campaigns across the Ganga states with 2,065
students, and 117 teachers. Besides the Ganga
Praharis, in their respective places, carried out
awareness programmes, cleanliness drives
and plantation drives contributing towards the
•

The project is being initiated during January
2020 in the major tributaries of the Ganga
River, viz., Yamuna, Ramganga, Gomti, Ghaghra,
Gandak, Kosi, Son and Chambal rivers. The
project aims to intensify the conservation
efforts in identified biodiverse areas along the
main stem of the Ganga River and up-scale the
conservation effort to basin level for aquatic
biodiversity conservation and maintenance of
ecosystem services for a clean Ganga.

The establishment of the Ganga Centralized
Aqualabs was initiated at WII and the
foundation stone of the center was laid by
Shri Harak Singh Rawat, Hon’ble Cabinet
Minister, Forests & Wildlife, Government of
Uttarakhand on 28th November 2019.

B. Initiatives through State
Department, Uttar Pradesh:

Forest

Expanding conservation breeding program of
freshwater turtles and Gharial at Kukrail Gharial
Rehabilitation Centre, Lucknow

Figure 12 Swachh Bharat Mission marches
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A project has been sanctioned to Uttar Pradesh
State Forest Department with the aim of expanding
conservation-breeding program of freshwater
turtles and gharial at Kukrail Gharial Rehabilitation
Centre, Lucknow. The project seeks to revive and
restore populations of these species in the River
Ganga and the tributaries at a cost of Rs. 3.13 crore
for three years (2019-22).
Objective of the project:

g)

To strengthen the existing Laboratory for
Aquatic Biology (LAB) and veterinary unit.

•

Construction of incubation room completed.
Gharial and turtle nursery enclosure
constructed.

The following activities have been carried out by
Uttar Pradesh State Forest Department under this
project during this period:

•
To procure additional breeding individuals
of Gharials as well as endangered freshwater •
turtles to supplement current breeding stocks.
b) To develop captive breeding infrastructure at •
the KGRC
c) To head-start 500 Gharial and 1,000 turtles •
every year in the Ganga river and its tributaries
d) To conduct post release monitoring to •
investigate survival rate of the released
Gharials
•
e) To conduct education, awareness, and training
programmes at the KGRC for the promotion of •
conservation of aquatic fauna
a)

f)

To develop and follow relevant husbandry •
protocols to meet national and international
standards

Construction of isolation enclosure completed.

Renovation of Gharial breeding enclosure
completed.

Renovation of turtle hatchling enclosure
completed.
Animal hospital & laboratory upgradation and
setup completed
Equipment & glassware purchased
Hospital and research Laboratory.

Five education camps for children completed,
signage installed.

Rescue/release of mugger undertaken during
the year.
Rescue workshop organized for frontline
forest stafft

Figure 14 Photographs of the activities undertaken by UP Forest Department
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Unit 11. Conservation and
Development of Fishery in Ganga
A. Fish & Fisheries Research

(N) with maximum values of 0.28 and 0.15
respectively indicated that the invasion has
This project involves an assessment of fish and moderately impacted the biodiversity. Sudden
fisheries of the Ganga River system for developing huge landing of common carp from river Ganga at
suitable conservation and restoration plan. Patna was noticed during monsoon months (JulyDeclining fish yield in Ganga is serious concern August), 2019 with an estimated landing of 2.16
both for the fish dependent economies as well as tonnes.
to the food chain. Species like Dolphin and Ghariyal
are also dependent upon various fish species and
a declining trend of fish in Ganga reduces the prey
base to these iconic species.
The objective of the project is to assess the fish
composition, diversity, fish production and habitat
alteration in Ganga river system to develop a
comprehensive conservation and restoration plan
for fisheries in a healthy and clean Ganga.

The project will come up with a comprehensive
Figure 15 Common carp at Tehri Lake, Uttarakhand
plan for restoration of sustainable fisheries for
a healthy Ganga river system. The preparation
Fish spawn production status of river Ganga
of the conservation plan will also include seed
production of selected fish species and ranching in Assessment of riverine fish spawn production
the depleted river stretches.
status of river Ganga indicated that due to delayed
monsoon and low discharges from the adjacent
The project is for five years duration (2016-2021).
tributaries upon the Gangetic plains, average
The overall financial outlay for the project is Rs.
spawn collection has come down in 2019 as
5.8 crore. The following activity has been carried
compared to 2018 that resulted in low earnings of
out by CIFRI under this project during this period:
the fishers.
Fish & Fisheries of river Ganga
Dissolved oxygen status of river Ganga
A total of 190 fish species were recorded from
Significant increase of average dissolved oxygen
entire stretch of River Ganga with 8 exotic species.
level in almost all the stations were observed
Higher number of fish species have been recorded
during 2019 as compared to 2017. In upper &
from Bijnor and Narora. Catch data collected
middle stretch, significant improvement was
from Tehri lake revealed that the fish catch
observed at Haridwar (13.1%), Narora (17.5%),
comprised of mainly two species i.e., Tor putitora
Kanpur (17.4%), Allahabad (32.71 %) and
and Cyprinuscarpio. Mean catch per unit efforts
Varanasi (7.6 %). In lower stretch, improvement
(CPUE) is more for common carp as compared to
was observed at Buxar (6.9 %), Patna (21.8 %)
that of Golden mahseer.
and Bhagalpur (27.5 %). In estuarine stretch
Invasive index (Ix) of common carp and Tilapia also, improvement was observed at Balagarh (46
with respect to other native riverine fish species %), Triveni (44.9 %), and Godakhali (26.4 %).
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However, supersaturated condition of oxygen level Parganas, West Bengal. As part of its awareness
was obtained at Buxar, Patna, Balagarh and Tribeni programme, ICAR-CIFRI has published different
(middle to lower stretch) during pre-monsoon technical brochures on various aspects of river
mainly due to Microcystis sp. (Blue green algae)
bloom formation and at Balagarh and Tribeni in
winter due to bloom by Aulacoseiragranulata.
Conductivity status of river Ganga

Conductivity values in freshwater often indicates
pollution status in a river. Studies in 2019 revealed
the lowering of conductivity values at almost all the
sampling stations with respect to those in 2017. In
upper and middle stretch, significant lowering was
observed at Harshil (38.16 %), Tehri (31.39 %),
Narora (36.3 %), Farrukabad (32.03 %), Kanpur
(32.4 %), Allahabad (31.45 %) and Varanasi
(18.33 %). In lower stretch, significant lowering
was observed at Buxar (2.7 %) and Farraka (14.3
%) showing the betterment in the health status
of the river. Slightly higher values (>0.5 mS/cm)
of conductivity and total hardness (~200 ppm)
at Kanpur, Allahabad and Varanasi during premonsoon needs management intervention.

Figure 16 CIFRI-NMCG pavilion received 1st prize at
Sundarban Mela (2019), West Bengal

Ganga in view to prescribe proper management
procedures and policy towards conservation and
management of fisheries of river Ganga.
Special Day Celebration

ICAR-CIFRI under its NMCG Project welcomed the
NMCG expedition team “Ganga Amantran” on 10th
Seed production (in-situ) of selected fish species November 2019 at Gandhi Ghat, Barrackpore, West
and ranching in the depleted river stretches
Bengal. The team was briefed about the ongoing
Successful breeding of wild Gangetic Indian Major project activities followed by river ranching with
carps (Labeorohita, Cirrhinusmrigala and Labeo 50,000 fish fingerlings in River Ganga.
calbasu) have been done on 1st August 2019 with B. Hilsa fisheries improvement in river
a total produce of about 50 lakh spawns with a Ganga at Farraka
view to ranch in depleted sites of the river. A total
of 12 different river ranching programmes were A project “Hilsa fisheries improvement in river
undertaken during 2019 -20 covering states like ganga with focus on middle stretch (Prayagraj to
Uttar Pradesh, Bihar, and West Bengal. More than Farraka)”has been sanctioned to CIFRI in addition
3.5 lakhs advance fry and fingerlings of Indian to the existing project “Assessment of Fish and
Fisheries of the Ganga River System for developing
Major Carps were ranched during the period.
suitable conservation and restoration plan” at a
Mass awareness programmes and exhibitions cost of Rs. 1.27 crore for one year.
Fishers were sensitized about different Achievement during 2019-20:
conservation measures related to river Ganga
through several mass awareness programmes First Hilsa ranching station was established on the
and exhibitions like Kumbh Mela, Sundarban right bank of river Ganga at upstream of Farraka
Mela, Ganga Utsav, etc. All the programmes were barrage. The ranching station was selected
well covered in print and electronic media. CIFRI- after thorough investigation with focus on hilsa
NMCG pavilion acquired 1st position in Sundarban transportation and availability in the downstream
Kristi Mela-O-Loko Sanskriti Utsav during 20th of Farraka barrage to acclimatize the Hilsa after
to 29th December 2019 held at Kultoli, South 24 transportation before ranching.
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Total numbers of 3,274 hilsa brood fish with an
average length of 248 mm and average weight of
189 gm was ranched in the upstream of the Farraka
barrage. A total of 402 brood fishes were tagged
with Floy T-bar anchor tags to understand hilsa
migration in the selected stretch of river Ganga.
Tagged hilsa has been recorded at Munger, Bihar.
However, hilsa fish has been recorded at Balia, Uttar
Pradesh as per the record from the fish catch.
Figure 19 Tagging of Hilsa to record migratory route in the
upstream of Farraka of river Ganga

Figure 17 Visit of ‘Ganga Amantran’ team, 2019 at Gandhi
Ghat, Barrackpore

Figure 20 Ranching of Hilsa at the upstream of Farraka in
river Ganga

Figure 18 Ranching during visit of ‘Ganga Amantran’ team,
2019 at Gandhi Ghat, Barrackpore
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More than 2,000 fishermen representing from the
Prayagraj, Varanasi, Ballia, Buxar, Patna, Bhagalpur,
Rajmahal, Sultanganj and Farraka participated in
the awareness programme on the Hilsa life cycle,
conservation of hilsa and tagging of Hilsa for the
migration study through pamphlets and leaflets
printed in local language.
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V

AVIRAL DHARA – RIVER
REJUVENATION
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Unit 12. Project Monitoring

Monitoring Mechanism
Monitoring at various levels and of different
attributes forms an important part of NMCG’s role.
Under construction projects have to be monitored
for their timely and scheduled completion and
ongoing projects are to be monitored for delivery
on the committed parameters.
A. Project Monitoring Consultants (PMCs)

NMCG has appointed following agencies to manage
the project:

•

•

•

TCE’s experts regularly inspect projects under
execution to assess the progress and quality
of the ongoing works. TCE’s Environmental
Expert visited various project sites for
ensuring compliance of EHS safeguards,
handholding of SMCG and Executing Agency
engineers in preparation of periodic reports
for submission to World Bank.
Prepared/developed/worked on the referral
documents under guidance of NMCG.
Assists in developing an Annual Action Plan
for the Sewerage and Ghats & Crematoria
projects.

1. Tata Consulting Engineers: Tata Consulting
Engineers Ltd. Arcadis B.V. Consortium (TCE) is the
Project Management Consultancy for NMCG since • Prepares presentations and talking points
October 2016. The primary task of the PMC is to
based on latest data gathered from concerned
provide support of review and appraisal of Concept
organizations.
Notes/ Feasibility Reports (FR)/DPRs; Institutional
Support; Project Management Support and Project 2. Grant Thornton Bharat LLP (formerly Grant
Thornton India LLP): To facilitate NMCG and
Management Tool - Supervision and monitoring.
SPMGs in taking expeditious action in matters of
The PMC has been performing the assigned tasks disbursement and procurement of projects under
as per priority assigned by NMCG, and as per Namami Gange Programme, NMCG has engaged
NMCG’s objectives. Various tasks undertaken by Grant Thornton Bharat LLP (GT), for rendering
PMC are detailed as under:
their services as ‘Procurement Management
• Reviewed DPRs and CA & FS reports of Support Services (PMSS) Consultant’.
•

•

sewerage projects of which 37 projects for Under the contract provision the Consultant has
Rs. 5,857.03 crores with cost saving of Rs. deployed its team of specialists at NMCG and
2,479.90 crores were approved.
five SPMG offices. The team deployed at NMCG
Reviewed 65 DPRs of RFD comprising DPRs office, is assisting the project and administration
of 349 Ghats, 105 Crematoria and other wings respectively, in matters of procurement
proposals like parks, ponds/Kunds, DPRs and reports to the concerned officials in NMCG,
of CETPs, various Inception and Technical whereas the team deployed at SPMG office assists
and reports to the Program Director of respective
Assessment report for HAM projects.
SPMG.
Assisted NMCG in the procurement process
for EAP and non-EAP Projects of HAM and The procurement team ensures that all
DBOT, including review of Bid Documents, procurement management aspects including
preparation of replies to Pre bid queries, preparation of documents and contract awards
are satisfactorily implemented as per the GFR,
Evaluation of Bids, seeking clarifications etc.
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Procurement Guidelines & Procurement Plan of C. SCADA
World Bank and Government of Indi norms in case
Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition (SCADA)
of EAP and Non EAP projects respectively.
is a system of software and hardware elements
The consultant firm ensures effective, efficient, that allows Sewage Treatment Plants/Effluent
transparent, and accountable procurement, related Treatment Plants to:
to works, goods, and services, including timely
and efficient procurement planning and execution, • Control industrial processes locally or at
remote locations
coordination with relevant units/Executing
Agencies (EAs), procurement monitoring and • Monitor, gather and process real-time data
evaluation, reporting and capacity building.
• Directly interact with devices such as sensors,
The PMSS Consultancy Grant Thornton have also
valves, pumps, motors, and more thorough
rolled out their unique procurement management
human-machine interface (HMI) software
dashboard- GT PRIME, enabling NMCG
management to track procurements right from • Record events into a log file
planning to execution stage, along with getting
In STP/ETP operation, SCADA system quickly
timely alerts on key procurement milestones
notifies an operator that a batch of product is
such as tendering stage deadlines, contract end
showing a high incidence of errors. The operator
date, performance guarantee lapses, etc., making
pauses the operation and views the SCADA system
way for effective monitoring and timely decision
data via an HMI to determine the cause of the issue.
making, as required.
The operator reviews the data and discovers that
The PMSS Consultant works towards capacity Machine 4 was malfunctioning.
building to help enable NMCG and SPMGs manage
The SCADA system’s ability to notify the operator
procurement, in a more effective and efficient
of an issue helps him to resolve it and prevent
manner and bringing in better value for money
further loss of product.
for every rupee spent on the prestigious Namami
Gange Programme in the coming years.
D. High Level meetings

B. Project Monitoring Tool (PMT)

To monitor real time progress of ongoing projects
and performance of completed ones, NMCG has
awarded a contract to M/s KPMG Advisory Services
Pvt. Ltd. (KPMG) to develop a web-based project
monitoring tool (PMT), integrate existing MIS of
NMCG with the PMT and develop an App for direct
data entry into PMT by authorized personnel of
the contractors, Executing Agencies, SPMGs etc.
The dashboard will send automatic notifications
to concerned officers in case any projects and/or
their activities are stalled or delayed beyond their
scheduled timelines.
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The progress of Clean Ganga Mission is regularly
reviewed by high level authorities through various
committees as below –
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Empowered Task Force by Hon’ble Minister W
R, RD & GR
Periodic review by Hon’ble Minister

Joint review Meeting by Hon’ble Minister with
state CMs and Concerned Minister
State Ganga Committee by Chief Secretary
District Ganga
Magistrate.

Committee

by

District
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Unit 13. Water Quality
Monitoring of River Ganga
Water quality monitoring is an imperative
prerequisite in order to assess the nature and
extent of pollution control needed in different
water bodies or their part. Under the Namami
Gange programme, Central Pollution Control
Board in collaboration with State Pollution Control
Boards has established a Water Quality Monitoring
Network with following objectives:
•

•
•

•
•

•

Rational planning of pollution
strategies and their prioritisation

control

Assess nature and extent of pollution control
needed in different water bodies or their part

Evaluate effectiveness of pollution control
measures already in existence

Evaluate water quality trend over a period of
time
Assess assimilative capacity of a water body
thereby reducing cost on pollution control

assessment of water quality is based on Standard
Operating Procedure (SOP), which stipulates the
methods for analysis of parameters and frequency.
Water samples are analysed for 07 field parameters,
09 core parameters, 19 general parameters, 09
trace metals and set of pesticides with a frequency
of monthly, quarterly & yearly basis for few
locations. SPCBS are conducting monitoring as per
Guidelines for Water Quality Monitoring (GWQM,
2017). State-wise number of manual water quality
monitoring stations is as below:
S. N. State

1.
Uttarakhand
2.
Uttar Pradesh
3.
Bihar
4.
Jharkhand
5.
West Bengal
Grand Total

Total no. of
Stations
16
30
33
4
14
97

Understand the environmental fate of different
pollutants
The water quality of river Ganga is assessed
mainly for three water quality criteria parameters
• Assess the fitness of water for different uses.
viz. Biochemical Oxygen Demand (BOD), Dissolved
The ultimate objective of the pollution abatement Oxygen (DO) and Faecal Coliform has been taken
interventions towards river Ganga rejuvenation into consideration to demarcate monitoring
is to meet the river bathing water quality location as clean or polluted.
criteria notified by the MoEF&CC. Water quality
monitoring of River Ganga is carried out through Monthly monitoring data of parameters such
manual as well as sensors based real time system. as Dissolved Oxygen (DO), Biochemical Oxygen
Demand (BOD) and Faecal Coliform (FC) of year
A. Manual Water Quality Monitoring of 2019 (Median) and 2020 (January to March)
River Ganga
(Median) is compared for 87 locations.
Under the Namami Gange Programme, Central
Pollution Control Board (CPCB) is carrying out
the water quality monitoring of River Ganga at
97 locations in five States viz. Uttarakhand, Uttar
Pradesh, Bihar, Jharkhand, and West Bengal in
collaboration with State Pollution Control Boards.
The objective of monitoring is to assess the fitness
of water for bathing water quality criteria. The

Salient findings of Manual Water Quality
Monitoring (2019 v/s 2020):
•
•
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DO (Median) has improved at 87 locations (87
locations compared)
BOD (Median) has improved at 68 locations
(87 locations compared)
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FC(Median) has improved at 51 locations (82 at Patna (Bihar), Srirampore nala, Ballykhal nala &
locations compared)
Chitpur (W.B.).

The examples of few locations wherein an In addition to existing 36 Real Time Water Quality
improvement in terms of BOD has been observed Monitoring Stations, contract for setting up 40
in 2020 as compared to 2019 are as follows:
new RTWQM Stations has been awarded in July
2020 and the 40 RTWQM Stations are likely to
•		Kannauj D/S; Kadaghat (Prayagraj); U/S be operationalized in March 2021. 40 RTWQMS
Vindhyachal, Mirzapur; U/S Varanasi (Assi are present in River Ganga (20) and tributaries
ghat); Chunar; A/c Gomti River (Bhusaula) , like Yamuna (03), Damodar (04), Kali-East (02),
Uttar Pradesh
Ramganga (02), and one Station each at river
Betwa, Burhi Gandak, Chambal, Gandak, Hindon,
• Garden Reach, West Bengal.
Ken, Kosi, Sai river and Son river. Real time water
B. Real Time Water Quality Monitoring of quality data from these stations is displayed on
River Ganga
a web portal for visualisation. These real time
stations measure water quality of river Ganga
Real Time Water Quality Monitoring of River
on 24x7 basis for various parameters through
Ganga, tributaries and drains began under Namami
sensors.
Gange Programme w.e.f. from 11th March 2017 at
36 locations.
State
Total no. of RTWQM
Total number of Real Time Water Quality
Monitoring Stations (RTWQMS) were installed on
main stem of river Ganga (18) ; its tributaries (09)
namely: Ramganga (02), Banganga (01), Kali (01),
Pandu (01), Varuna (01), Gomti (01), Falgu (01),
Maya (01); and on drains (09) viz. Jagjeetpur at
Haridwar (U.K.), Mawaiya nala at Allahabad (U.P.),
Kurzi Nala, Mandiri nala, Anta nala & Rajapul nala
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Stations

Uttarakhand
Uttar Pradesh
Bihar
West Bengal
Grand Total

01
21
4
10
36

Figure 21 Comparison of water quality of River Ganga w.r.t. Dissolved Oxygen (DO)
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Figure 22 Comparison of water quality of River Ganga w.r.t. Biochemical Oxygen Demand (BOD)
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Figure 23 Comparison of water quality of River Ganga w.r.t. Faecal Coliform (FC)
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Jharkhand
Haryana
Grand Total
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Total new RTWQM
Stations
05
15
10
05
04
01
40

RTWQMS Salient findings in terms of water quality:
•
•

Water Quality assessment in terms of
Biochemical Oxygen Demand (BOD) indicates
slight pollution as the observed values are
marginally exceeding bathing criteria limits.
Water Quality assessment in terms of
Dissolved Oxygen reveals that the observed
levels are by and large conforming to bathing
water quality criteria limits.

Figure 26 Dhondhi Ghat, Kanpur (UP24)

C. Bio-monitoring

Biomonitoring of river Ganga has been carried
Figure 24 RTWQM Station at Tahsipur Village,
out in the stretch from Haridwar (Uttarakhand) to
Kannauj (UP13)
Garden reach (West Bengal) at various locations to
The calibration on regular interval is witnessed assess the biological water quality using benthic
that ensures quality assured data assessment of macro-invertebrates. It has been observed that
water quality of river Ganga supports diversified
river water quality.
macroinvertebrates community and studied river
stretch reflects Good to Moderate class of biological
water quality with respect to Biological Water
Quality Criteria (BWQC) which is a suggestive
criterion considered by CPCB.

Figure 25 Mullick Ghat, Flower Market Jetty near to Howrah
bridge (WB27)
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Figure 27 Photographs of Benthic Macroinvertebrates
Sample Collection site at River Ganga
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D. Monitoring of Point Sources of pollution Narora; Kachla Ghat; Ghatia Ghat, Farrukhabad;
The point sources of pollution include pollutants
that are discharged from any identifiable singular
source. The main point sources of pollution are
industries, Sewage Treatment Plants, Common
Effluent Treatment Plants and drains which release
wastewater into the River Ganga & its tributaries.

E. Bio-health of
Biomonitoring

River

Ganga,

using

Biological water quality assessment of River Ganga
is undertaken which is based on Biological Water
Quality Criteria (BWQC) developed by Central
Pollution Control Board. Under Namami Gange
Programme, since 2014 onwards bio-monitoring
of River Ganga and its tributaries is being carried
out on regular basis to know the spacio-temporal
trends in biological water quality for better
understanding of health of the river system. In
total, 8 rounds of bio-monitoring along the entire
course of River Ganga were carried out during
2014-2020.

Kannauj; Kannauj d/s; Bithoor; Kanpur u/s; Asni
Village Fatehpur; Sirsa, Prayagraj Bridge; GT Road,
Prayagraj; Varanasi u/s ; Varanasi, Rajghat; Rajwari
a/c Gomti; Patna, Digha ghat; Patna, Fatuha
(Bihar); Patna Malsalami; Falgu River (WB); Falgu
River; Murshidabad; Behrampore d/s; Srirampore
d/s; Belgharia; Ballykhal,; Howrah Bridge; Garden
Reach. Location of Khudaganj shows improvement
in the water quality from moderate to clean class
during 2014-2018.

In Uttarakhand stretch, biological water quality
at Haridwar Barrage (UK) recorded improvement
from slight pollution or clean to very good class
during 2014-2018. Biological water quality of the
river in Uttar Pradesh at Bijnour (UP); Varanasi
d/s and Bihar at Patna Gandhi Ghat remained
moderate during 2014-2020 however; some
improvement upto clean class level was obtained
during intermediate periods of investigation.
Jagjeetpur d/s is the exceptional location of River
Ganga in Uttarakhand where biological water
quality deteriorated from clean or slight pollution
The biological data is available for 93 unique (2014-2015) to poor class (post monsoon 2018locations of River Ganga covered so far. Based on 2019) during present investigation. Decline in the
comparative bio-assessment study of same period biological water from clean to moderate class was
carried out at 41 locations and covered in eight observed in the Kanpur stretch of river at Shakula
rounds of bio-monitoring during 2014-2020, the Ganj, Deorighat during 2014-2019.
spatio-temporal picture of biological water quality
Community structure of the benthic macrostatus of an entire river is depicted.
invertebrates of River Ganga and its tributaries
It is revealed that there is improvement in biological reflects taxonomic richness with representative
water quality from moderate to good class at distributed taxa. Improvement with respect to
maximum number of (29 out of 41) locations biological water quality of River Ganga has been
during present investigation. These locations found which indicates the river environment in
include Jagjeetpur u/s; Sukartal; Anupshahar; tendency of enhancing its ecological health.
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Unit 14. Pollution,
Inventorisation, Assessment and
Surveillance on river Ganga (PIAS)
Pollution, Inventorisation, Assessment and of CETP are required to install flowmeter and web
camera. The outlet data are directly uploaded
Surveillance on river Ganga (PIAS):
An effective pollution Inventorisation, assessment
and surveillance is an imperative prerequisite to
restore and maintain the water quality of river
Ganga. For this purpose, a project on Pollution,
Inventorisation Assessment and Surveillance on
river Ganga is being executed.

The activities include Inventorisation of pollution
sources and assessing the pollution load being
discharged into River Ganga directly or indirectly.
It also includes identification and assessment
of quality and quantity of major drains joining
river Ganga and its tributaries. Inventorisation
and compliance verification of Grossly Polluting
Industries (GPIs), Performance evaluation of STPs
and CETPs on main stem of river Ganga are also
being carried out. The findings facilitate in taking
appropriate regulatory measures by PCBs and in
project & program planning by NMCG to prevent,
abate and control of pollution in Ganga Basin.
A. Online Continuous Effluent Monitoring
System (OCEMS)

CPCB has issued directions to all Grossly Polluting
Industries (GPIs) to install Online Continuous
Effluent Monitoring System (OCEMS) at their outlet
of ETP for parameters pH, BOD, COD, TSS and flow
to assess the compliance of effluent discharge w.r.t
to notified standards. Those GPIs which operate
on Zero Liquid Discharge (ZLD) or are Members
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on a CPCB server and SMS alert system for noncompliant units have been operationalized. SMS
alert on non-compliant status is shared by CPCB
with SPCB/Industry /Local Administration (DM
Office).
Online Continuous Effluent Monitoring System
(OCEMS) connectivity of GPIs to CPCB server is
917 out of 1,072 GPIs.
B. Adequacy Assessment of Common Effluent
Treatment Plants (CETPs):

There are 8 Common Effluent Treatment Plants
(CETPs) located on the main stem of river Ganga.
The list of CETPs is given as follows:
1. CETP at UEM-SIDCUL, Haridwar, Uttarakhand

2. CETP Leather Technology Park, Banthar,
Unnao
3. CETP at UPSIDC Industrial Area, Site – II,
Unnao, Uttar Pradesh.
4. CETP at Jajmau, Kanpur, Uttar Pradesh.
5. CETP Sitarganj, Uttarakhand

6. IIE SIDCUL CETP, Pantnagar, Uttarakhand
7. CETP at Rooma Industrial Area, Kanpur

8. CETP at Textile Center, Pilkhuwa, Uttar
Pradesh
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Total 17 monitoring of CETPs have been done covering 8 CETPs during the year 2019-2020. Out
of 8 CETPs, 4 were found complying and 4 were non-complying.
Overall status of inspection of CETPs are as follows

Table 13 Status of CETPs on Ganga Main stem during 2019-20
CETP Name/
District

Installed
Capacity (MLD)
[Technology]

Utilized
capacity
(MLD)

CETP Jajmau
Kanpur, UP

36 (09 MLD
industrial + 27
MLD sewage)

44 (20.37
effluent + 24
Sewage)

Tannery (346)

UASB

CETP, SiteII, Unnao
Unnao City,
UP

2.15

0.87

Tannery (14)

CETP,
Banthar
Unnao, UP

4.5

1.6

Tannery (28)

CETP,
Pantnagar
(SIDCUL) US
Nagar, UK
CETP,
Sitarganj US
Nagar, UK

4.0

2

E x t e n d e d Non-complying as per
aeration
inspection on 05th
March 2020 for pH,
FDS, TSS, AmmoniacalNitrogen,
NitrateNitrogen, TKN
E x t e n d e d Non-complying
as
aeration
per inspection on
05th March 2020.
Non-complying
for
TSS, FDS, BOD, COD,
Chloride, Sulphide etc.
ASP
Complying as per
inspection on 17th
December 2019

CETP
SIDCUL,
Haridwar, UK
CETP, Rooma
Kanpur, UP
CETP,
Pilkhuwa
Hapur, UP

3.8

Type of Units
(Operational
member Units)

Mixed type
industries (309)

2.5 (as per Mixed type
consent) industries (agro

5.2

4.8

1.55

0.746

2.1

1.8

based and
engineering) (72)

Technology

ASP

Compliance status/ date
of monitoring
Complying
as
per
Standards for discharge on
land for irrigation purpose
(in inspection dated 25th
February 2020)

Non-complying for
Fluoride, Ammoniacal
-Nitrogen and NitrateNitrogen as per inspection
on 18th December 2019

Mixed type
industries (514)

MBBR & extended Complying as per
aeration system
inspection on 03rd March
2020

Textile (07)

ASP

Textile (13)
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ASP

Non-Complying
for Chloride as per
inspection on 27th
November 2019.
Complying as per
inspection on 23rd
December 2019
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Table 14 Action Taken for CETPs
CETP Name/
District
CETP Jajmau
Kanpur, UP

Issues/Action taken

• CETP was found operational and complying as per Standards for discharge on land for
irrigation purpose (in inspection dated 25th February 2020)
• Treated effluent from CETP is used for irrigation through an irrigation channel in farms
located in Chakeri and Kulgaon area of Kanpur, breaches in the irrigation canal is observed
which causes the effluent to reach river Ganga d/s of Kanpur city.
Direction under Section 18 (1) b issued to UPPCB dated 19th March 2020 for overflow of
tannery effluents
• Direction dated 13th May 2019 issued to UPPCB under Section 18 (1) (b) of Water Act, 1974.
CETP, Site-II,
• Found noncomplying in inspection on 05th March 2020 w.r.t. pH, FDS, TSS, AmmoniacalUnnao Unnao
Nitrogen, Nitrate-Nitrogen, TKN.
City, UP
• CETP Site-II Unnao closed by the order of UPPCB in June 2019 later on UPPCB permitted
to operate for 2 months with conditions vide letter dated 17th September 2019.
• CPCB issued directions dated 10th May 2019 under 18 (1)(b) of Water Act, 1974 based on
inspection of CETP Site-II, Unnao.
CETP, Banthar • Found noncomplying in inspection on 05th March 2020 w.r.t. TSS, FDS, BOD, COD, Chloride,
Unnao, UP
Sulphide etc.
• CETP Banthar is closed by the order of UPPCB in June 2019 and later on UPPCB permitted
to operate for 2 months with conditions vide letter dated 17th September 2019,
• CPCB issued directions dated 10th May 2019 under 18 (1)(b) of Water Act, 1974 based on
inspection of CETPs, Banthar.
CETP,
• Found complying in inspection dated 17th December 2019.
Pantnagar
• Total 309 industries are connected.
(SIDCUL) US
• Member units are not listed as GPIs.
Nagar, UK
• Direction dated 16th September 2019 issued under 18(1)(b) for OCEMS connectivity and
flow meters operationalization
CETP, Sitarganj • Found noncomplying in inspection on 18th December 2019 w.r.t. Fluoride, Ammoniacal
US Nagar, UK
Nitrogen and Nitrate-Nitrogen
• Unit is discharging treated effluent on land. Issue with high Ammoniacal Nitrogen at inlet
and outlet.
• Show-cause direction dated 03rd July 2019 under Section 5 of E(P) A, 1986 issued by
CPCB, reply from the unit received on 19th July 2019 & 20th September 2019.
• Matter is prejudice and NGT is monitoring the case of CETP non-compliance. NGT imposed
an EC of Rs. 5,70,000 on the operating agency which was deposited by the unit.
• NGT imposed another EC for Rs. 1.00 Crore vide order dated 07th September 2019 in the
matter of OA No. 200/2014.
• Total 94 members are connected to CETP. Member Units are not GPIs.
CETP SIDCUL,
• Complying as per inspection on 03rd March 2020 as per consent. However, FC count was
Haridwar, UK
on higher side in final outlet.
• Unit not maintaining ZLD and treated effluent discharged through closed pipe to Sukhi river.
• Show-cause notice dated 11th May 2018 issued to SIDCUL.
• A meeting was held on 16th January 2019 under NGT directions dated 29th November
2018 regarding installation of bio-digester and ZLD system for CETP.
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CETP Name/
District
CETP, Rooma
Kanpur, UP

Issues/Action taken

• Non-complying w.r.t Chloride in inspection dated 27th November 2019.
• Closure directions dated 12th June 2018 issued to all member units for continuous
non-complying of CETP. Member units are permitted to operate on 50% of operational
capacity.
• Member units were permitted to run on 50% of installed capacity after submission of
adequacy report of PETP and CETP.
• Show-cause notice dated 15th July 2019 was issued to CETP under Section 5 of E(P)A,
1986
CETP, Pilkhuwa • CETP was found complying in inspection dated 23rd December 2019 as per consent.
Hapur, UP
However, high TDS was observed. Letter issued to HPDA.
• 21 member units were served closure notice for non-connectivity of OCEMS.
• Show-cause notice dated 24th September 2019 issued under Section 5 of E(P)A, 1986 and
letter issued for high TDS in February 2020

C. Performance evaluation of Sewage Table 15 Sewage Generation and STP Status in
Front Towns of Ganga
Treatment Plants (STPs):
There are 105 Sewage Treatment Plants (STPs)
inventoried by CPCB which are located at the bank
of river Ganga or its tributaries affecting the water
quality of river Ganga directly or indirectly.
A total of 335 monitoring were conducted (in
addition to targets, STP under construction were
also visited for verification and performance
evaluation) during 2019-20. The latest status of
STPs monitored is given as follows:

State

A p p r o x . T o w n s Total STPs
s e w a g e covered i n s t a l l e d
Generation in
monitored
Ganga
front
towns (MLD)

Uttarakhand

239.8

16

39

Jharkhand

12.0

00

00

Uttar Pradesh
Bihar

West Bengal
TOTAL

1255.2

10

480.0

01

1571.5

22

3558.5

49

Table 16 Sewage generation and STPs compliance status in Ganga front towns
State

Uttarakhand
Uttar Pradesh
Bihar
Jharkhand
West Bengal
TOTAL

Total STPs installed
monitored
(A=B+C)
39
30
02
00
34
105

30

02

34

105

Operational

Non-operational

Complying

Non-complying

(B=D+E)
38
28
00
00
14
80

(C)
01
02
02
00
20
25

(D)
09
02
00
00
01
12

(E)
29
26
00
00
13
68

Note: Status update based on latest reports received. Compliance status based on new standards as per
NGT order dated 30.04.2019. (pH: 5.5- 9.0; BOD: 10 mg/l; TSS: 20 mg/L; COD: 50 mg/L; Total Nitrogen:
10 mg/L; Total Phosphorus (for discharge into ponds and lakes): 01 mg/L; Faecal Coliform: Desirable
limit 100 MPN/100 ml, Permissible limit 230 MPN/100ml)
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Major observations
•

•

•

•
•
•

•

No STPs monitored in Ganga-front towns of
Jharkhand at present. STPs are still under
trial/construction stages at Sahibganj town,
2 STPs total capacity of 12 MLD have been •
commissioned and at Rajmahal town, one STP
of capacity 3.5 MLD is also under construction.
As reported in current year, new STPs are
under/construction /trial /proposed in Bihar.
The work for STP at Beur (43 MLD capacity in
which 20 MLD is through rehabilitation of old
STP and 23 MLD is additional capacity created)
is under progress and STP at Karmalichak (37
MLD in which 4 MLD is through rehabilitation
of old STP and 33 additional capacity created)
has already been commissioned.

The highest numbers of non-operational STPs
are reported from West Bengal, where 20 STPs
were found non-operational with treatment
•
capacity of 337.5 MLD out of 34 STPs having
total installed capacity of 536.17 MLD.

The Hon’ble NGT in the matter O.A. no.
1069/2018 passes order dated 21st
December 2018 granted stay on notified
discharge standard for sewage treatment
plants and directed that pre-revised standard
will prevail and vide order dated 30th April
2019 accepted the standards recommended
by expert committee with the modification
that the standard recommended for Mega and
Metropolitan Cities will also apply to the rest
of the country not only for new STPs but also
for existing/under construction STPs without
any delay where standard proposed for faecal
coliform for Mega and Metropolitan Cities is
less than 100 MPN/ml.
Based on the new NGT directed standards out
of 80 operational STPs, 68 STPs were found
non-complying and 12 STPs were complying.

In Bihar and West Bengal most of the STPs are
either under upgradation/under construction Action taken by CPCB
under Namami Gange Programme.
Besides carrying out extensive monitoring of
The rehabilitation/construction work of STPs and increasing the frequency of monitoring,
STPs under Namami Gange Programme is various other measures for management of sewage
undertaken by NMCG in coordination with generated from Ganga states and operational
SPMG & Local Authorities in respective states. improvement of STPs have been taken.
CPCB carries out monitoring of STPs located in
Ganga Front Towns.

The total utilized capacity of STPs is 1,101.6
MLD against installed capacity of 1,965.6
MLD, is reported to be around 56%.

The utilized capacity of 80 STPs which were
operational having 1,508.9 MLD treatment
capacity during latest inspection, is reported to be
around 73 %.
•

after achieving the 100% targeted connection
of household sewerage line in the area covered
by the STPs as well as proper pumping of
sewage to reach the STPs.

However, actual utilized capacity reported
may vary as the utilized capacity of many STPs
is not available because of non-maintenance
of logbook or absence of flow meter at inlet/
outlet. The optimum utilized capacity of all
the installed capacities could only be achieved
64

•

Directions issued in June 2019 under Section
18 (1) (b) of the Water (Prevention and
Control of Pollution) Act, 1974 to the State
Pollution Control Boards (SPCBs) of the
four Ganga basin states (Uttarakhand, Uttar
Pradesh, Bihar & West Bengal) and directed
the following to the SPCBs:

-

To impose environmental compensation
on operator of non-complying STPs.

To direct concerned authorities to prepare
& submit time bound action plan for
capacity augmentation and upgradation
of non-complying and over capacity STPs
to ensure compliance with the notified/
prescribed standards and also to make
non-operational STP operational and for
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-

-

also done under PMO direction on weekly basis).
Drains which are not discharging directly into main
stem of river Ganga and its tributaries (Banganga,
Ramganga, Kali East & Pandu) were considered as
non-priority drains from 2019.

utilization of under-utilized capacity.

To direct all concerned local bodies/
authorities operating STPs in the
respective state to obtain consent
under Water (Prevention and Control of
Pollution) Act, 1974 from SPCB within a Therefore, out of 173 identified drains in River
Ganga, only 151 drains were considered as priority
period of 30 days.
To direct all concerned local bodies/ drains. Similarly, out of 62 identified drains in
authorities operating STPs in the state of Banganga, Ramganga, Kali East and Pandu river,
Uttarakhand to install online continuous only 57 drains were considered as priority drains.
effluent monitoring system at the outlet of Therefore, out of 235 identified drains, only 208
STP to monitor the consented parameters considered as priority drains

and provide connectivity to CPCB and Table 17 State-wise Identified and Priority Drains
SPCB servers for continuous monitoring in 2019-20
within three months.
States on Ganga No. of Drains discharging
• Hon’ble NGT vide its order dated 12th
main stem
into River Ganga and Its
December 2019 directed CPCB to calculate
tributaries
Environmental Compensation (EC) and raise
Identified
Priority
demands with Chief Secretaries of Ganga
Drains
Drains
States in case STPs projects are not completed
17
17
in drains or interim measures have not been Uttarakhand
adopted after 1st November 2019.
Uttar Pradesh
69
57
22
19
Environmental Compensation (EC) for the direct Bihar
discharge from drains into river Ganga in the 5 Jharkhand
02
02
Ganga States were calculated from 1st November, West Bengal
63
56
2019 to 31st January, 2020 and letters dated 03rd
Total-A
173
151
February 2020 were sent to the Chief Secretaries of
the 5 Ganga States of Uttarakhand, Uttar Pradesh,
Identified Priority
Bihar, Jharkhand and West Bengal for raising the Tributaries of River
Ganga
Drains
Drains
demand for EC.
Banganga (Uttarakhand) 01
01
D. Pollution Assessment of major drains
Ramganga (Uttar Pradesh) 27
24
falling into the river Ganga:
Kali-East (Uttar Pradesh) 28
26
During 2019-20, two rounds of drain monitoring
Pandu (Uttar Pradesh)
06
06
during pre-& post monsoon, 2019 have been
62
57
completed. A total of 1,660 monitoring were Total-B
235
208
conducted (In addition to target, inspections were GRAND TOTAL (A+B)
Phase and Segment

Pre-monsoon, 2019
F l o w B O D
(MLD)
L o a d
(TPD)
Uttarakhand,
Phase-I 139.03
7.55
Segment-A (Gangotri to
Haridwar D/S)

Post-monsoon, 2019
F l o w B O D M i xe d Domestic Tapped
(MLD)
L o a d Drains Drains
Drains
(TPD)
189.09
0.95
01
16
10
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Uttar Pradesh, Phase-I
Segment-B (Haridwar D/S
to Kanpur D/S to Unnao)
Uttar Pradesh, Phase-II
(Unnao D/S to UP Border)
Bihar, Phase-III (UP Border
to Jharkhand)
Jharkhand, Phase-III (UP
Border to Jharkhand)
West Bengal Phase-IV
(Jharkhand Border to Bay
of Bengal)
TOTAL-A
Uttarakhand,
Phase-I
Segment-B (Banganga)
Uttar Pradesh, Phase-I
Segment-B (Ramganga)
Uttar Pradesh, Phase-I
Segment-B (Kali East)
Uttar Pradesh, Phase-I
Segment-B (Pandu)
TOTAL-B
GRANT TOTAL (A+B)
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547.54

25.62

810.03

31.67

17

15

15

568.34

33.04
27.11

1462.86 51.22

808.06

40.41

06

02

19

17

08

-

16.09

0.74

16.45

0.14

-

02

-

7894.57

342.90

8275.38

195.75 18

38

-

9959.24
-

436.96
-

11561.87 320.14 44
126.24
0.63
01

107
-

33
-

521.99

53.88

967.62

93.09

08

16

-

799.62

148.03

978.75

195.16 14

12

02

248.74

17.21

164.89

13.52

02

03

1570.35
11529.6

219.12
656.08

2237.50
13799.4

302.40 27
622.54 71

30
137

05
38

793.67

04

Table 18 Flow and Organic Load of Priority Drains monitored during Pre- & Post- Monsoon, 2019 (Discharged into Ganga
and tributaries)

E. Capacity Building and Strengthening of (e) Laboratory operational cost.
Infrastructure for monitoring of Pollution These strengthened SPCB will also act as Ganga
Considering the mandate of NMCG, strengthening
of laboratories of SPCBs are required for monitoring
activities related to pollution assessment and
water quality monitoring of river Ganga. In order
to have regular assessment of improvement in
water quality and evaluate the performance of
action taken for treatment of industrial effluent
and sewage, the laboratories of SPCBs are being
strengthened. The participating laboratories are
to be equipped with required infrastructure and
instrumentation and should have well trained
scientific personnel.

Monitoring Centres (GMCs) and will further
strengthen the work of NMCG. For this purpose,
a project “Strengthening of Laboratories of
State Pollution Control Board (SPCBs)” has been
sanctioned to the 5 Ganga main stem states viz.
Uttarakhand, Uttar Pradesh, Bihar, Jharkhand, and
West Bengal with total project cost of Rs 85.97 cr
for a period of 5 years.
The project status of the 5 SPCBs is given as below:
1. Uttarakhand
(UKPCB)

Pollution

Control

Board

This includes (a) Procurement of instruments; NMCG has sanctioned the administrative approval
(b) Laboratory development; (c) Procurement of for establishment of laboratory infrastructure at
Chemicals and Glassware; (d) Recruitment of staff; Dehradun, Kashipur and Roorkee of UKPCB with
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the financial assistance of Rs. 16.21 crores. The
development of laboratory infrastructure for
Central Laboratory Dehradun has been completed
and is in operation. Civil works of Roorkee
laboratory is under completion, civil works has
been commenced in Kashipur laboratory.

UKPCB has conducted the recruitment process
of scientific staff for the project. Recruitment
of 12 Junior Research Fellows(JRFs) and 09
Junior Laboratory Assistants (JLAs) for all three
sanctioned laboratories has been completed.
Recruitment for Multi-Tasking Staff (MTS) and Figure 30 Regional Laboratory, Kashipur
Field Attendants is under progress. UKPCB had
2. Uttar Pradesh Pollution Control Board
(UPPCB)

Figure 28 Regional Laboratory, Roorkee

floated the e-tendering for procurement of simple
instruments. Supply Orders for 8 instruments
issued and retendering for remaining 27
instruments is under progress the e-procurement
process for the advanced instruments for all the
5 SPCBs has been initiated by NMCG and is under
progress

NMCG has sanctioned the administrative approval
for establishment of laboratory infrastructure
at Lucknow, Bijnore, Bulandshahar, Ghaziabad,
Kanpur, Raebareli, Prayagraj & Varanasi of UPPCB
with a financial assistance of Rs. 36.08 crores. 32
Junior Research Fellows have been engaged by the
Board on the basis of ‘Walk in Interview’. 72 other
laboratory staff have been engaged through agency
hired by the Board through e-tender. Laboratory
Development work at 05 Regional Laboratories
of the board is completed namely Prayagraj,
Varanasi, Kanpur, Bulandshahar and Bijnor and

Figure 31 Regional Laboratory Bijnore ( U.P) after
renovation

Figure 29 Central Laboratory, Dehradun

in Ghaziabad and Raebareli regional laboratories
is under progress. e-tender for chemical and
glassware is finalised and supply order placed and
goods (chemical & glassware ) supplied at their
respective regional and Central laboratories.
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5. West Bengal Pollution Control Board
(WBPCB)
NMCG has sanctioned the administrative approval
for establishment of laboratory infrastructure at
Kolkata, Barrackpore and Hooghly of WBPCB with
the financial assistance of Rs. 12.93 crores.
Figure 32 Regional Laboratory Bulandshahr ( U.P) after
renovation

3. Bihar State Pollution Control Board (BSPCB)
NMCG has sanctioned the administrative approval
for establishment of laboratory infrastructure at
Patna and Barauni of BSPCB with the financial
assistance of Rs. 10.91 crores. Retendering for
procurement of simple instruments is under
progress. Recruitment of 8 Junior Research
Fellows (JRFs), 6 Laboratory Attendants, 5 Junior
Laboratory Assistants (JLAs) and 2 Multi-Tasking
Staff completed. Recruitment for remaining
posts is under progress. Development for Central
laboratory of Patna completed. Development for
Barauni laboratory is under progress.
4. Jharkhand State Pollution Control Board
(JSPCB)

NMCG has sanctioned the administrative approval
for establishment of laboratory infrastructure
at Ranchi and Dumka of JSPCB with the financial
assistance of Rs. 9.83 crores. Interviews for
recruitment of sanctioned posts have been
conducted. Result publication is under progress.
Laboratory development at Ranchi and Dumka
is under progress. Procurement of chemicals and
glassware is under progress.
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As per the sanction, the three laboratories of
the WBPCB namely the Central Laboratory,
Regional Laboratories of Barrackpore and Malda/
Bahrampur will be upgraded with infrastructure
and analytical instruments to execute the project
activities. Based on the request with justification
from WBPCB, the NMCG has accorded sanction
for change of laboratory from Malda/Bahrampur
Regional Laboratory to Hooghly Regional
Laboratory. WBPCB on its part has started
procurement of utility and analytical instruments.
The WBPCB is in the process of procurement of
chemicals required for the year 2019-20 at these
three laboratories during the second quarter
of 2019-20. Eight (8) Junior Research Fellows
(JRFs) have been recruited for the Central and
Barrackpore Regional Laboratory.
Besides, six (6) Junior Laboratory Assistants, six
(6) Attendants, four (4) Laboratory Attendants and
two (2) Multi-Tasking Staff (MTS) have also been
recruited during the year 2019-20 for the Central
Laboratory and Barrackpore Regional Laboratory.
At present, all project staffs are working at the
Central Laboratory and Barrackpore Regional
Laboratory. The recruitment of project staffs for
the Hooghly Regional Laboratory will be done
during the year 2020-21.
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VI

FINANCING GANGA
REJUVENATION
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Unit 15. Financials
and Audits
I. Overview of Budgetary, Financial and World Bank has sanctioned a loan of US $ 1 billion
to GOI for funding the National Ganga River Basin
Audit Framework of NMCG & SPMGs:

Project. Fund under this loan are available for
National Mission for Clean Ganga (NMCG) receives inter-alia Institutional Development Projects and
funds from Government of India (GOI) through priority Infrastructure Projects undertaken on the
four fund lines as follows:
main stem of Ganga. Salient details of World Bank
Loan as on date have been depicted in a table 18.
A. EAP Component
B.

Non- EAP Component

The Japan International Cooperation Agency
(JICA) has sanctioned two loans aggregating JPY
C. NGP Component
43.755 billion for the Ganga Action Plan II Project
D. Development of Ghats and Beautification of (Varanasi) (GAP II) and the Yamuna Action Plan
River Fronts Component
Project III (YAP III) in Delhi. Salient details of the
A. National River Conservation Project (EAP loans availed from JICA as on date are collated
under table 19.
Component):
Table 19 Salient details of World Bank Loan

Amount
Withdrawn till
31/03/2020

Balance
Available on
01/04/2020

Equivalent
INR crore

Equivalent
$ million

$ million

$ million

$1 =
INR73.66

199.00

173.86

190.00

25.14

211.00

185.18

1,554.23

600.00

363.86

236.14

1,739.41

Amount of Loan
Date of
sanction

31-May-11

Date of
expiry

31-Dec-21

Component

In the
currency of
the loan

International Development
Association
International Bank
for Reconstruction &
Development

SDR123.02
million

$401 million

Totals

401.00

Table 20 Salient details of JICA Loan
Date
of
sanction

31-Mar-05
17-Feb-11

Date of
expiry

31-Jul-20

Loan

IDP 164 (GAP II)

15-Feb-22 IDP 215 (YAP III)
Totals

Amount of
Loan

Amount withdrawn till
31/03/2020

In JPY Billion

In JPY Billion Equivalent
crores of
INR

11.184

32.571

43.755

4.673

2.260

6.933

331.783

160.460

492.243

Balance Available as on 01/04/2020
In JPY Billion

Loan validity ended
on 31/07/2020

30.311

30.311

Equivalent
crores of INR
(JPY1 = INR0.71)

2,152.08

2,152.08

GOI initially releases fund to NMCG under the EAP Component through budgetary allocation.
Subsequently, the World Bank & JICA reimburse to GOI the actual expenditure incurred by NMCG on
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the projects approved by World Bank & JICA, NMCG prepares a consolidated IUFR for the
respectively.
quarter after including the expenses incurred
by NMCG directly on the NGRB Project. NMCG
All releases by World Bank are by way of submits consolidated IUFR to the Controller of Aid
reimbursement of expenses incurred on the Accounts & Audit (CAAA), Department of Economic
approved projects forming part of World Affairs (DEA), Ministry of Finance, Government
Bank approved NGRB Project. State Program of India. CAAA submits the consolidated IUFR
Management Groups furnish to NMCG, at quarterly to World Bank which constitutes the claim for
intervals and on the format prescribed by World reimbursement for the concerned quarter.
Bank, Interim Unaudited Financial Reports (IUFRs) World Bank remits the claimed amount to the
of expenses incurred on approved projects.
credit of DEA.
Table 21 Broad details of fund ow during FY 2017 – 18 and FY 2018 – 19
Year

Fund Line

FY 2017 - 18 EAP
Non-EAP NGP

Ghat Works
FY 2018 - 19 EAP
Non-EAP
NGP
Ghat Works

BE

RE

130.00
627.00
120.00
96.42
2,250.00 2,250.00
50.00
50.00
600.00 1,600.00
170.00
20.00
2,250.00 700.00
50.00
50.00

Similarly, disbursements under both JICA loans
are by way of reimbursement of expenses incurred
on the projects. NMCG submits claim applications
at monthly intervals to CAAA who forwards these
claim applications to JICA after due scrutiny. JICA
settles the claims by remitting the proceeds of the
claim to the credit of DEA.

Amount disbursed
by NMCG
(Amount in crores of rupees)
627.00
770.00
96.42
68.92
700.00
755.40
----30.67
1,600.00
1,266.25
20.00
31.03
637.50
1,195.15
50.00
134.11

Actual Release by GOI

C. National Ganga Plan Component (NGP
Component):

All new non-externally aided projects are funded
from the NGP Component. Till the year ended on
31st March 2017, fund for the NGP Component was
made available by GOI by earmarking a portion
of the accumulation in the National Clean Energy
B. National River Conservation Project – Non- Fund (NCEF).
Externally Aided Projects (Non- EAP Component):
However, with effect from 1st April 2017, fund
Prior to the establishment of NMCG, GOI had available in NCEF will be utilized exclusively to
sanctioned several non-externally funded projects compensate the states for the losses they would
under Ganga Action Plan I, Ganga Action Plan II, incur on account of introduction of Goods and
Yamuna Action Plan I and Yamuna Action Plan II. Services Tax with effect from 1 July 2017. Fund
Some of these projects are not yet complete. GOI for NGP Component is now being made available
provides the balance portion of committed funds through budgetary allocations.
for these projects by way of budgetary allocation
through NMCG under the Non-EAP Component.
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D. Development of Ghats and Beautification of
River Fronts Component:
NMCG receives funds through budgetary allocation
under this component for Ghat Development
and Beautification of River Front at Kedar Nath,
Haridwar, Kanpur, Varanasi, Allahabad, Patna, and
Delhi.

II. Broad allocations under Namami Gange 2.
Project:
The Union Cabinet approved the ‘Namami Gange’
Program on 13th May 2015 with a total outlay of
Rs. 20,000 crore. This outlay is broken into two
components:
(a) Component A: Existing Programs: Rs. 7,272/has been provided under this component for
meeting committed expenditure for ongoing
projects both under EAP and Non-EAP
Components.

(b) Component B: New Initiatives: Rs. 12,728/crore has been provided under this component
for taking up new projects. Year-wise breakup
of the amount allocated for Namami Gange
Program is as follows:
Year-wise Break up

Total
FY 2015-16 FY 2016 - 17 1 Apr 17 to
Allocation
31 Dec 20
20,000

(Amounts in crores of rupees)

3,205

3,500

13,295

III. Mechanism for fund transfers from
NMCG to SPMGs / CPSUs / Others:
1.

NMCG transfers funds to SPMGs on quarterly
basis. Each SPMG is required to maintain
four separate dedicated bank accounts, one
for each fund line, to receive funds from
NMCG and the corresponding contributions,
if any, from the state governments. SPMG
estimates the fund required by it during any
quarter based on projection of progress in
construction of NMCG approved projects
under each fund line. These estimates are
communicated to NMCG well in advance of the

3.
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commencement of the quarter during which
these funds are required. These estimates are
carefully scrutinized in NMCG by the Project
and Finance Units and the funds required by
the SPMGs are remitted to SPMGs promptly so
as to reach them before the commencement
of the quarter during which the funds are
required.

SPMGs remit funds to their EAs through a
Mother Bank Account and Child Bank Account
fund flow arrangement. SPMG’s bank account
constitutes the mother bank account and a
dedicated bank account opened by the EA for a
project constitutes the child bank account. EA
is required to open a separate bank account
for each project awarded to it.

SPMGs assign quarterly Drawing Powers (DPs)
to their EAs based on projected progress of the
projects awarded to them for construction.
Separate DPs are assigned to each project. EAs
are authorized to write cheques on their child
bank accounts of amounts up to the extent of DP
assigned for that quarter. Whenever a cheque
is presented, fund required for clearing the
cheque is automatically transferred from the
mother bank account of the SPMG to the child
bank account of the EA to facilitate clearance
of the cheque. Appropriate arrangements
have been worked out with the banks in this
regard. However, the SPMG and the EAs are
required to maintain the mother bank account
and child bank account with the same bank to
facilitate this funds flow arrangement.

NMCG has appointed Central Pollution
Control Board, WAPCOS Limited, Engineers
India Limited, NBCC Limited, NPCC Limited,
Engineering Projects (India) Limited,
Forest Research Institute and Center For
Environment Education as its direct EAs. In
these cases, NMCG’s bank accounts constitute
the mother bank accounts and the project
accounts of these institutes constitute child
bank accounts. Rest of the arrangement
remains the same as explained in the previous
paragraph.
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4.

The above explained funds flow is depicted Budget of NMCG broadly comprises the following
here below in the adjacent figure.
subcomponents: Sewerage & Sanitation, River
Front Management, Industrial Pollution, Solid
IV. Budgetary process in NMCG and budget Waste Management, Institutional Development,
holders of NMCG:
Research & Development, Habitat Improvement
The Budget of NMCG for each financial year grows Activities in Ganga Basin, Biodiversity Conservation,
out of the Annual Work Plans of the NMCG, State Awareness Creation and Dissemination.
Program Management Groups (SPMGs) and
Executing Agencies (EAs) of the participating
States. The planning process follows a “bottomup” approach i. e. it starts from the EAs, gets
consolidated at the States’ level and finally at
NMCG. The NMCG and the SPMGs of implementing
states have constituted Budget Review Committees
to review the formulation and implementation of
budget.

V. Utilization of Funds

Releases by GOI and Expenditure by NMCG since
its inception: Aggregate of releases made by GOI
to NMCG since its inception and the amounts
disbursed by NMCG for utilization for projects
under the Namami Gange Programme are depicted
by way of a bar diagram below:

Table 22 Head Wise Utilization for F.Y. 2019-20 (Rs. In Crore)

Head Wise Utilization for F.Y. 2019-20 (Rs. In Crore)
Budgetary Grants
Actual Release by GoI
Released by NMCG
NGRBA-EAP
1200.00
1436.78
NGRBA-NON EAP
35.37
NATIONAL GANGA PLAN
353.40
1191.67
GHAT WORKS
9.27
TOTAL
1553.40
2673.09
286.07
16.89
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VI. Audit Mechanism – Process of Audit and is conducted on quarterly basis for NMCG and
SPMGs. Internal audit has been playing a major role
follow up action
Four types of audit are provided under the Namami
Gange Programme: (a) Internal Audit, (b) External
Auditor, (c) Tax Audit and (d) C&AG Audit.

Internal Audit: The NMCG and each SPMG hires
private firms of chartered accountants as internal
auditors to assess effectiveness of internal
controls and to provide independent assurance
on the adequacy of internal controls to mitigate
financial risks in the program. The Internal Audit

in assisting NMCG and SPMGs in bringing about a
systematic, disciplined approach to evaluate and
improve the effectiveness of the internal control
system.

In conducting the audit, special attention is paid
to assessing whether adequate controls have been
established and complied with to ensure: (a)All
project funds have been used in accordance with
the conditions of the relevant legal agreements
and only for the purposes for which the financing
75
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was provided; (b)Project assets are adequately
safeguarded and used solely for their intended
purposes; and (c)All necessary supporting
documents, records, and accounts have been kept
in respect of all project transactions; including
expenditures reported quarterly Expenditure
Report. (d)Procurements for the Project have been
done in accordance with the agreed Procurement
procedures.
4.

5.
6.

External Audit: A firm of chartered
accountants carries out statutory audit of
the annual accounts of NMCG as required
under the Societies Registration Act, 1860.
Audit of annual accounts of SPMGs are also
accordingly audited by firms of chartered
accountants engaged by the respective SPMGs.
The objective of statutory audit is to enable
the auditor to express a professional opinion
as to whether the annual accounts present
fairly, in all material respects, the sources
and applications of program funds for the
period under audit examination and whether
the funds were utilized for the purposes
for which they were provided. The audit is
carried out in accordance with the Auditing
Standards issued by the Institute of Chartered
Accountants of India.

Tax Audit: As NMCG and SPMGs are registered
under Sec.12A of the Income Tax Act, 1961,
there is need of Tax Audit.
C&AG Audit: The audit of NMCG & SPMGs is
carried out by the Office of the Comptroller
and Auditor-General of India and respective
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offices of the State Accountants General as
required by the statutory order of 7 October
2016. After completion of annual audit, the
audit agency furnishes annual audit certificate.

VII. New Initiatives: Shift to PFMS and
Digital Payments

Public Financial Management System (PFMS)
application has been developed by the Controller
General of Accounts (CGA), Ministry of Finance
for online tracking of government funds on real
time basis. The scheme has established a common
transaction-based on-line fund management and
payment system and MIS for the Plan Schemes
of Government of India. It is available on the web
portal www.pfms.nic.in . Objectives of the scheme
are:
Establishment of efficient fund management
system, Reforms in the area of public financial
management, and, Establishment of effective
information expenditure network.

As required by GOI, NMCG, at its end has completely
switched over to PFMS platform and is currently
making all financial transactions, including
releases and payments to various entities through
PFMS. Accordingly, the PFMS node of NMCG is fully
updated with regard to the entries in four Heads of
Accounts through which funds are received and
released to various entities involved in ‘Namami
Gange’ Programme. Further, NMCG is also making
all payments through digital payments mode and
no cheque or cash is now being utilized for making
payments to various entities.
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Unit 16. Clean Ganga Fund
Background

S.No
1
2
3
4
5
6

Donors
Amount (INR Cr)
Hon’ble PM of India
16.53
PSUs
322.09
Private Companies
35.02
Resident Indians
4.04
NRIs/ PIOs
0.43
India Development
3.57
Foundation (OI)
Bank Interest
59.60
Total
441.30

NRIs have been a very important contributor to
the development process in India, in areas such
as education, health and preservation of culture.
In this context, to harness enthusiasm of NRIs
and PIOs to contribute towards the conservation
of the river Ganga, Hon’ble Finance Minister
announced, in his budget speech of FY 2014 – 15,
setting up a NRI Fund for Ganga. As a sequel to
7
this, establishment of Clean Ganga Fund (CGF) was
approved by the Union Cabinet on 24th September
2014. CGF was established on 21st January 2015 A. Key objectives
as a trust under the Indian Trusts Act, 1882.
• To support the national effort of rejuvenation
Domestic donors to the fund shall be eligible for
of river Ganga through public participation
tax benefits as in the case of “Swachch Bharat
Kosh”, i.e. contribution to Clean Ganga Fund (CGF) • To set up a reliable and credible institution for
the individuals, institutions, corporates, NRIs,
is eligible for 100% income tax exemption under
PIOs to contribute
Section 80G (1)(i) of the Income Tax Act, 1961.
Contributions to CGF also falls within the purview • To act as a catalyst in bringing innovation and
of CSR activity as defined in Schedule VII of the
technological know-how in river rejuvenation
Companies Act, 2013.
• To re-establish the river connect with common
public and thereby making it as a mass
CGF is administered by a Trust chaired by the
movement (Jan Andolan)
Hon’ble Finance Minister and including up
to 8 members from different fields, including The fund will be catalytic in nature and identify
NRIs, nominated by the Government. Secretary specific pilot projects in:
(Economic Affairs), Secretary (Overseas Indian
Affairs), Secretary (Environment, Forests and • Conservation of bio-diversity
Climate Change) and Secretary (Water Resources, • River front (Ghat) development
River Development and Ganga Rejuvenation) are
• R&D and innovation in new / latest
ex-officio members of the Trust. Director General
technologies
of NMCG functions as Chief Executive Officer of the
• Control of non-point source of pollution
Trust.
Contributions to CGF are being received in its •
current account with the New Delhi Main Branch
of the State Bank of India. Total fund available in •
CGF as for the reporting period is Rs 441.30 crores.
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Public awareness
activities

&

Community

based

Any other activity outlined under Namami
Gange Programme.
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B. Brief on Fund Account – Brief Mechanism C. Fund allocation:
for Donations:
The Board of Trustees of CGF headed by the Union
Contributions to the CGF can be made through Finance Minister has approved projects worth Rs.
either of the following modes:
238.54 crores for incurring expenditure out of the
CGF:
• Cheque / DD drawn in favour of “Clean Ganga
Fund”.
S.No Project Name
Amount
Amount

•
•
•

Electronic mode to CGF’s account no.
34213740838 with the New Delhi Main
Branch of State Bank of India, (Swift Code:
SBININBB104).
Payment gateways (SBI e-pay / SBI Collect
also) provided in the portal of CGF with url:
www.cleangangafund.com

BHIM / UPI Mobile Application: a link to CGF
website has also been provided in the website
of NMCG at www.nmcg.nic.in
SBI Account Holders can also make donations
through SBI ATMs.
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Sanctioned
(Cr)

1
2

3

4

5

Exp. (Cr)

Annual Plan of operations 87.84
for
afforestation
interventions

68.24

Ghat
&
Crematoria 97.98
redevelopment

22.19

Treatment of 5 nalas 17.77
(drains)

1.96

Uttarakhand
Tourism 0.95
Development Board

0.29

Others
Total

204.54

0.03

92.70
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Unit 17. Knowledge Partners
Namami Gange Mission is a comprehensive
programme with high priority for research and
evidence based decision making organization
and has special place for Geospatial technology.
A comprehensive Ganga River Basin Management
Plan (GRBMP) was developed by a consortium of
seven IITs.

One of the bottlenecks for a comprehensive
planning for a river rejuvenation programme is
the lack of scientific data, which requires detailed
research studies based on geospatial technology.
To overcome these issues, NMCG has sanctioned
different GIS based research projects touching
different aspects of river rejuvenation. These
research projects cover the historical part, cultural
part, ecological part as well as scientific and
technological part.
These research projects are helping in future
planning intervention whether it is Master plans,
smart city plans, heritage conservation plans or
biodiversity conservation plans, flood demarcation,
etc with strong evidence and studies. Significance
of GIS framework has brought a paradigm shift in
visualization of all crucial spatial and non-spatial
information of Ganga basin.

through this technology. Mapping Area is 43,084
km2 along the 10 Km buffer of River. Acquired data
has been processed to generate Digital Elevation
Model and Ortho-rectified imageries of said areas

These models will provide valuable information
for use not only in making urban river plans, but
also for identifying the baseline of river flood
plains and regulating them for their restoration
and preservation. This technology enables
identification of entire topography of an area
making it easy

Table 34 LiDAR Mapping Equipment

NMCG has also initiated a very path breaking project
along with Survey of India (SoI) on “Generation of
high-resolution DEM & GIS ready database for part
of River Ganga” using LiDAR Mapping.

Table 33 LiDAR Mapping Dataset

GIS Project on “Reconstructing the Ganga of the
past from Corona archival imagery” is being

for policy makers to analyse the available data
and improve decision-making process. Critical executed by IIT Kanpur. Deliverables of Corona
pollution hotspots are also easily identified project are the atlas of the Ganga River showing
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a comparison between 1960s and present,
establish the reference condition of the Ganga
river and quantify the changes in morphological
characteristics and land use/land cover within the
Ganga valley, and propose a policy document on
‘desirable’ land use within the Ganga valley.

Bhuvan Ganga Geoportal2 provides platforms
to manage, access, visualize, share, and analyse
geo spatial data, non-spatial data products and
services towards spatial mashups to support
NMCG objectives of environmental and ecological
improvement within the Ganga River basin.

Vigyan Prasar3 and
National
Mission
for
Clean
Ganga
have
collaborated
on dissemination of
scientific
knowledge
of River Ganga. Under
this partnership, video
programs
produced
on Namami Gange can
now be viewed on India
Science OTT Channel.

Figure 35 Bhuvan Ganga
Geoportal
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2.

Figure 36 Vigyan Prasar

NMCG & VP jointly organise ‘Tuesday Lecture
Series’ under Gyan Ganga on the last Tuesday 3.
of each month dedicated to NMCG and its
stakeholders. Both the organization are working
together in the areas of dissemination of scientific
knowledge of River Ganga in the various aspects of
NMCG initiative to the public in an interesting and
effective manner.

Other key partnerships:
1.

Aquifers in the Ganga Yamuna doab play
an important role in sustaining the flows in
these rivers. Ganga River Basin Management
Plan recognizes the importance of interplay
between groundwater and surface water.
Aquifer mapping project is executing by NGRI,
Hyderabad by geophysical mapping with
focus on Palaeo-channels in parts of Ganga 4.
Yamuna Doab from Kausambi to Kanpur
stretch. This project will be helpful for
81

development of a plan for managing aquifer
recharge which may help in increasing the
flow of river Ganga during lean season.

Mountain springs are the primary source of
water for rural households in the Himalayan
region. Spring recharge is reported to be
declining due to increased water demand,
land use change and ecological degradation.
Namami Gange is executing on two spring
rejuvenation projects, one is schematic
mapping of Tehri Garhwal district for
inventory of springs using LiDAR technology,
Hydro-geomorphic & liniment studies for
identification of different type of springs &
their recharge zones and implementation of
spring rejuvenation by constructing rainwater
harvesting and artificial structures. Another
project is Rejuvenation of dying springs in
Tokoli Gad Catchment of Tehri Garhwal
District using Geo-chemical & Geo-physical
techniques. The project will assess the impact
of land use land cover change or impact
of natural or anthropogenic precipitation
variability and also will strengthen the local
water governance and participatory spring
shed management approach.

Namami Gange has commissioned two projects
to NEERI, one is assessment of water quality
and sediment analysis to understand the
special property of Ganga River and another
one is “GIS-based Mapping of Microbial
Diversity across the Ganges for Ecosystem
Services”. The objective of this study is to
understand the water quality of river Ganga
along the stretch with the specific focus on
parameters that indicates the interactions of
river with its varied environment. Being highly
analytics and interdisciplinary, this project
will provide a strong scientific rationale to
understand bacteriophage and microbial
population diversity, purifying properties of
the Ganga and disease predications.

Ganga basin is one of the largest basins in
India and contributes to almost 40% of the
population, change in climatic scenarios
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can result a disbalance in near future. To 7.
plan accordingly NMCG is working with IIT
Delhi to map out high resolution climate
scenarios for basin-scale water resources
management. One of the major outcomes of
this project will be improved understanding
and scientifically rigorous estimates of climate
change and its impact on water resources in
the Indo-Gangetic Plain.

Large number of smaller tributaries have been 8.
mapped along with their catchment area/
watershed and water bodies. A GIS based
inventory of small rivers is also being
created with additional component in form
of district wise list of small rivers. Majority
of these small rivers are seasonal rivers and
often have been hydrologically degraded both
due to non-availability of flows during nonmonsoon or due to water quality issues. The 9.
rejuvenation of these rivers is one of objective
of the programme as these small rivers impact
the flows, both quality and quantity of River
Ganga.

NMCG in partnership with INTACH is carrying
out the cultural mapping of the main stem
of the Ganga from origin to Ganga Sagar
documenting the rich natural, built, and
intangible heritage.
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Scientific plan for afforestation along
Ganga with the help of FRI is under
implementation. Biodiversity conservation
for Ganga has been taken up with WII to map
the biodiversity for the entire length and
scientific improvement of habitat and
species. Similarly, program for of fisheries
resource mapping and their conservation
has been taken up in association with CIFRI.

New Paradigm of Planning for River Cities
–Project to mainstream river health in
urban planning and develop framework
for Integrated Urban Water Management
(IUWM) has been initiated with National
Institute of Urban Affairs. Innovative Urban
River Management Plan (URMP) framework
is being developed with a template for Kanpur.
Namami Gange is collaborating with different
international organisations like India-EU
water partnership and German collaboration
for the technology and knowledge transfer for
River Basin management, E-flow assessment,
and Policy for Reuse of treated wastewater.
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Unit 18. Communication
& Public Outreach
Effective communication is a necessary condition
for success of any flagship programme, which
hopes for acceptance at the level of common
people. Once that is achieved it becomes a people’s
movement, which is the ultimate goal of Namami
Gange Programme as well. NMCG pursues a
suite of communication strategies, so that the
message of clean Ganga gets across to the people
effectively and sustains in their memory. Some
of the interventions, which are made at regular
interval, are undertaking cleanliness drives at
ghats and river banks with common people and
school children; organizing events to capture the
imagination of children such as quiz contest, Bal
Mela, drawing and slogan writing competition, etc;
participation in national & international seminars,
workshops, trade fair; celebrating important days
such as World Environment Day, World Biological
Diversity Day, etc; organizing cultural program
with Ganga as theme and similar activities.

Figure 37 Launching of URMP Framework

In March 2019, NMCG awarded a grant to the
National Institute of Urban Affairs (NIUA) for a
project “Addressing the urban drivers of river
health in the Ganga Basin”. The project was awarded
at a cost of Rs. 4.04 Cr with a project duration of
two years. The broad objective of this project is
to promulgate sustainable urban development
that makes judicious use of vital natural riverine
resources. The project sought to demonstrate that
maintaining healthy rivers in the Ganga River Basin
is crucial to enhance liveability in urban areas of the

basin. The project targeted three unique elements
of river management within the urban context.
The first is related to mainstreaming sustainable
river health management into a city’s larger
long-term vision. The second is associated with
developing a dedicated river-specific management
plan for a city. The third is to build capacities of
multiple levels of stakeholders on aspects relating
to the first two elements, as well as other pertinent
matters related to river health management.
Over a period of time, these efforts have borne
fruit and Namami Gange Programme is a wellrecognized effort of the Central Government
raising hopes among people that Ganga cleaning
and her rejuvenation to its pristine form is
possible. A chronology of Information, Education
and Communication (IEC) activities undertaken
during this period is as under:

APRIL 2019

a) Cleanliness Drive at Kalindi Kunj Ghat:
Continuing with its efforts to clean the river
Yamuna, NMCG organised a Cleanliness/
Swachhta drive at the Kalindi Kunj Ghat along
with Delhi Jal Board, South Delhi Municipal
Corporation and local stakeholders on 7th
April 2019 with a call as open invitation to
general masses/ people to participate.

The focus during the cleanliness drive remained
on freeing the Ghat from plastic waste along with

Figure 38 Cleanliness Drive at Kalindi Kunj
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other solid waste. Organised on the occasion of c)
World Health Day, the volunteering event involved
students from Dayal Singh College, Hansraj College,
Amity University, young members from NSS India,
Miranda House, I.P University, NGOs etc.
b) Global Water Awards: NMCG has been
awarded Distinction in the category ‘Public
Water Agency of the Year’ by Global Water
Intelligence at the Global Water Summit
in London on 9th April 2019. The Global

Ganga Quest- A month-long online quiz
was organised by NMCG, in partnership
with Wildlife Institute of India (WII), Tree
Craze Foundation, GIZ and VA Tech WABAG,
for awareness generation and knowledge
dissemination about river Ganga. The quiz
was launched on 22nd April 2019 (World
Earth Day) and ended on 22nd May 2019
(World Biodiversity Day).
Schools under CBSE board, Nabodaya
Vidyalayas and other academic institutions
participated actively in the quiz competition
and approximately 36,500 students /
candidates participated in the competition
from all corners of the country. The competition
was conducted for four categories viz. upto

Class 8th, Class 8th – 10th, Class 11th to 12th
and Open for all. Prizes were also given away
to schools with maximum participation.

d) World Heritage Day: Ganga has been a
source of inspiration for sages, scholars,
painters, poets etc. from all over the world.

Figure 39 Global Water Awards

Water Awards recognize excellence in water
industry and reward those initiatives in the
water, wastewater, and desalination sectors
which bring remarkable improvements in the
lives of people.
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Figure 40 NMCG at World Heritage Day
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Documenting the tangible, intangible and
natural heritage is very important for our
present and future generations.

e)

Realizing the importance, NMCG has
partnered with the Indian National Trust
for Art and Cultural Heritage (INTACH) for
bringing together all knowledge related to
Ganga on one platform. On the occasion of
World Heritage Day on 18th April 2019, NMCG
organised a talk on ‘Heritage and Ganga’
where distinguished speakers from INTACH,
IIPA and Google delivered a talk on cultural,
ecological and environmental aspects related
to Ganga, Yamuna and other rivers and how
technology could serve as a repository for the
vast knowledge related to the Ganga River
Basin.

Earth Week Celebration: NMCG observed
Earth Week (22-28 April, 2019) across the
Ganga states in association with Wildlife
Institute of India aimed to engage children
in the mission and to make them understand
the importance of conserving the rivers and
ecosystem. The schoolchildren took part in
plantation activities and carried out swachhta
rallies as well.

MAY 2019
a)

conservation & ornithology on the topic of
‘Restoring the wetlands: Creating home for
migratory birds’ on 10th May 2019.

Figure 41 MoU with HCL Foundation and INTACH

b) Signing of MoU: A Memorandum of
Understanding (MoU) was signed between
NMCG, HCL Foundation and INTACH for taking
up a project of ‘Plantation of Rudraksh Trees
in Uttarakhand’ as part of CSR initiative under
the ‘Namami Gange’ Programme on 14th
May 2019. While the project aims at planting
10,000 Rudraksh trees in the catchment area
of river Ganga in Uttarakhand in association
with local community and other stakeholders,
it will also help in generating income for
people residing in those areas.

Expert talk on the occasion of World c)
Migratory Day: World Migratory Bird Day
(WMBD), celebrated on 11th May, is an annual
awareness raising campaign highlighting the
need for the conservation of migratory birds
and their habitats. It has a global outreach
and is an effective tool to help raise global
awareness of the threats faced by migratory
birds, their ecological importance, and the
need for international cooperation to conserve
them.
Theme for WMBD for the year 2019 was ‘Protect
Birds: Be the solution to plastic pollution.’ One
of the mandates of NMCG is conservation of
river biodiversity for rejuvenation of Ganga
and its tributaries. NMCG conducted a lecture
of Dr. Fayiaz A Khudsar, expert in wetlands
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Signing of MoU with Union Bank of India:
A MoU was signed with ‘Mojarto’, an NDTV
venture and Union Bank of India for taking up
a project for the development of mural arts
at various iconic Ghats like Chandi Ghat and
Har Ki Pauri in Haridwar. The MoU was signed
between Ms. Meenakshi Payal, Head ‘Mojarto’,
an NDTV Venture, Shri C. B. Jha, D.G.M of
Union Bank of India and Shri Rozy Agarwal,
Executive Director (Finance), NMCG in the
presence of Shri Rajiv Ranjan Mishra, Director
General, NMCG, Mr. G. Asok Kumar, Executive
Director (Projects), NMCG and other officials
from NMCG and Union Bank of India on 17th
May 2019. This is one of the unique ventures
of NMCG aimed at creating public awareness
on Clean Ganga Mission at different iconic
cities on the banks of Ganga.
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d) International Day of Biological Diversity:
and Exhibitions India Group at Pragati
On the occasion of The International Day
Maidan, New Delhi from 22-24 May 2019.
of Biological Diversity (IDB) NMCG and
The event addressed the core objectives of
International Union for Conservation of Nature
the Governments Smart Cities Mission aptly
(IUCN) organized workshop on 22nd May
and compellingly. Namami Gange pavilion
2019 at India Habitat Centre on Wednesday.
was set up during the fair for showcasing the
Organic Farming is being promoted in certain
innovative interventions in the waste water
regions of Ganga Basin and it would be scaled
treatment and sustainable development
up in the larger part of Ganga main stem. The
sector.
motive of the workshop was to understand
the impact of agriculture on the Ganga basin JUNE 2019
through the landscape approach, the larger a) Launch of documentary and theme song
ecosystem services that the basin provides,
on Ganga Mitra: 200 dedicated Ganga Mitras
issues arising due to delinking biodiversity
trained under the ‘Eco-Skilled and Capacity
with the current forms of agriculture and
Building Training Programme’ by BHU, joined
develop a roadmap for sustainable agriculture
the mission to serve Ganga. The programme
in the Ganga basin. The workshop was designed
was sponsored by NMCG in an effort to take the
to bring together experts, academicians, civil
message of Ganga rejuvenation to the masses.
society organization and decision makers to
A short documentary and Ganga Mitra theme
understand the linkages between agriculture
song was launched by Director General, NMCG,
and river Ganga.
Shri Rajiv Ranjan Mishra in the presence of
Professor B.D. Tripathi, Mahamana Malviya
e) Smart Cities India Water Expo-2019:
Ganga Research Centre, BHU and other senior
Smart Cities India Expo is Asia’s largest
officials on 3rd June 2019 at NMCG office.
trade fair and conference organized by the
India Trade Promotion Organization (ITPO) b) Strategic Discussion Forum: NMCG and
Centre for Ganga River Basin Management
and Studies (cGanga) organised a strategic
discussion forum on “Circular Economy in
the Ganga Basin” to promote the recycle and
refuse of waste in Ganga river basin on 4th
June 2019.
c)

Figure 42 Award Ceremony during Environment Day 2019
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World Environment Day: NMCG organized
an event to celebrate the World Environment
Day on 5th June 2019. Shri Gajendra Singh
Shekhawat, Union Minister for Jal Shakti and

Figure 43 Event photos from Gang Dusshera
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Shri Rattan Lal Kataria, Minister of State for f)
Jal Shakti graced the event.

During the event, awards were given to the winners
of Ganga Quest 2019.
Two books published by ‘Centre for Ganga River
Basin Management and Studies’ on Biodiversity
in Ganga River System and Improving conditions
of water bodies in the vicinity of paper and pulp
industries in Ganga River Basin were also released
on the occasion, apart from two radio jingles on
Water Conservation created by National Water
Mission.
d) Thai Water Exhibition and Conference:
NMCG participated in the Thai Water Expo2019- a Leading International exhibition on
water and waste water organized from 5th
-8th June 2019 at Bangkok, Thailand. Leading
companies dealing in water sector from
various countries such as China, Germany,
Israel, Korea, Japan and Singapore participated
in the event for knowledge sharing and to
display latest technologies, resources and
interventions on sewerage systems and
treatment.

e)

Ganga Dusshera: Ganga Dusshera is also
known as Ganga Avataran and commemorated g)
as the day when Ganga descended on earth
and hence, considered highly auspicious.
NMCG observed Ganga Dusshera in various
cities/towns of Ganga Basin States on 12th
June 2019. Activities including shramdaan/
cleanliness drives, cultural events/activities,
Ganga swachhta sankalp and competitions
were organized by District Ganga Committees
and SPMGs.

A special mega cultural event and Bhajan Sandhya
at Chandighat on the occasion of Ganga Dusshera.
With renditions of popular bhajans, renowned
singer Anuradha Paudwal transformed the
evening into a musical and melodious festival for
the audience. She also gave message of Ganga
cleanliness through her songs. Similar activities
were organised at the ghats in Kanpur, Prayagraj,
Varanasi and other cities.

International Day of Yoga: NMCG organized
a three-day mega event to celebrate the
International Day of Yoga-2019 at Gandhi Ghat,
River Front Development, Patna, Mahatma
Gandhi Kashi Vidyapeeth in Varanasi, Rishikesh
and New Delhi. Officials of the Indian Air
Force also joined the yoga enthusiasts along
with their families to take part in the threeday event. The staff and students of Mahatma
Gandhi Kashi Vidyapeeth in Varanasi created
a sand sculpture to commemorate the yoga
day celebrations.

Figure 44 Yoga Day celebration at Varanasi

Namami Gange Cleanathon at the banks
of river Yamuna: NMCG organized a
Cleanathon-A cleanliness drive across 8 major
Ghats on the river Yamuna at Delhi. The main
event was held at Kalindi Kunj Ghat on Yamuna
at Delhi on 28th June 2019. The Cleanathon
was led by Shri Gajendra Singh Shekhawat,
Hon’ble Minister, Jal Shakti Ministry in the
presence of Shri Rattan Lal Kataria, Hon’ble
Minister of State for Jal Shakti, Shri U.P.Singh,
Secretary, Department of WR,RD & GR, senior
officers of the Jal Shakti Ministry , NMCG and
from all the organizations under the Ministry.

The activities including cleaning of Ghats,
removal of waste and garbage from the Ghats,
tree plantation and other associated activities
were conducted at 8 Ghats. Officers of the 132 INF
BN (TA) ECO RAJPUT, ITBP, DJB, DDA and other
agencies also joined the Cleanathon drive.
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JULY 2019
a)

Foundation Stone Laying Ceremony: In
a major step towards cleaning the Yamuna
River, foundation stone has been laid to set up
the country’s largest Sewage Treatment Plant
(STP) in Okhla. This Coronation Plant will be
the first experiment in the nation to treat the
waste water. The foundation stone for the STP
which is expected to treat Rs. 56.40 Crore litres
of waste water per day was laid by the Delhi

Figure 45 STP Foundation laying ceremony at Okhla, Delhi

with an aim to establish an informed and
active group of individuals across different
countries who will be supporting and working
in synergy with the Ganga Praharis towards
maintaining the social and ecological integrity
of the Ganga River. Under the “Biodiversity
and Ganga Conservation” project, the Wildlife
Institute of India (WII)-NMCG team conducted
trainings cum awareness for Ganga Praharis
for biodiversity conservation and encouraging
them to opt for sustainable livelihoods.
Workshops on the social, economic &
biodiversity values of Ganga have also been
conducted to develop the ability of Ganga
Prahari’s for conservation of the biodiversity
of Ganga and to train them on rescue and
rehabilitation techniques. It also highlighted
the importance of community involvement in
conservation effort. Through various success
stories the role and responsibilities of being
a Ganga Praharis in ensuring sustainable
conservation efforts were emphasized.
Cleanliness drives were also organised, after
which students built planters out of the waste
collected.

Chief Minister Arvind Kejriwal and Union Jal
Shakti Minister Gajendra Singh Shekhawat.
The water will get naturally treated due to the d) Training of Women Groups: Training of
150 women of two villages under livelihood
river flow and this experiment has tremendous
development programme was conducted at
potential to meet India’s water needs. The
Sahibganj, Jharkhand. This is the two-month
new plant will also have provision of online
training programme. There are a number of
monitoring of quality parameters of effluent,
components including preservation and fruit
SCADA, power generation from biogas and
processing and incense stick making, making of
sludge management. Disposal of sludge in a
pickles, chutney and squashes and beautician
scientific manner will address environment
course etc. under the livelihood development
related issues.
programmes; in which various trainings are
b) Eco-Skills and Capacity Building Training
to be provided to wo men of villages situated
Program for Ganga Mitra:
on the bank of Ganga. The training is being
provided by district Ganga committee headed
200 dedicated ‘Ganga Mitras’ are being trained
by the deputy commissioner in cooperation
under the Eco-Skills and Capacity Building
with Wildlife Institute of India.
Programme by Banaras Hindu University with
the support of NMCG in an effort to educate the e) Plantation Campaign: NMCG under its
masses about the importance and significance
forestry intervention in Ganga component,
of Ganga.
observed “Ganga Vriksharopan Abhiyan” in
c)

Training of Ganga Praharis: With the support
of NMCG, the Wildlife Institute of India has
initiated the Pravasi Ganga Prahari programme
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the five Ganga river bank states. The objective
of organizing the campaign is to bring greater
awareness among people and our stakeholders
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regarding the importance of afforestation for
Ganga rejuvenation and also to seek their
collaboration in this mammoth task. Massive
plantation drives along with various seminars,
workshops, lectures, drawing and painting
competitions etc. was organised locally.
g)

f)

Figure 46 Plantation Campaign, Lucknow

at various locations during the Kanvar Yatra
and as well as during the Char Dham Yatra
for awareness and enhancing participation of
people. People were encouraged to reiterate
their commitment towards Ganga by taking
Ganga Swachhta sankalp/pledge and to act as
Ganga’s Ambassadors and spread the message
of keeping the river clean.
Mural Arts in Haridwar: Mojarto, an NDTV
venture, is India’s largest aggregator for
original paintings online. In addition to more
than 13000 works of original art online,
Mojarto also has an extensive selection of
fine art prints, lithographs, and handcrafted
collectibles sourced from various artists and
artisans. Mojarto, in association with NMCG
has taken up the redevelopment of iconic
Ghats like Har Ki Paudi and Chandi Ghat in
Haridwar through mural arts. Artists from
across the world were gathered during Kumbh
also on a mission to transform the Prayagraj
city with colours. The initiative is supported
by Union Bank of India and Nerolac Paints as
transformation partner.

Kanvar Yatra: The Kanvar Yatra is an annual
pilgrimage of devotees of Shiva, to Hindu
pilgrimage places of Haridwar, Gaumukh and
Gangotri in Uttrakhand and Sultanganj in Bihar
to fetch holy waters of Ganges River. Millions
of participants gather sacred water from the h) Cleanliness Drives at Kalindi Kunj:
Continuing with its efforts to clean the river
Ganga and carry it across hundreds of miles to
Yamuna, NMCG had organised massive
dispense as offerings in their local Siva shrines,
cleanliness drive-Cleanathon on 8 Ghats of
or specific temples. Smaller pilgrimages are
Yamuna. Making the cleanliness of Ghat, a
also undertaken to places like Prayagraj and
regular activity, cleanliness/swachhta drives
Varanasi. Shravani Mela is also a major festival
has been organized every Sunday at Kalindi
at Deoghar in Jharkhand. Series of activities
Kunj, Okhla with support of Delhi Jal Board,
including shramdaan/cleanliness drives,
South Delhi Municipal Corporation, local
nukkad nataks/ skits, publicity through Ganga
stakeholders and volunteers of Tree Craze
raths, mobile vans, hoardings were conducted
Foundation and Lahar Foundation etc. The

Figure 47 Snapshot of Kanvad yatra, 2019
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focus during the cleanliness drive remained
on freeing the Ghat from plastic waste along
with other solid waste.

AUGUST 2019

Plantation programme was inaugurated by
Hon’ble Governor of Uttar Pradesh, Anandiben
Patel and Director General, NMCG in Kasganj,
Uttar Pradesh. In the programme, record was
made for planting one lakh, one thousand
saplings in Kasganj. DG, NMCG also met and
interacted with the Ganga Prahari’s team of
Uttar Pradesh.

Cleanliness and awareness drives on
various Ghats: Cleaning of Ghats has now
become a regular activity of NMCG. Various
cleanliness drives were organized each month
in Delhi-NCR and various other important
cities/towns across Ganga Basin States
with the help of the municipal corporations,
partner/ associated organizations/ partners
etc. Cleaning drive was organized on 4th, 11th
and 25th August 2019 at Kalindi Kunj ghat by
Tree Craze Foundation in collaboration with
Sashakt Foundation and Lahar Foundation.
A cleanliness drive was organized by Ganga
Vichaar Manch on Rasulabad Ghat, Teliyarganj.
School children were engaged/ targeted in the
awareness drive at Pilli Kothi, Varanasi and
Figure 48 Plantation drive at Kasganj
took Ganga Swachhta pledge to reiterate their
commitment towards the Ganga cleaning.
d) Excellence of Governance Awards: NMCG
supports the outstanding work of various
b) Wetland and Bio-diversity Conservation
district magistrates, for good governance
Programmes: WII in association with
and driving change, which was recognised by
NMCG conducted a wetland & biodiversity
Indian Express in the Excellence in Governance
conservation programme in Kashipur, UP.
Awards. Good Governance awards is for
The event saw widespread participation from
pioneering initiatives undertaken by DMs all
villagers, students and Ganga Praharis. The
over the country. The awards were supported
restoration of Kashipur pond in Uttar Pradesh
by NMCG as DMs constitute the backbone of
focused on the removal of solid waste in &
the Namami Gange program in the states.
around the pond and was carried out with

a)

c)

the help of Ganga Praharis from Narora and
Bulandshahr, villagers, Gram Panchayats &
the WII field team. Interactive sessions on
Ganga and bio-diversity were conducted with
the Bal Ganga Praharis.

Tree Plantation Drive ‘Vriksharopan
Mahakhumbh’: Uttar Pradesh government
registered various records under the
‘Vriksharopan
Mahakhumbh’
campaign
initiated on 9th August 2019 on the occasion
of 77th anniversary of Quit India Movement.
Guinness World Record handed over the
certificate for distribution of 66,000 plants
simultaneously in stipulated time frame.
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e)

f)

Workshop on Ganga Water Impact Alliance:
NMCG & cGanga jointly organized ‘Water
Impact Initiative & Ambassador’s Dialogue’
on 22nd August 2019 in New Delhi to discuss
water cooperation with all partner nations g)
to accelerate the implementation of water
treatment technologies. A report by cGanga
on ‘India Water Impact Summit 2018’ was
also released during the event.

Dr Anil Joshi. Topics such as conservation of
Ganga, ecology, biodiversity & community
participation were discussed at length.

Water Talk: National Water Mission
organized the ‘6th Water Talk’ on 23rd August
2019 in New Delhi. Sh. U.P. Singh, SecretaryJal Shakti graced the occasion and presided
over the panel discussion along with eminent
water experts.

h) World Water Week 2019, Stockholm,
Sweden (August 25-30, 2019): National
Mission for Clean Ganga (NMCG) participated
in the World Water Week 2019 held at
Stockholm, Sweden during 25th to 30th
August, 2019. The participation included
setting up of a ‘Namami Gange’ pavilion
and participation in different technical
sessions and panel discussions. The pavilion
successfully projected the massive size and
diverse achievements and potential areas of
Seminar on Bio-diversity and Ganga
collaboration and investment of the ‘Namami
Conservation: Wildlife Institute of India &
Gange’ mission.
NMCG organised ‘2nd Biodiversity & Ganga
Conservation Seminar’ in Dehradun on 22nd The pavilion which displayed NMCG’s vision and
August 2019. It was inaugurated by Padmashri works on the Ganga River Basin Management plan
was the centre of attraction for all the visiting
delegates, experts, researchers, academicians,
policy makers, technology providers, water industry
leaders and high level dignitaries. Some of exhibits
showcased NMCG’s interventions on the Ganga
Basin like River Basin Planning and Management
cycle in India, pollution abatement including
Sewage and Industrial Pollution Management,
River Front Management, Sustainable Agriculture,
Biodiversity Conservation and afforestation,
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Rural Sanitation, use of GIS and other latest
technology such as Lidar Mapping, Restoration
of Wetlands in the Ganga Basin, Community-led
River Rejuvenation, brief on sanctioned projects,
New Initiatives on Performance-based contracts
improving governance, Reuse and Recycling
of treated wastewater, Mainstreaming River
Management into Urban Planning Framework,
River and the SDGs under ‘Namami Gange’
programme. Shri Gajendra Singh Shekhawat,
Hon’ble Minister, Jal Shakti delivered a keynote
address in the session titled “High-level Dialogue:
Building a Resilient Future through Water”.

University, Canada; IVL Swedish Environmental
Research Institute; Sandec Sanitation, Water &
Solid Waste for Development, Switzerland also
visited the pavilion. Visitors from other reputed
international organizations included: GIZ,
World Bank, CSE, WWF and UN Organizations.
Representatives from Technology providers
in water and sanitation sector presented their
technologies and showed keen interest in ‘Namami
Gange’ projects for potential collaboration.

The launch of Mission ‘Paani’ was livestreamed
in the ‘Namami Gange’ pavilion screening the
discussions of Brand Ambassador, Shri Amitabh
The most prominent dignitaries visiting the Bachchan along with other eminent experts in the
pavilion included His Majesty King Carl XVI Gustaf water sector. Similarly, panel discussion & other
and Crown Princess Victoria and Duchess of activities were also conducted at the Namami
Vastergotland who took keen interest in various Gange pavilion.
activities displayed in the exhibition and spent
SEPTEMBER 2019
quality time in the pavilion.
Other notable high-level dignitaries who visited a)
are: Hon. Cecilia Abena Dapaah, Minister of
Sanitation and Water Resources, Ghana; Hon’ble
Karlene Maywald, Chair, Australian National
Water Commission and former Minister for Water
security; Vice President of Dutch Water Authorities;
Commissioner Water Development Commission,
Ethiopia; Chair of Asia-Pacific Water Forum;
Head of Water Development Division, Germany.
Stockholm Water Prize Laureate of 2019, Dr. Jackie
King also visited the pavilion. Other Stockholm
Water price laureate Shri Rajender Singh and
Ms. Sunita Narain also spent time in the pavilion
and interacted with other delegates also. ‘Water
Front’, the Daily Newsletter of the water week, also
covered the Indian participation through ‘Namami b)
Gange’ Stall and also published the interview of
DG, NMCG. This stall was covered Prominently by
the event authorities.
Professors and researchers from prestigious
universities and academic institutes such as:
University of Oxford; University of Leeds; the
Nordic Africa Institute, Sweden; University of
Portsmouth, UK; CEPT University, India; Institute
for Technology and Resources Management in
Tropics and Sub-tropics, Germany; United Nations
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Auction of the Mementos: Over 2700 gifts
that Hon’ble Prime Minister received during
his visits to different parts of the country in
the past six months, were auctioned. The
amount raised by the auction is to be utilised
for the Namami Gange programme. The
exhibition-cum-auction of a total of 2,772 gifts,
presented to the Prime Minister, commenced
from 14th September till 3rd October 2019 at
the National Gallery of Modern Arts (NGMA),
Delhi. Earlier in January 2019, over 1800 gifts
received by PM were sold in a fortnight-long
auction and the funds raised through it were
transferred to support the Namami Gange
projects.

‘Great Ganga Run’- Marathon to create
awareness about river Ganga: To connect
people with water and spread awareness,
NMCG organised ‘The Great Ganga Run’ in New
Delhi. Hon’ble Union Minister for Jal Shakti,
Shri Gajendra Singh Shekawat, Hon’ble Union
Minister for Youth Affairs and Sports, Shri
Kiren Rijiju and Hon’ble Minister of State for Jal
Shakti Ministry, Shri Ratan Lal Kataria flagged
off the ‘Great Ganga Run’ from Jawaharlal
Nehru Stadium on 15th September 2019.
The marathon had an elaborative message to
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create awareness about water conservation &
river rejuvenation. A large number of people
from every age group participated and almost
20,000 people had enrolled for the marathon.

efforts alone will not bear fruits. The society
as a whole will have to connect with it with
a sense of collective social responsibility.
The participation of the people in the run
corroborates the fact that people are not only
aware of the importance of water but are
active to conserve the important resource.
He appealed people to come forward to make
Ganga, its basin and its tributaries clean and
pure.

It had 4 categories for different age groups- 2
Kms non-timed run - minimum 8 years; 5 Kms
non-timed run - minimum 12 years; 10 Kmstimed run-minimum 16 years and 21 Kmstimed half marathon- minimum 16 years.

c)

Figure 50 Great Ganga Run Event, 2019

The people were motivated to do free online
registration and show their commitment
towards the Clean Ganga campaign, ensuring
water security and make it a Jan-Andolan
to save and secure water. Speaking on the
occasion, Hon’ble Minister emphasized on
the need of involvement of the local masses in
the mission of water conservation and river
rejuvenation. He said that the government’s

Figure 51 India Water Week, 2019

6th India Water Week: NMCG participated
in the 6th India Water Week- policy and
technology showcase event organized by
Ministry of Jal Shakti, held from 24th to 28th
September 2019 at Vigyan Bhawan and the
exhibition at Indira Gandhi National Centre
for Arts (IGNCA), New Delhi. India Water
Week has been organized since 2012 as an
annual international event.

The Week-2019 based on the theme of ‘Water
Cooperation-Coping with 21st Century Challenges’
was inaugurated by the Hon’ble President, Shri
Ram Nath Kovind. The event highlighted the issues
of water scarcity, water for food security and
inclusive growth, development of inland water
ways, water use efficiency management and Ganga
river rejuvenation etc. The India Water Week had
participation from over 1500 delegates from India
and abroad, which includes about 63 delegates
from 28 countries. Harpic News18 Mission Paani
too also supported the cause and collaborated as
the official partner of the India Water Week.
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During the week, various international multidisciplinary conferences on international and
regional cooperation in water management
and a concurrent exhibition highlighting the
technologies and latest solutions supporting the
theme were held. NMCG held special session on
‘Rejuvenation of River Ganga- from Planning to
Action’ and various other panel discussions and
also exhibited various innovative interventions
under Namami Gange programme. The exhibition e)
was inaugurated by the Hon’ble Minister for Jal
Shakti Shri Gajendra Singh Sekhawat. Various
components and progress of the projects under
Namami Gange programme were showcased
through innovative technologies and interactive
displays. Students from numerous schools/
academic institutions visited the stall.

Foundation also worked alongside NMCG in
cleaning the Ghat. An appeal for the active
involvement of local communities/residents
and schools to take ownership of the Yamuna
and come forward to participate in keeping
the riverfront clean resulted in participation
of many organizations, young volunteers and
students in the mass cleanliness drive.

f)

Swachhta Hi Seva Campaign: National
Mission for Clean Ganga organized Swachhta
Hi Seva- a massive awareness and mobilization
campaign to augment community awareness
and public consciousness towards water
conservation and river rejuvenation. Emphasis

d) Namami Gange Cleanthon on World Clean
Up Day: NMCG organised a cleanliness drive
at Delhi’s Kalindi Kunj Ghat along the Yamuna
River on the occasion of World Clean Up Day
on 18th September 2019. World Clean Up Day
is a global social action programme aimed at
combating the global solid waste problem. It
is celebrated with litter Clean Up and waste
mapping activities spanning every time zone
across the world. The drive was conducted
as a part of the ongoing ‘Swachhata Hi
Seva’ campaign. Several NGOs such as Tree
Craze Foundation, Lehar Foundation, Smile
Foundation and Aarohan Street to School

Figure 52 Hon’ble Minister of Jal Shakti during Cleanathon
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NMCG undertakes large scale cleanliness
drive on the Yamuna River bank at Qudesia
Ghat: NMCG organized a Cleanathon-A large
scale cleanliness drive on the banks of the
river Yamuna at Qudesia Ghat, Delhi on 26th
September 2019, under the ‘Swachhata Hi
Seva’ campaign. This cleanliness campaign
was spearheaded by the Minister Jal Shakti,
Shri Gajendra Singh Shekhawat. Shri UP
Singh, Secretary, Ministry of Jal Shakti, Shri
Parameswaran Iyer, Secretary, DoDW&S, Shri
Rajiv Ranjan Mishra, Director General, NMCG
also joined in the Shramdaan. The Central
Water Commission, NPCC Limited, Tree Craze
Foundation, Sparsh Ganga and NMCG officials
also took part in the Shramdan. In a first,
several Resident Welfare Organizations from
all over Delhi participated wholeheartedly
in the cleaning activities alongside NMCG.
Students from UPSC cell of Ramjas College also
joined the Shramdan with great enthusiasm.
Many organizations including the Tree Craze
Foundation, Lahar Foundation and volunteers
from other organizations and colleges conduct
regular cleanliness drives (especially on every
Sunday) at the Kalindi Kunj Ghat. For the
last one year, NMCG has been continuously
running cleanliness and awareness campaigns
at Kalindi Kunj Ghat along the Yamuna river
in New Delhi. Apart from this, efforts are on
to connect people at many more Ghats on the
Yamuna.
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was made on spreading awareness on single
used plastic and plastic waste management
also. During the fortnight, approximately 42
major events were organized in important

Administration, District Ganga Committees,
State and District Forest Departments, Jal Nigam,
Municipal Corporations, Ganga Vichaar Manch,
Nehru Yuva Kendra Sangathan, Wildlife Institute
of India, Ganga Praharis, Sparsh Ganga, schools
and other academic institutions, youth groups and
local voluntary organizations.

October 2019
a)

Figure 53 Snapshot, Swachhta Hi Seva campaign

cities/towns across the Ganga Basin in the
five states of Uttrakhand, Uttar Pradesh,
Bihar, Jharkhand and West Bengal. The events
were organized in Delhi also. The campaign
commenced from District headquarters/
Srinagar on 11th September and concluded
with a drive at Prayagraj on 2nd October 2019.

In an attempt to provide further vitality to the
government’s flagship programme, efforts were
made to involve more children by organising events
in schools at different places to inculcate cleanliness
values in the nation’s future stakeholders.

The Swachhta Hi Seva campaign is reaching out to
thousands of people, especially local communities,
students and youth groups, in order to make them
understand the importance of the sacred river and
involve communities through shramdaan/cleaning
activities on river and riverfronts, awareness
campaigns including activities- prabhat pheri,
nukkad nataks & skits and rallies to sensitize local
inhabitants or masses towards Ganga cleaning;
interactive sessions in schools & academic
institutions and Ganga Chaupal for stakeholders
and public interaction; planting trees etc. were
organized to rope in more people and infuse energy
into making the program a success with support
of NMCG and other stakeholders such as District
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Ganga
Aamantran
River
Rafting
Expedition- a unique social awareness
initiative to connect with people: Hon’ble
Minister of Jal Shakti, Shri Gajendra Singh
Shekhawat launched a Rafting Expedition of
over 2500 km- ‘Ganga Aamantran Abhiyaan’
(Ganga Calling)-a unique social awareness
initiative of NMCG to connect with its
various stakeholders and people at large
on 7th October 2019, New Delhi. This was
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the first ever effort by National Mission for
Clean Ganga to raft across the entire stretch
of the river and also the longest ever social
campaign undertaken through an adventure
sporting activity to spread the message of
water conservation and river rejuvenation on
a massive scale.

Figure 54 Ganga Aamantran Abhiyan

The ‘Ganga Aamantran Abhiyan’ was a pioneering
and historic exploratory open-water rafting and
kayaking expedition on the Ganga River aimed to
create awareness, encourage students and youth
to join the noble cause and to further strengthen
the community people-connect with the river.
The expedition drew attention to the ecological
challenges being faced by Ganga. The expedition
commenced from Devprayag, where Bhagirathi
and Alaknanda merge and the Ganga begins.
Hon’ble Minister not only flagged the expedition
from Devprayag on 10th October but also joined
the first stretch of the expedition from Devprayag
to Rishikesh. The expedition continued for 33 days,
traversing through Uttarakhand, Uttar Pradesh,
Bihar, Jharkhand and West Bengal with stops at
Rishikesh, Haridwar, Kanpur, Allahabad, Varanasi,
Patna, Sonepur and Kolkata and concluded on 11th
November 2019 at Bakkhali Beach Frazerganj,
West Bengal covering the entire stretch of over
2500 kms of the Ganga River.
A team of seasoned achievers from the armed
forces accompanied by scientists undertook this
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expedition, led by acclaimed international openwater swimmer Wing Commander Paramvir
Singh from Indian Air Force and accompanied by
a nine-member team of swimmers and rafters
from the three Services of the Indian Armed
Forces- including members from National Disaster
Response Force, Wildlife Institute of India and
Council of Scientific and Industrial ResearchIndian Toxicological Research Institute (CSIRIITR). The team included Squadron Leader Dipti B
Koshthi, a Jaguar aircraft pilot and certified open
Scuba Diver, trekker and Para Jumper; Sergeant
Johny Vj, an Aqua Parasailing instructor, certified
open Scuba Diver and mountaineer; Sergeant
Srihari Sarripilli, a distinguished adventure
sports enthusiast; Corporal Amrendra Vats, a
non-commissioned officer working as Medical
Assistant with great experience in handling
medical emergencies during adventure sports.

The team also comprised of non-commissioned
officers including Corporal Vicky Tokas, who has
multiple records in the field of swimming; PO
Bikesh Kumar, trained sailor in the Indian Air
Navy,and was a part of the expedition swimming
& rafting down the entire length of the river Ganga
from Devprayag to Gangasagar in 2015; Havaldar
Rajesh Kumar and Havaldar Devendra Singh of
Indian Army who are adventure sports enthusiasts.
The Armed Forces is supported this expedition
extensively by way of involving all the Commands
& Units on the Ganga stretch and also the members
from the Armed Forces Wives Welfare Association
all along the Ganga Basin.

Figure 55 Ganga Aamantran Event
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Anopshahar, Shri Sanjay Sharma, MLA of Bhojpur,
Shri Nagender Singh Rathore and MLA, Mirzapur
Smt. Sushista Maurya etc.; State Ministers
including Shri Dhan Singh Rawat, Uttrakhand; Shri
Madan Kaushik, Minister of Urban Development,
Uttarakhand; Shri Ramashamkar Singh Patel,
Minister of State- Petroleum Ministry; Sadhvi
Niranjan Jyoti – Minister of State for Rural
Development; District Magistrates- District
Magistrate Bijnor, Shri Ramakant Pandey;
District Magistrate Kanpur, Shri Vijay Vishwas
Pant, District Magistrate Kannauj, Shri Ravindra
Kumar and District Magistrate Fatehpur, Shri
Sanjeev Singh etc., Mayors and other eminent
dignitaries graced the events and supported the
team by receiving and flagging off the rafting
team during the expedition. The expedition was
also supported by all the stakeholders of Namami
Gange including District Ganga Committees, State
Missions for Clean Ganga, executing agencies
and associated Organizations-Wildlife Institute
of India, Rotary India, GIZ, Ganga Prahari’s, IITR,
Indian Armed Forces, Ganga Vichaar Manch and
various local voluntary organizations in its aim to
reach maximum people on Ganga Basin through
an adventure sporting event ever.

Figure 56 GIZ’s training “Ganga Box”
The team, during the expedition held public
awareness campaigns on the halt locations. They
organized mass cleaning drives, interacted with
students of the village /city to further the message
of water conservation and river rejuvenation.
Apart from the awareness campaigns, the team
from CSIR–Indian Institute of Toxicology Research
collected water samples from across diverse
ranges of the river for the purpose of water testing,
while members of the Wildlife Institute of India
undertook flora and fauna census for the year
2019. The team, during its visit and stay in various
towns along the course, reached out to thousands
of people, especially students and young men
and women, in order to make them understand b) Teacher Training Series ‘Ganga Box’
organized by GIZ: GIZ in association with
the importance of the holy river and involve
NMCG organized training sessions for teachers
communities through massive shramdaan in and
and other key stakeholders for Ganga Box on
around Ghats and along river banks, awareness
1st October 2019. German Development Bank
& cleanliness drives, prabhat pheri, cultural
KfW and GIZ, a service provider in the field
programs and Ganga swacchta sankalp reiterating
of international cooperation for sustainable
their commitment to Swachh Ganga, visited
development have prepared a ‘Ganga Box’
multiple schools and institutions to take part in
as pilot project for Government schools in
Bal Ganga Mela, painting and slogan competitions
Rishikesh, Uttrakhand to be introduced as part
on the theme of water conservation and Ganga
of the curriculum. The Ganga Box- collection of
rejuvenation and conducted interactive sessions
tales and other educative information-is aimed
in schools & academic institutions and Ganga
to target school children and involve them in
Chaupal for stakeholders and public interaction;
cleaning the historic river-which continues to
planting trees and other public outreach activities.
be lifeline for millions of Indians. The idea is to
The expedition received huge participation from
convince the upcoming generation that Ganga
the youth and local people. Various dignitaries
water cannot be cleaned- without the locals
including Members of Parliament; Members of
and individual households not understanding
Legislative Assembly- MLA of Devprayag, Shri
the significance of reduction of waste water
Vinod Kandari; MLA of Pauri, Shri Mukesh Singh
and its toxicity. The target is to bring change
Kohli; MLA Haridwar, Shri Yatishvaranand; MLA of
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in the behaviour and attitude of people of all
age and social groups especially the children
towards the river.

Nale, IEWP/GIZ PMU. Various experts
including Prof. Cate Brown from University
of the Western Cape gave a brief presentation
on the Evolution and overview of E-flows
assessments principles & methodologies.
NMCG shared a brief presentation on the
E-flows in the Ganga River Basin: Legal
framework, challenges and implementation.

Consultation with WII & WWF-India on the
occasion of Gangetic Dolphin Day aiming
to improve the Ganga River Dolphin
Population by 2030: A one-day workshop
was organized by NMCG in collaboration with
Wildlife Institute of India and World Wildlife NOVEMBER 2019
Fund-India on 5th Oct 2019 for developing
a charter that aims for enhancing the a) Ganga Utsav to spread awareness about river
cleaning- National Mission for Clean Ganga in
population of Ganges River Dolphin by 2030.
coordination with the Ministry of Jal Shakti
The workshop, with more than 100 attendees,
organized ‘Ganga Utsav’ on 4th November
included participants from all SMCGs, Forest
2019 at Major Dhyan Chand National Stadium
Departments, Ministry of Environment and
to mark the 11th anniversary of Ganga being
Forests, Climate Change (MoEF & CC), NGOs,
declared as the National River. The event was
Ganga ‘Mitras’ & ‘Praharis’ (volunteers),
aimed to create awareness and gather public
media and technical experts from Patna
participation in the efforts to clean river Ganga
University, Vikramshila, WII, IITs and others.
and its tributaries.
Government of India declared the Ganga River
Dolphin as ‘the National Aquatic Animal’ in
the first meeting of the National Ganga River
Basin Authority (NGRBA) on October 5, 2009.
Often referred to as the ‘Tiger of the Ganges’,
the Ganges River Dolphin is one of the most
charismatic mega-fauna species of the Indian
subcontinent. Today, the total population of
this species stands between 2500 to 3000, out
of which more than 80% exist within India’s
mighty Ganga river and its tributaries.

d) International Workshop on E-Flow
Assessments
and
Implementation
for India: Two-day workshop on e-flow
assessments and implementation for India
was organized on 21st and 22nd October 2019
by GIZ India. The workshop aimed to bring
Indian, European & International experiences
together. A rich variety of cutting-edge
topics, issues & expert speakers from various
backgrounds helped to promote challenges
& solutions regarding e-flows assessments &
implementations.

Figure 57 Snapshot - Ganga Utsav

Several students participated in the event and
gather information and understanding on river
Ganga and water conservation through a medium
of interesting play way activities. Ganga Utsav
encompasses series of activities- an online story
maps workshop for students from Kendriya
Vidyalaya Sangathan, games such as snakes and
ladder, painting, creative corner. Group of Nehru
Yuva Kendra Sangathan and group of artists of
Kala Darpan led by Dr. Suwarn Rawat presented
a street play on the river Ganga; documentaries
The workshop started with the opening and short movies on river Ganga, Ganga Quest
remarks from Mr. Michael E. McClain, IHE which witnessed enthusiastic participation
Delft Institute for Water Education & Jyoti from various students as they showcase their
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knowledge on river Ganga and performances by
various artists including one of India’s top ten
installation artists and painters, Shri Manav Gupta,
who painted a tribute to the river Ganga; dance
drama programme on Ganga Avtaran by renowned
dancer, a notable exponent of Bharatanatyam Ms.
Saroja Vaidyanathan; eminent artist, Shri Vivek
Patil, depicted a beautiful image of the Ganga
through sand art; captivating performance
called ‘Ganga ke Geet’ by Srestha Sharma; Naina

Ms. Yamini Aiyar, President & Chief Executive,
CPR released research reports on water &
sanitation during the event.

c)

Figure 58 Cultural performances during Ganga Utsav

Ganga Avtaran-Cultural Event and Dance
Ballet Programme on Ganga-event by
Ms. Hema Malini (16th November 2019)A cultural event and dance ballet ‘Ganga
Avtaran’ performed by Member of Parliament
from Mathura Lok Sabha constituency and
renowned dancer Smt. Hema Malini was
organized by Divya Prem Sewa Mission on
16th November 2019 at Siri Fort Auditorium,
New Delhi.

Madan, a student of Global India International
School, Noida who enthralled the audience with
a beautiful Odissi dance performance and young
rapper, Aman Gupta, from Budaun, U.P., highlighted
the significance of river Ganga etc.; Interactive
sessions in form of Ganga Dialogue with school
students and women participants from NDMC
social education department. The key stakeholders
of NMCG including Wildlife Institute of India,
Centre for Environment and Education, Rotary
International, Nehru Yuva Kendra Sangathan, Tree
Figure 59 Cultural performance by Smt. Hema Malini
Craze, Sasahkt Foundation and GIZ etc. partnered
and participated actively in the event.
The dance drama depicted the descent of the
b) National Workshop on WASH Futures: Ganges in a form of dance ballet. The theme of the
Subsidiary for Service Delivery- Subsidiary for act displayed how River Ganga had got polluted over
Service Delivery was organised by The Centre the years. The actor-politician vowed the audience
for Policy Research, in partnership with with her dance while also sending an environmental
UNICEF and WaterAid India on 14th November message of water pollution with her ballet on Ganga.
2019. Shri Rajiv Ranjan Mishra, DG-NMCG, Mr. NMCG placed a stall at the auditorium to highlight
Nicolas Osbert, Chief WASH, UNICEF, Mr. VK Clean Ganga Fund and to appeal for more people to
Madhavan, Country Head, WaterAid India, and contribute and join the mission.
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d) The Economic Times SDGs Impact SummitShri Gajendra Singh Shekhawat, Hon’ble
Minister of Jal Shakti, Sunita Quadros, Business
Head, ET Edge and Namrata Rana, Director
Strategy & Brand, Futurescape unveiled the
Responsible Business Ranking Index 2019 at
the inaugural edition of The Economic Times
SDGs Impact Summit on 16th November 2019
in Taj Palace, New Delhi. In a special session
Shri Rajiv Ranjan Mishra, DG-NMCG explained
how Namami Gange- River Rejuvenation
mission is contributing towards meeting
Global SDG commitments.

e)

f)

water sector and urged people of India from
the highest point of Himalaya, the source of
major rivers of India and thus, sources of major
water needs of Indians, to save water at their
personal level. The film “Shikhar se Pukar”
aimed to promote “Jalshakti Abhiyan” and
create awareness about water conservation
Jal Sanrakshan Abhiyan.

International Conference on Integrated
Rural Urban Water Management for
Climate Based Adaptations in Indian
CitiesAn international conference on
integrated rural urban water management
for climate based adaptations in Indian cities
was organized on 20th November 2019 at
Hotel Surya, New Delhi. The conference was
Figure 60 Release of Documentary film ‘Shikar se Pukar’
inaugurated by Shri Rajiv Ranjan Mishra, DGNMCG, Shri Emani Kumar, Deputy Secretary g) Conference on India Rivers Day- India
General-ICLEI & ED-ICLEI South Asia, Dr.
Rivers Day Conference was organized by
Umakant Panwar, India Country Director,
various esteemed institutions and experts on
Athena Infonomics, Dr. Navsharan Singh,
24th November 2019 at New Delhi. The theme
IDRC and Shri Hitesh Vaidya, Director-NIUA.
for the event was ‘Envisioning an Institutional
DG-NMCG, Shri Rajiv Ranjan Mishra, gave the
Framework for River Governance in India’.
keynote speech at the conference, and spoke
During the event, Shri Mustaqueem from the
about the important issues related to river
Shamli District of Uttar Pradesh was awarded
management and need to integrate water/
by the Bhagirath Prayaas Samman-2019 for
river health into urban planning and city and
his relentless work for the rejuvenation of the
catchment management.
Katha river, a tributary of the Yamuna.
Release of short documentary film ‘Shikar
se Pukar’- The Union Minister of Jal Shakti,
Shri Gajendra Singh Shekhawat released
the short documentary “Shikhar se Pukar”,
based on the Mount Everest journey, written
by Shri Ravindra Kumar, District Magistrate
Bulandshahr, on 22nd November 2019. Shri
Kumar conquered Mount Everest in 2013 and
scaled it again on 23rd May 2019. He named
his expedition as “Swachh Ganga Swachh
Bharat Everest Abhiyaan 2019” and carried
‘Ganga Jal’ to the highest peak of the world.
Through the Everest Expedition, he targeted
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h) Expert Talk on Water and Urban
Development- An interactive expert talk was
organized at NMCG on the occasion of World
Cities Day on 1st November 2019. Shri Mohan
S Rao, an Environmental Design & Landscape
Architecture professional shared his thoughts
on Water and Urban Development.
i)

2019 was held between the concessionaire,
M/s VA Tech Wabag, NMCG and Buidco for
development of sewage treatment plants and
sewerage network in Digha and Kankarbagh
zones in Patna city under the Namami Gange
programme. The agreement has been signed
for the development of STPs on Hybrid
Annuity based PPP model, as well as the
sewerage network on DBOT model.

Namami Gange Pavilion in Sonepur MelaSonepur Mela, the annual and the largest
cattle fair held on the confluence of river
Ganga and Gandak in Sonepur District is a
huge platform for not just the cattle trading
but also to exchange, share information and
connect with larger mass. NMCG participated
and set up a pavilion in the Sonepur Mela at
Bihar to create public awareness towards
water conservation and river rejuvenation.
The exhibition started on 12th November and

Figure 63 Signing of Tripartite Agreement for Bihar HAM
projects

Figure 62 Namami Gange Pavilion in Sonepur Mela

the formal inauguration of the stall was done
by Shri U.P.Singh, Secretary, Ministry of Jal
Shakti. Multiple standees and banners were
exhibited to showcase various interventions
under Namami Gange programme and to
directly influence the locals, visitors and
communities living along the banks of the
river. The exhibition has received considerable
public support.

December 2019
a)

Signing of Concession Agreement: Signing
of Tripartite Agreement on 30th December

b) Sundarban Krishti Mela: ICAR-CIFRI on
behalf of NMCG set-up a Namami Gange
pavilion participated in the 24th Sundarban
Krishti Mela-O-Loko Sanskriti held from 20th
to 29th December 2019 organized by Kultali
Milon Tirtha Society, South 24 Parganas, West
Bengal which received the first prize.

c)
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Figure 64 Sundarban Krishti Mela

Mural Arts in Kanpur: Mojarto, an NDTV
venture, is India’s largest aggregator for
original paintings online. In addition to more
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than 13000 works of original art online,
Mojarto also has an extensive selection of
fine art prints, lithographs, and handcrafted
collectibles sourced from various artists and
artisans. Mojarto, in association with NMCG
has taken up the redevelopment of iconic
Ghats in Kanpur through mural arts.

Figure 65 Media coverage of the Mojarto Event

d) Meeting of National Ganga Council: Hon’ble
Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi chaired
the first meeting of the National Ganga
Council in Kanpur, Uttar Pradesh on 14th
December 2019. The Council has been given
overall responsibility for superintendence
of pollution prevention and rejuvenation of
River Ganga Basin, including Ganga and its
tributaries. The first meeting of the Council
was aimed at reinforcing the importance of a
‘Ganga-centric’ approach in all departments
of the concerned states as well as relevant
Central Ministries. The meeting was attended
by Union Ministers for Jal Shakti, Environment, e)
Agriculture and Rural Development, Health,
Urban Affairs, Power, Tourism, Shipping
and Chief Ministers of Uttar Pradesh and
Uttarakhand, Deputy Chief Minister of Bihar,
Vice Chairman Niti Aayog and other senior
officials. The state of West Bengal was not
present in the meeting and Jharkhand did not
102

participate because of the ongoing elections
and the Model Code of Conduct being in force.

Prime Minister, while reviewing the progress
of work done and deliberated on various
aspects of cleaning river Ganga with a focus
on ‘swachhta’, ‘aviralta’ and ‘nirmalta’. He
emphasized that an improvement framework
for Nirmal Ganga would require fullest
cooperation from the public at large and
greater awareness through dissemination
of best practices from cities situated along
the banks of national river. Efficiency of
District Ganga Committees should be
improved in all districts, in order to provide
an effective framework for expeditious
implementation of plans. Prime Minister
urged for a holistic thinking process where
‘Namami Gange’ evolves to ‘Arth Ganga’ or a
sustainable development model with a focus
on economic activities related to Ganga. Prior
to the meeting, Prime Minister viewed an
exhibition on ‘Namami Gange’ interventions
and projects at the Chandrashekhar Azad
Agriculture University. Later in the day, Prime
Minister visited Atal Ghat and also inspected
the successfully completed work of cleaning
at Sisamau Nala.

Inauguration of Sarai project in presence of
King and Queen of Sweden: Their Majesties,
King Carl XVI Gustaf and Queen Silvia of
Sweden, Chief Minister of Uttarakhand, Shri
Trivendra Singh Rawat, Union Minister of Jal
Shakti, Shri Gajendra Singh Shekhawat, Dr.
Maja Fjaestad, Secretary of State, Sweden,
Mr. KlasMolin, Ambassador of Sweden to
India, Shri Rajiv Ranjan Mishra, Director
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General, NMCG, and Ms. Monika Kapil Mohta,
Ambassador of India to Sweden, inaugurated
the 14 MLD Sewage Treatment Plant (STP)
at Sarai in Haridwar on 5th December 2019.
The Sarai 14 MLD Sewage Treatment Plant
is the first STP to be completed under the
Hybrid Annuity (HAM) Based Public Private
Partnership Model, involving a cost of Rs.
41.40 crores, and the Plant has been completed
before its scheduled timeline. Their Majesties
King and Queen of Sweden emphasized upon
the strategic partnership between the two
countries.

f)

Figure 66 IWIS 2019 at Vigyan Bhavan

India Water Impact Summit-2019: Ministry
of Jal Shakti, Government of India and the
Centre for Ganga River Basin Management and
Studies (cGanga) led by IIT Kanpur organized
the 4th India Water Impact Summit from 5-7
December 2019 at the Vigyan Bhawan, New

Delhi. The summit focused on integrated
management of water resources in rural
and urban areas, and experts from various
fields discussed various water-related issues.
An important objective of the summit was
bringing together global financial investors
and institutions to focus on water impact in
smart cities. Reports on ‘Ambassadors Meet’,
‘River Restoration and Conservation’-A concise
manual and guide as well as documents on
Ganga hubs developed so far, in the summit
were also released.

Other Media & Outdoor Publicity Activities:

Theatre Promos: Theatre promo screened in
digital theatres across 5 Ganga Basin States, DelhiNCR and Haryana.

Short Movies: Short films at National Level, State
Level, Thematic and Citation Films on Namami
Gange programme has been produced.
Sponsored TV Programs: Namami Gange
initiatives has been publicized through digital
and electronic mediums, live telecast of events/
campaigns, special episodes, live talks and
interviews on National Network/Doordarshan.

Advertisements/
Advertorials/
Special
Features: Special feature articles, advertisements
and advertorials on Namami Gange programme
has been published in widely circulated magazines
and leading dailies.

Figure 67 Inauguration of Sarai project in presence of King
and Queen of Sweden

Social Media: Regular, live and real-time updates
of activities and events on social media DomainsFacebook, Twitter, You Tube and Instagram etc.
Outdoor Publicity: Information dissemination
and outdoor publicity- hoardings, banners and
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posters on/near Ghats and at the strategic locations
in various cities, development of IEC material

Shri Kapil Dev Aggarwal, Shri Baldev Singh
Aulakh, Union Minister Shri Mahendra Nath
Pandey and Uttar Pradesh Jal Shakti Minister
Shri Mahendra Singh, Uttar Pradesh Minister
of State Shri Neelkanth Tiwari, Minister of

JANUARY 2020
a)

Ganga Yatra: Five-day long Ganga Yatra under
the Namami Ganga campaign traversing
through 27 districts of Uttar Pradesh covering
the stretch of approximately 1199 Kms. was
flagged off by Hon’ble Chief Minister Shri Yogi
Adityanath from western district of Bijnore
and by the Hon’ble Governor AnandiBen Patel
from the eastern district of Ballia on 27th
January 2020.

Agriculture & Farmers Welfare and Minister
of Rural Development Shri Narendra Singh
Tomar, MLA Shri Ravindra Jaiswal, Minister of
Urban Development Shri Ashutosh Tandon,
Minister of State Shri Anil Rajbhar, Member of
Legislative Assembly Ms. Geeta Balwant and
other eminent dignitaries graced the events,
received and flagged off the team of Ganga
Yatra. The Yatra concluded in Kanpur on 31st
January 2020.

b) FICCI Water Conclave: NMCG participated
in the 5th edition of India Industry Water
Conclave and 7th Edition of FICCI Water
Awards organized by Federation of Indian
Chambers of Commerce & Industry (FICCI) in
New Delhi on 24th January.
c)

Figure 68 Snapshot of Ganga Yatra

Workshop on Conserving and Sustainably
Managing Gangetic Floodplain Wetlands:
A workshop on Conserving and Sustainably
Managing Gangetic Floodplain Wetlands was
organized on 21st January 2020. The workshop
was attended by the district forest officers of
all Ganga districts. The day-long workshop
gave an opportunity to the stakeholders to
apprise about different aspects of the project
and share ideas with experts and knowledge
partners from Wetland International, South
Asia.

Various dignitaries including Bihar Deputy
Chief Minister Shri Sushil Kumar Modi,
Deputy Chief Minister Dr. Dinesh Sharma,
Uttrakhand Chief Minister Shri Trivendra
Singh Rawat, Minister of Jal Shakti Shri
Gajendra Singh Shekhawat, Union Minister
Shri Sanjeev Balyan, Union Minister Shri VK d) Case Study Competition: Students from
Singh, Cabinet Ministers Shri Suresh Rana,
various colleges participated and shared their
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e)

f)

g)

insights and research on the ‘River Ganga FEBRUARY 2020
Basin’, emphasising on bringing behavioural
changes in different stakeholders during the a) World Wetlands Day: Department of
Environment, Forest and Climate Change,
‘LSR-World Bank Case Study Competition’
Government of Uttar Pradesh in collaboration
organized at the World Bank Office, New Delhi
of NMCG, WWF-India and WII organized
on 17th January 2020.
two-day bird festival on the occasion of
Ganga Half Marathon: State Mission for
World Wetlands Day on 2nd February 2020.
Clean Ganga, Uttrakhand organized 21 Kms.
The event was inaugurated by Shri Dara
Half Marathon in Dharuchela, Uttrakhand
Singh Chauhan, Hon’ble Cabinet Minister of
on 10th January 2020. Approximately 400
Environment, Forest and Zoological Garden,
students, scouts and guides from various
Government of Uttar Pradesh in presence of
schools participated in the run.
Shri Anil Sharma, State Minister of Forest,
Environment & Zoological Garden and Shri
Ganga Lecture Series: NMCG held its first
Rajiv Ranjan Mishra, Director General, NMCG
session of the lecture series with the aim to
and other senior officials at Sur Sarovar Bird
educate and discuss the glorious past and
Sanctuary, Keetham, Agra on 2nd February
present of the river Ganga on 5th January
2020.
2020. Dr. Sudipta Sen, a distinguished
professor and acclaimed historian, who also b) Workshop by World Bank: A workshop on
released his book- ‘Many Pasts of a River’ on
‘Market Consultation with commercial banks,
the occasion presented an in-depth analysis
sponsors and operators: IBRD guarantees for
on the subject of the lecture- Ganga and the
STP projects under HAM’ was conducted at
Pulse of Civilization: The Future and Past of
World Bank office, New Delhi on 6th February
India’s Great River.
2020. The workshop was focused on sharing
of financial solutions, global experiences &
Magh Mela: Namami Gange pavilion was set up
potential application of risk mitigation and
at the Magh Mela, which is a mass congregation
guarantee structures in HAM-PPP projects
over the course of around two months of
and on the practices implemented in the
January and February at Prayagraj, with the
Ganga Basin.
aim to build public awareness, about the
Namami Gange programme. NMCG alongwith c) Signing of Memorandum of Understanding:
its associated organization including Wild Life
A tripartite Memorandum of Understanding
Institute of India, Central Fisheries Research
was signed between NMCG, Shipping
Institute and NEERI highlighted various facets
Corporation of India and SMCG-West Bengal
of the programme in the exhibition. Various
on 7th February 2020 for the renovation and
IEC and mass-awareness activities were
beautification of Ganga River bank at Katwa,
conducted by the volunteers of Ganga Vichaar
West Bengal.
Manch and Ganga Task Force.
d) Meeting of Empowered Task Force: 5th
meeting of Empowered Task Force (ETF) on
river Ganga was held under chairmanship
of Shri Gajendra Singh Shekhawat, Hon’ble
Minister of Jal Shakti on 10th February 2020
at Shram Shakti Bhawan, New Delhi.
Figure 69 Magh Mela snapshot

e)
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World Urban Forum: NMCG participated in
the exhibition and side event during the 10th
session of World Urban Forum organized by
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UN-Habitat at Abu Dhabi National Exhibition
the holistic conservation approach towards
Centre, UAE from 8th to 13th February 2020.
river rejuvenation adopted by NMCG in
The purpose of the side event and exhibition
the Ganga River Basin. The meeting also
was to showcase notable examples of
highlighted the issues related to pollution
urbanisation and river rejuvenation linkages
abatement in several rivers including, Hindon,
through urban planning for river cities and
Krishni and Kali West.
integrated water management includinginnovative frameworks, toolkits, mapping k) Award Ceremony: NMCG organized an award
ceremony at NMCG office on 24th February
exercises and interventions in the Ganga River
2020 to felicitate the winners of the online
Basin.
map competition of students of Kendriya
f) Launch of Har Kaam Desh Ke Naam
Vidhyalaya Sangathan Delhi.
Campaign: As the Union Government
had launched one-and-a-half month long l) Signing of Memorandum of Understanding:
A Memorandum of Understanding was signed
campaign from 15th February 2020 on the
between NMCG, Indorama Charitable Trust
theme of ‘Har Kaam Desh Ke Naam’ with an
and SMCG-Uttrakhand on 24th February 2020
objective to highlight the welfare work done
at Shram Shakti Bhawan, New Delhi. Under
by all the Central Ministers, NMCG organized
the agreement, bathing ghats and crematoria
and initiated various activities to highlight
would be renovated/constructed with all the
the initiatives of Namami Gange programme
basic public amenities in order to provide the
on the lines of the theme of ‘Har Kaam Desh K
devotees a fulfilling experience and Ganga
Naam’.
Darshan at Gangotri and Badrinath.
Gange
pavilion
in
g) Namami
Municipalika-2020: NMCG participated m) Ganga Yodha Mahotsav: Series of events
including the Ganga Swachhta Parv, exhibition
and set up Namami Gange pavilion in 16th
and Ganga Yodha program was organized
International Exhibition and Conference
by the team of territorial army of Ganga
on Smart and Sustainable City Solutions
Task Force at Assi Ghat, Varanasi on 25th
organized at Bengaluru from 12th to 14th
February 2020. Renowned artists and singers
February 2020.
including Shri Kailash Kher participated and
h) Meeting with District Forest Officers: A
encouraged the people to join the Clean Ganga
video conferencing meeting with District
Mission. Director General, NMCG attended
Forest Officers of 27 Ganga Districts to prepare
the Mahotsav and also visited the Mahatama
the Ganga Action Plan was organized on 19th
Malviya Research Centre for Ganga, River
February 2020 at New Delhi.
Development & Water Resource Management,
Banaras Hindu University to meet the group
i) Consultative Meeting: The first consultative
of Ganga Mitras.
meeting to develop a national policy on
treated wastewater reuse was organized on n) Policy Framing Competition: NMCG in
18th February 2020 by NMCG in collaboration
association with the History & Political
with the Indo-German support to Ganga
Science Society, Sri Ram College of Commerce
Rejuvenation project (GIZ-SGR) and the Indiaorganized Consilium: Policy Framing
EU Water Partnership (IEWP).
Competition on 26th Feb. 2020 at NMCG,
Delhi.
j) Stakeholders Meeting and Conference: A
stakeholders meeting and conference was o) Roorkee Water Conclave-2020: NMCG
organized at Saharanpur, Uttar Pradesh on
participated and set up Namami Gange
23rd February 2020. The meeting addressed
pavilion in the Roorkee Water Conclave-2020
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organized by Indian Institute of Roorkee and
National Institute of Hydrology, Roorkee from
26th to 28th February 2020.

Shakti Shri U.P.Singh and Director General,
NMCG Shri Rajiv Ranjan Mishra on 4th
March 2020 in Meerut, Uttar Pradesh. The
workshop was organised as an interactive
forum between administrative officials, water
experts and environmentalists, NGOs and
different stakeholders wherein discussions
were held on rejuvenation of the rivers
Hindon and Kali East and the initiatives for
water conservation.

p) Roundtable Conference: NMCG participated
in the roundtable conference on Water
Governance Hub organized by CEPT,
Stockholm International Water Institute and
National Institute of Urban Affairs at India
Habitat Centre, New Delhi on 27th February
2020.

MARCH 2020
a)

Meeting of Ganga Task Force: A meeting
of Ganga Task Force was organized at NMCG
office under the chairmanship of Director
General, NMCG. Ganga Task Force has been
approved by the Cabinet under the Public
Participation component of the Namami Gange
programme. Ministry of Defence approved
for raising Battalions of (ex-serviceman)
of Composite Ecological Task Force (CETF)
named as Ganga Task Force and one regular
battalion of Territorial Army has been deputed
at headquarters in Prayagraj since July 2015.
Ganga Task force has been trained for i).
Plantation of trees on the banks of river Ganga
ii). Strengthening of pollution monitoring
mechanisms on ground iii). Management of
public awareness and participation programs
and iv). Monitoring of Ghats for the on-going
works. v). Pond and wetland conservation
activities. They have participated in
various consultative / discussion meetings.
Participation in awareness and plantation
activities at selected towns has also been
carried out. The meeting was focused on c)
discussing the roles and responsibilities of
the Ganga Task Force deployed at Prayagraj,
Varanasi and Kanpur and the future course of
action.

b) Workshop on Water Conservation and
Rejuvenation of Water bodies & Rivers: A
half-day workshop on water conservation
and rejuvenation of water bodies and rivers
was organized by Meerut Division under the
chairmanship of Secretary, Ministry of Jal
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The workshop addressed the issues of
the domestic municipal sewage as well as
industrial pollution which has been taken
up under the programme, the details of the
Condition Assessment and Feasibility Study
(CA & FS) carried out for this purpose, and
regulatory efforts of State Pollution Control
Board and Central Pollution Control board.
Besides industrial and pollution from
municipal sources, other issues viz. spring
rejuvenation, solid waste management,
floodplain regulation, tank and pond
rejuvenation, sustainable agriculture, wetland
conservation and management forestry
interventions and environmental flow were
also discussed, in the context.

The meeting concluded with the discussion
of the various stakeholders, renowned
lake and water conservationists, experts,
representatives from NGOs like Neer
Foundation shared their ideas and views on
related issues. The official’s also monitored
and reviewed working of 72 MLD STP at
Meerut.
Flag-In of Ganga Aamantaran Abhiyaan:
NMCG organized Flag-in ceremony of the
Ganga Aamantran Abhiyan on 13th March
2020 at The Ashok, New Delhi. Shri Amit
Shah, Hon’ble Home Minister, flagged in the
Ganga Amantaran, the pioneering and historic
exploratory open-water rafting and kayaking
expedition on the Ganga River, in the august
presence of Shri Gajendra Singh Shekhawat,
Hon’ble Minister of Jal Shakti, Shri Rattan Lal
Kataria, Hon’ble Minister of State for Jal Shakti,
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Shri U.P.Singh, Secretary, Ministry of Jal Shakti,
Shri Rajiv Ranjan Mishra, Director General,
NMCG, the expedition team and several other
senior officers and distinguished guests.

300 projects in Ganga basin under Namami
Gange for Ganga rejuvenation and Swachhata
Abhiyan, of which 116 projects have been
completed. Further, Rs. 30,700 crores have
been allocated for Jal Shakti Ministry in
General Budget 2020-21, the Home Minister
added.

The Home Minister noted the efficient planning
by the Ministry for water management and
maintaining the level of water flow in the river.
Shri Shah laid stress on bringing a behavioural
change in the people, especially children,
living along the banks of the river to ensure
the success of the Namami Gange project.
Figure 70 Flag-In Ganga Ceremony of Ganga Aamantaran
Abhiyaan

“We must not look at Ganga as only a
river. It is the pivot of a thousand year old
civilization, which is one of the oldest in the
world. Indian civilization has contributed
the most to humanity, whether it is science
and technology, culture and language or
religious research and spirituality. Ganga
is the symbol of Indian Civilization and is
revered in each household of the country”,
said Shri Shah in his address, while calling
Ganga as Jeevan Daayini (Fountainhead of
Life) for people settled along its banks. The
river has been an inalienable part of India’s
spiritual, cultural and economic history, he
added. Shri Shah said that the Namami Gange
project is not limited only to activities like
building infrastructure, preventing water
pollution, efficient water management for
providing clean water supply to people or
use the river as a navigable waterway. These
activities, he said, would happen anyhow,
but the main focus of Namami Gange project
is to create a culture of preserving the river
in its ‘Nirmal and Aviral’ form for the future
generations and that no one pollutes it again.
Government of India, along with respective
State governments, is implementing over
108

Addressing on the occasion, Jal Shakti
Minister, Shri Gajendra Singh Shekhawat
informed the gathering about the incessant
efforts undertaken by Government of India
for rejuvenating Ganga under the Mission
Namami Gange in record time of last 5 years.
Citing visible improvement in Ganga water,
he said that today Ganga stands in the top
10 clean rivers in the world, and the level
of oxygen and the dolphin population has
steadily increased in the river.

During the event, the coffee table book on
Ganga Amantaran Abhiyaan was released and
the rafting expedition team members were
felicitated with the mementoes to honour the
mission. Ganga Knowledge Network Session
was also organized with the team of Ganga
Prahari’s, Ganga Mitra, Ganga Task Force and
Ganga Doots to share the activities progress
and future action plans.

d) International Forest Day: NMCG and the
Indian Institute of Forest Management, Bhopal
joined hands to highlight the role of forests in
rejuvenating India’s river on the occasion of
International Forest Day on 21st March 2020.
Earlier a training workshop on ‘Science and
Art of River Rejuvenation through Forestry’
was also conducted with the Institute to
deliberate on key related issues on role of
forests in river rejuvenation.
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Unit 19. Convergence
Model of Namami Gange
Arth Ganga
In the first meeting of the National Ganga Council
(NGC) held on 14th December 2019 in Kanpur,
Uttar Pradesh, the Hon’ble PM emphasized on
augmenting the Ganga conservation efforts,
with the development of local economy. Namami
Gange Mission was to take the lead in developing
a sustainable and viable economic development
framework for the Ganga Basin -‘Arth Ganga’ with
the aim to integrate people’s participation and
economic development for Ganga rejuvenation.
Hon’ble PM stated that there are many stakeholders
who have a key role to play in this initiative such
as different ministries, government agencies •
and departments including Agriculture, Power,
Tourism, Energy, Water, AYUSH, Environment,
Forest & Climate Change etc.
The Arth Ganga Programme aims to garner
people’s participation for Ganga conservation
by promoting sustainable development, so as to
contribute about 3% to the GDP from the Ganga
basin. It is proposed to achieve this by working on
the following objectives - (a) Strengthen the local
economy in the basin, (b) Enhancing resource
use efficiency,(c) Sustainable forestry, (d) Water •
Conservation, (e) Biodiversity conservation, (f)
Strengthening capacity and public awareness,
and (g) Promote multi-sectoral coordination. The
focus areas of intervention will be (a) agriculture,
including horticulture and floriculture, (b)
fisheries, (c) tourism and culture, (d) handicrafts,
including artisans in village subsistence industries, •
(e) renewable energy, (f) sustainable forestry, and
(g) biodiversity and wetland conservation.

Programme Objective
•

Strengthen the local economy and human
well-being
Promote sustainable agricultural practices
such as organic farming, agroforestry, and

-

-

-

Develop protocol for food processing and
regional branding.
Establish market linkages for floricultural,
horticultural, and value-added products.

Enhance local livelihood through
eco-tourism and other innovative
interventions.

Enhancing resource use efficiency
-

Promote renewable energy (wind, solar
and biogas) for powering agricultural
practices, rural households, and cottage
industries.
Creating awareness among communities
for sustainable resource use.

Minimize solid waste generation and use
of plastics.

Sustainable forestry

-

-

-

Increase forest cover and green belts
around human habitations.
Raising nurseries as a source of saplings.
Plantation
species.

drives

Water Conservation

-

111

fisheries Promote value added products
and skill development for subsistencebased industries (e.g. such as handloom,
handicrafts, agarbatti making, etc. from
locally sourced products).

promoting

native

Restoring water bodies - wetlands, rivers,
and streams.
Improving watershed management.

Groundwater recharge by increasing
riparian forest cover.
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Biodiversity conservation
-

Biodiversity assessment
priority areas.

-

Create a platform for interaction and
dialogue with the dependent communities
on the model of Ganga Prahari.

-

-

•

•
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to

identify

Habitat improvement for aquatic
species by minimising anthropogenic
disturbances in priority areas.

Site specific strategies to align income
generation with conservation priorities.

-

Estuarine flows for protecting estuaries
aqua species

-

Village Development Committee, Ecodevelopment
Committees,
Forest
Protection
Committees,
Panchayat
Samitis.

Strengthening capacity and public awareness

NMCG is making action plan in coordination
with General Managers of Northern, North
Central, North Eastern, East Central and
Eastern Railways for use of Non-Potable
treated water from STPs/ETPs, located in
Ganga and Yamuna River zones for Railway
purposes.

b) Ministry of Tourism: The MoU was signed on
30th January 2016 with an aim of promoting
eco-friendly activities by providing suitable
Target
universities
and
research
amenities and transport facilities etc. to avoid
institutions.
unwanted pollution from tourism activities.
Ministry of Tourism will also take initiative
Promote multi-sectoral coordination
in promoting environment friendly tourism
Strengthen rural institutions and local
activities through suitable communication
governance.
and awareness activities, information
kiosks interpretation centres, exhibitions,
Strengthen dialogue among multiple
road shows, and training to tour operators,
sectors.
hoteliers, and transport companies and
Leverage knowledge, expertise, reach and
support other Ministries in developing policy
resources through Community Facility
and guidelines for promotion of ecotourism at
Centres (CFCs).
environmentally fragile river stretches.

Being a multi-disciplinary programme, the success
of Namami Gange Programme largely depends upon
the support from other participating Ministries/
Departments so that the multi-sectoral activities
proposed in the Namami Gange programme are
effectively implemented. Hence, NMCG entered
into Memorandum of Understanding with several
participating Central Ministries to work in close
coordination and ensure better synergy.
a)

2015, which provides that NMCG will make
available treated water of laid down standards
for non-potable use of railway establishments
falling in the area where Ganga & Yamuna
pass through. NMCG will provide the required
pipelines, pumping arrangements etc. upto
the railway establishment and will maintain
them. Initial cost and recurring maintenance
cost will be borne by NMCG. The rate of
purchase of the treated water by the railways
will be mutually agreed upon between NMCG
and the Ministry of Railways.

Ministry of Railways: The MoU with Ministry
of Railways was signed on 3rd December
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In order to highlight Ganga on the world tourism c)
map, the Ministry of Tourism is in process of
designing a section on Ganga theme on its
promotional website www.incredibleindia.
org for showcasing destinations adjoining
river Ganga. Some of the destinations
identified are Devprayag, Haridwar, Rishikesh,
Tehri, Uttarkashi, Kannauj, Kanpur, Patna,
Varanasi, Kolkata Sundarbans etc. State
tourism department also in process to identify
specific destinations/attractions in the Ganga
districts and line out details of the tourism
activities happening in the surrounding areas
including historical, mythological, and cultural
importance, economic viability etc. Ministry
of Tourism also working on to develop Ganga
circuits on priority and has already identified
12 points.

States

West Bengal
Uttarakhand
Uttar Pradesh

Ministry of AYUSH: MOU with the Ministry
of AYUSH was signed on 30th January 2016
with specific focus on offering support to the
Ganga states for growing and conservation
of medicinal plants in the catchment area as
well as the riverbanks. The MoU envisages
working together for preparation of feasibility
reports, providing technical inputs on project
proposals in respect of medicinal plants and
promotion of livelihood options based on
medicinal plants through ongoing Government
schemes. NMCG provided the list of Gram
Panchayats along the bank of river Ganga to
the Ministry of AYUSH with a suggestion to
cultivate medicinal plants in some villages.
Ministry of AYUSH is organizing plantation of
Medicinal Plants in the state of Uttarakhand,
Uttar Pradesh, and West Bengal.

Total Sanctioned
Amount (in lakhs)
Rs.940.80
Rs. 476.67
Rs. 79.12

Amount released
Rs. 673.92
Rs. 338.50
Rs. 52.08

No. of Projects
(in lakhs)
3
9
2

awareness and public outreach activities
amongst the identified Gram Panchayats near
the banks of River Ganga through NYKS.

To enliven the clean Ganga campaign with
the energy of the young, NMCG has partnered
with NYKS through the project entitled
‘Involvement of Youth in Namami Gange
programme. Under this project 22,000 youths
have been deployed, called Ganga Doots, in
29 districts spanning about 2,336 villages
along the river in basin states of Uttarakhand,
Uttar Pradesh, Bihar and West Bengal. For the
effective facilitation of designated activities of
the project, a network of 29 district project
officers, ganga Doots and members of 2,360
youth clubs are working in tandem with all the
stake holding Depts./Agencies and ensuring
proper implementation of programmes
and activities. Through this project diverse
interactive activities, such as, cleanliness
drives, plantation drives, motivation for

Figure 71 Sea buckthorn fruit extract, fruit juice, seed
powder, seed pickle, and Himalayan herbal tea have been
processed at NMPB sponsored sites in Uttarakhand

d) Ministry of Youth Affairs & Sports & Nehru
Yuva Kendra Sangathan (NYKS): The MOU
was signed on 30th Jan 2016. Under this MoU,
Ministry of Youth Affairs & Sports and NMCG
would promote and encourage youth, young
volunteers and sports personnel to form young
groups to take up various activities related
to Ganga cleaning, afforestation, monitoring
of harmful activities along the banks of
river Ganga and its tributaries and promote
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making village Open Defecation free, Quiz,
cultural performance, puzzles, Ganga
dialogues, collaborative paintings etc. are
being taken up.

NYKS youth volunteers also actively
participated in Ganga Nirikshan Yatra, Ganga
quest, Ganga Dussehra, Magh Mela 2020,
Great Ganga Run, Ganga Utsav, Flag-in Ganga
Aamantran Abhiyan.

e)

State

Figure 72 Plantation drive by NYKS

Uttarakhand

Uttar Pradesh
(UPDASP)
Bihar
Jharkhand

Total

Ministry of Agriculture and Farmer Welfare:
MoU with Ministry of Agriculture and welfare
was signed on 16th July 2016 to promote
organic farming and to create awareness
about balanced use of chemicals, fertilizers
and pesticides, promote micro irrigation for
water conservation in Ganga Basin, encourage
livelihood opportunities and natural farming,
based on animal husbandry, along Ganga banks.

Phase-I no. of Phase-II No. of Crops Covered
Cluster
Cluster
42 (840 ha)
2500 (50000 ha)
In Kharif: Madua, Sawan, Amernthus, black soybean, Paddy . In
Rabi wheat, lentil, Pea ( Vegetable)
320 (6400 ha)
1789 (35780)
Paddy including Basmati Rice, Arahar, Moong, Bajra, Urd, Maize,
arahar etc. Sweet Patato in few district in Kharif. In Rabi wheat,
700 (14000 ha)
0
Mustard, Gram and vegetables in Jayad Watermelon, Musk and
other cucumbers, Melon vegetables. Some of them are area
specific like basmati rice, sugarcane in western district like
Bijnor and Bulendshahar and sugar beet in Kasganj Badaun
103 (2060 ha)
700 (14000 ha)
Maize, Paddy, Wheat, Vegetables( Cauliflower, Brinjal, Cabbage,
Peas, Bhindi, Karalla, Green Chilly, Tomato) (Certification
Status:C1-1901)
27 (540 ha)
200 (4000 ha)
Vegetables: Onion, Potato, Brinjal, Cabbage, Cowpea, Capsicum,
Cauliflower, Okra, Tomato, Peas, Beans, Root crop and Cucurbits.

1192 (23840 ha)

5189 (103780 ha)

Fruits- Mango, Jackfruit, Tamarind, Custard Apple and
Cashewnut, Strawberry. Flowers_ Rose, Tuberose, marigold;
Spices-Chili, Ginger, Turmeric, garlic; Pulses- Arhar, Gram, Black,
gram; Millets- Ragi ; Oil Seeds- Flax seeds; Medicinal – Aloe-vera,
Satawar, Kalmegh
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Under this MoU various activities such as organic
farming in cluster mode, horticulture, agro
forestry, micro – irrigation, bamboo mission
water conservation, production and postharvest infrastructure as per MIDH, PKVY, NBM
guidelines are being carried out in five ganga
basin states namely Uttar Pradesh, Uttarakhand,
Bihar, Jharkhand and West Bengal. Under organic
farming , as an initiative the plantation of Paddy
(Dhaan), Maize, Millet, Pulses, Wheat, Mustard
and Soybean and vegetables were focused in the
state of Uttrakhand (840 ha) Chamoli, Uttarkashi,
Pauri, Rudraprayag & Tehri), Uttar Pradesh (6,400
ha) - Chandauli, Prayagraj, Pratapgarh, Fatehpur,
Raebareli, Mirzapur, Varanasi & Kanpur Nagar),
Bihar (2,000 ha) - Bhojpur, Buxar, Chapra, Vaishali
& Patna).

21 for 7 districts Tehri (20000 ha), Haridwar
(10000 ha), Chamoli (5000 ha), Uttarkashi (5000
ha), Rudraprayag (5000 ha),Pauri (5000 ha)
and Dehradun (500 ha) and 18.06 Cr for Uttar
Pradesh on 35,780 hectare of land area for 11
districts- Varanasi (22,440 ha), Hapur (1000 ha)
,Muzaffarnagar (1240 ha), Amroha (1400 ha),
Merrut (900 ha), Bhadohi (4700 ha), Kannauj
1000 ha), Aligarh (400 ha), Sambhal (1900 ha),
Chandauli (300 ha) , Prayagraj (500 ha).

f)

Figure 73 Marketing of organic produce at local haat in
Rudraprayag

Figure 75 Vermi compost pit, Chandauli

Mission for Integrated Development of
Horticulture (MIDH)

Under MIDH scheme, Uttar Pradesh has proposed
17 new nursery establishments whereas
Uttarakhand has been setting up an integrated
pack house.
Status of Agro forestry:

•
Further to scale up MoA&FW has released an
amount of 3786.75 lakh for Uttarakhand on
50,000 hectare of land area during the year 20- •
•

g)

SMAF is being implemented in 3 states of U.P.,
Jharkhand and Bihar

Integrated Action Plan (IAP) is received for 27
Namami Gange Districts of UP

Proposed plan for five years commencing
from 2020-21 to 2024-25 with total project
cost of Rs. 3878.32 lakh for developing 76
Ganga nurseries and plantation of 55,69,200
forestry trees.
Ministry of Shipping: The MOU was signed
on 30th January 2016 for taking initiatives
and necessary efforts for sustainable shipping
/river transport infrastructure in River
Ganga without damaging the ecosystem and
biodiversity.
Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA),

Figure 74 Farmers Training under Namami Gange
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Environmental Management Plan (EMP)
activities on Gangetic Dolphin in the National
for National Waterway- 1 has been done.
Waterway -1. Risk assessment and disaster
Cumulative Impact Assessment reports and
management plan for National Waterway-1 is
EMP reports for the Varanasi, Sahibganj and
also under preparation.
Haldia Multimodal Terminals have been h) Ministry of Rural Development
prepared. EIA & EMP Reports for the new
National Mission for Clean Ganga has signed
Navigational Lock at Farraka are also being
a MoU with Ministry of Rural Development.
finalized.
The main objective of the MOU is to dovetail
In accordance with the EIA report prepared
the potential of Mahatma Gandhi NREGA
for Cargo Movement through Turtle Sanctuary,
scheme with the Namami Gange programme
Varanasi, Inland Waterways Authority (IWAI),
of NMCG in rural areas and to develop clusters
the implementing agency for the project, will
of villages along the banks of river Ganga
ensure that all mitigation measures as per the
where activities for creating awareness and
EMP is taken to save precious aquatic life and
public outreach in local communities can be
flora & fauna in project area. A special study is
organised.
being conducted on the effect of navigational

i)

Figure 76 West Bengal baked earthen Tile Pilling at Howrah UP Fatehpur Check Dam

Ministry of Human Resource Development
(MHRD): MOU with HRD was signed on 30th
Jan 2016 to raise the level of environmental
literacy among the common masses along the
bank of river Ganga. The program envisaged
spreading awareness about natural resources
conservation, river rejuvenation, sanitation &
hygiene, and conservation of biodiversity in
various Gram Panchayats and districts along
bank of Ganga. These districts are covered
under Saakshar Bharat Programme and
promote Swachhata in schools/educational
institutions in the Ganga States.
NMCG has sanctioned an amount of Rs.
240.90 lakhs for 1438 Gram Panchayats in
five Ganga riverbank states i.e. Uttarakhand-
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Figure 77 Uttarakhand, Tehri construction of the farm pond

Rs.16.17 lakh, Uttar Pradesh-Rs. 150.315
lakhs, Bihar- Rs. 50.985 lakh, Jharkhand-
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j)

Rs. 5.445 lakh and West Bengal- Rs. 14.355
lakh for implementation of programme
“Sakshar Bharat District and Non Sakshar
District” which includes the cost of printing
material on environment literacy, orientation,
and training of stakeholders, arranging
exhibitions, hoardings, and rallies etc. In West
Bengal the program is successfully completed.
Other states are at different stages.
Indian Oil Corporation Limited

•

20 MLD of treated sewage water to be supplied
to IOCL.

•

Capital cost of development of TTP to be borne
by NMCG and IOCL. Wsp will bear O&M costs.

•

•

Total project cost is 437.95 crores and cost
of development of Tertiary Treatment Plant
(TTP) is 162.37 crores.
Civil works for Buildings, tanks & sumps
completed. Out of 10 KM line for transporting
the treated water to IOCL, 6.5 km line has been
laid. Overall progress at site is 76%.

A MoU was signed on 17th August 2016 with
Indian Oil Corporation Limited with an aim
to promote the reuse of treated wastewater k) Rotary International
from sewage treatment plants situated on
A MoU was signed on 2nd March 2017 with
both sides of river Ganga and Yamuna for non
Rotary International to extend the Water,
–potable purposes at different establishments
Sanitation and Hygiene (WASH) to promote
of Ministry of Petroleum and Natural
the cause of Ganga Rejuvenation in schools
Gas (MoPNG). Subsequently a tripartite
located along the Ganga river basin in the
Concession Agreement was signed between
States of Uttar Pradesh, Bihar, Jharkhand, and
National Mission for Clean Ganga (NMCG),
West Bengal.
UP Jal Nigam and Triveni Engineering &
Rotary India appointed Namami Gange Rotary
Industries Ltd for developing an Integrated
Coordinators in the State of Uttar Pradesh,
Sewage Infrastructure for Mathura on the
Bihar, Jharkhand, and West Bengal. A pledge to
Hybrid Annuity-based PPP mode as the first
keep the holy river clean was administered to
ever integrated PPP project under HAM in the
the students in various schools located along
sewerage sector in the country.
the bank of Ganga. Rotary clubs are actively
Project Details:
engaged in various activities and campaigns
to create awareness about the Namami
• Development /rehabilitation of STPs with a
Gange, including the Ganga Swachhta events
cumulative treatment capacity of 67 MLD.
organized by NMCG from time to time.
• Development of 30 MLD capacity STP at
Masani.
•
•
•

•

Rehabilitation of 6.8 MLD WSP at Masani.
Rehabilitation of 14.5 MLD capacity WSP STP
at Trans Yamuna.
Rehabilitation of 16 MLD capacity Upfow
anaerobic sludge blanket (UASB) STP at Trans
Yamuna.

Development of 20 MLD tertiary treatment
plant for supply of treated sewage water to I
O C L refinery and rehabilitation of pumping Figure 78 Inlet Sump Compartment 1, 2 and Disc filter Area
stations and associated infrastructure with
l) Scientific Inventorisation of water bodies
the STPs.
in Ganga basin
Operation & maintenance of the facilities for a
NMCG has awarded a project to Quality Council
period of 15 years.
of India (QCI) for conducting Inventorisation
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of water bodies in Ganga basin for knowing the
current status of every water bodies situated
at Ganga basin. QCI will conduct assessment
of water bodies in 5 basin states covering
3189 villages.
The study will lead towards the purpose of

Figure 79 Cleaning campaign by Ganga Mitra

programme of Ganga Mitra’ received from
Mahamana Malviya Research Centre for
Ganga, River Development & Water Resource
Management, Banaras Hindu University,
Varanasi.

The main objective of this project is to
create a Task Force or a team of trained and
committed volunteers who would contribute
significantly in rejuvenation of river Ganga
and its biodiversity. This Program is divided
into three components: General Program,
Technical Program and Non-Technical
Program. The trained specialized Ganga Mitra
shall be deployed as manning the religious
congregations, help in reducing the impact of
any such activities that affects the quality of
Ganga water during the acute pressure due
to periodic organization of festivals based on
the mythological importance of Ganga such

doing 100% mapping of all water bodies in
Ganga districts for improvement/ rejuvenation
of water bodies which are either dried up or
working at less than full efficiency.
•

•

•
•

The study would revolve around the following
objectives:
Geo-mapping of all water bodies
Coding of water bodies

Category description of water bodies- Size,
water holding capacity (in cubic meters)

Current status of water bodies (Functional/
Non-functional)

After completing all the above mentioned
objectives QCI will be developing dynamic
dashboard which will be later used for
continuous monitoring of the water bodies by
NMCG. The shape files will be mapped to the
dashboard with the survey findings of each
and every water body which will be covered
during the course of the assessment and will
be handed over to the NMCG.

m) Ganga Mitra

NMCG has approved the Project entitled
‘Eco-skills and capacity building training
118

Figure 80 COVID-19 Awareness by Ganga Mitra

as: Kumbh Mela, Makar Sankranti, Chhath
Pooja, bathing on auspicious occasions, Idol
immersion etc.

Till date 400 Ganga Mitra have received
specialized training, these trained Ganga
Mitra have nominated more than 10,000
people as ‘Jal Sanrakshak’ and stored 12.5
crore litres of rainwater in Varanasi. During
the present pandemic induced by Covid-19,
the Ganga Mitra are playing a major role
to create awareness and educate the rural
masses, especially children and women, in
Varanasi. People have been educated to adopt
all required measures to protect themselves
from the adverse effects of Covid-19 pandemic.
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Unit 20. International
Cooperation
The strong brand name of Ganga attracts countries,
corporates, and individuals alike and there is strong
desire amongst them to be associated in one form
or the other with the noble task of cleaning the
venerated river. Offer for cooperation from a large
number of countries, water sector companies and
financial institutions have been received, some
of which have materialized in firm agreement of
collaborations, while others are in advanced stage
of discussions.

million and IBRD which shares $801 million out of
the total project sanction.

Under the National Ganga River Basin project
of the World Bank, 40 integrated projects have
been sanctioned. The projects include sewerage
infrastructure,
river
front
development,
biodiversity
conservation,
water
quality
monitoring and institutional development. Out
of these 7 projects have been completed and the
rest are at various levels of implementation. The
Among the major achievements with our foreign progress of the World Bank projects is reviewed
partners this year were organizing Bal Ganga Mela, internally by NMCG at a regular basis and semiRiver Basin organization workshop and Ganga annually by the Implementation Support Missions
Museum workshop by GIZ. Israel Government led by the World Bank. The implementation support
part sponsored the training for six officials from missions are scheduled with the objective to
NMCG and other officials from State of Punjab (i) Review the implementation progress of
& Maharashtra at Tel Aviv and Rehovot, Israel
various activities under the project with
under their course on Thematic Water Delegation
participating states and executing agencies
tailored and focused on Sharing of Israeli Water
and agree on concrete and realistic actions to
Policy Experience : Planning, Implementation and
accelerate implementation.
Lessons learned” and “MASHAV Course on Urban
(ii) Review the monitoring and evaluation of
Water Technologies & Management”.
project activities including the status of
results framework; and
A brief scope of cooperation with different
countries / agencies with which discussions are (iii) Update the status of pipeline of infrastructure
being held or finalized is as under:
investments. Till date 15 Implementation
missions have been conducted so far.

1. The World Bank

The World Bank is supporting the Government of
India in its effort to rejuvenate the Ganga River. It
is also financing key infrastructure investments
in the five main stem states - Uttarakhand, Uttar
Pradesh, Bihar, Jharkhand, and West Bengal from
the International Development Association (IDA)
and the International Bank for Reconstruction and
Development (IBRD).

2. JICA

Namami Gange Programme, Government of
India has been assisted by Japan International
Cooperation Agency (JICA), Japan. Government of
India has taken assistance from Japan International
Cooperation Agency (JICA) vide loan agreement
dated 31 . 05 . 2005 amounting to JPY 11,184
Million (~ Rs. 708.21 Crore). GoI has sanctioned a
project under JICA assistance for Rs. 496.90 Crore
A loan of US $1 billion from the World Bank to the
in July 2010 which was revised to Rs. 641.19 Crore
Government of India was sanctioned for National
on 85:15 funding pattern between Centre and
Ganga River basin Project on 31 May 2011. The
State. The central share is Rs. 500.63 Crore while
loan is divided between IDA which shares $199
State share is limited to Rs. 140.56 Crore.
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The project includes laying of interceptor sewers,
construction of pumping stations, construction
of 140 MLD STP, rehabilitation of old trunk sewer,
rehabilitation of existing Ghat pumping stations,
STP & MPS, construction of community toilet
complexes, improvement of bathing Ghats and
renovation / rehabilitation of Dhobi Ghats. The
project is scheduled to be completed by July 2020.

In the current reporting period, the SGR project
and NMCG continued their successful cooperation
on various topics, among them the development
of a Ganga water quality information system,
public outreach and awareness raising as well as
institutional development and capacity building.
Furthermore, activities connected with pollution
abatement in Ganga in the state of Uttarakhand
continued and will now be extended to Uttar
The project consists of 5 Sewerage and Non- Pradesh to upscale successes and experiences in
sewerage components along with Project efficiency improvement of STPs and ETPs.
Management Consultancy services. Sewerage Together with NMCG, GIZ supported knowledge
component consist of laying of interceptor sewers/ and experience exchange between Indian and
rising mains, construction of 3 pumping stations, international experts during numerous events.
construction of 140 MLD STP, rehabilitation Among the various activities some highlights were
of Old Trunk Sewer & rehabilitation of 5 Ghat of special salience: The workshop on “River Basin
pumping stations/ existing STPs & MPS. Non- Management across different levels – The role
sewerage component consists of construction of of River Basin Organizations” that took place in
community toilet complexes, repair/ renovation Delhi brought together more than 60 participants
of Dhobi Ghat, improvement of Bathing Ghats and from India who work in the Ganga River Basin
Public Awareness/ Public participation including and international experts from Africa (Nile,
Okawango), Asia (Mekong) and
Institutional Development Program.
Europe (Rhine, Danube). The purpose of the
Under sewerage component, laying of interceptor
workshop was to share ideas with different
sewers/ rising mains, construction of 3 pumping
international RBOs, on specific river basin
stations, construction of 140 MLD STP has been management topics such as institutional set-ups
completed and inaugurated by Hon’ble Prime for effective coordination between authorities
Minister.
and joint/coordinated development of river basin
management plans.

3. Indo-German Cooperation

The
Indo-German
Technical
Cooperation
project “Support to Ganga Rejuvenation” (SGR)
is implemented by GIZ in conjunction with the
“Development and Implementation Support to the
India-EU Water Partnership (IEWP)” component
that is jointly co-financed by the European Union
(EU) and the German Federal Ministry of Economic
Cooperation and Development (BMZ).
Based on the agreement between the Indian and
German Government from December 2017 the
project got extended until October 2020. The
objective of the project is to share experience
gained in cleaning European rivers and to
support the application of integrated river basin
management approaches in the Indian context.
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NMCG and GIZ also joined forces to invite Indian
and international museum experts to discuss the
concept for developing a Ganga Museum. A Bal
Ganga Mela organized on 4th November 2019 with
NMCG and the HCL Foundation was a highlight
for school children, learning about water quality
testing, waste segregation and their important
role in keeping Ganga clean. A handout to roll- out
similar events has been shared with interested
stakeholders.

During the 4th India EU Water Forum in February
2019 international experts, practitioners, decisionmakers, and businesses followed the invitation to
reflect and exchange on key water management
challenges as well as approaches and technologies
to effectively address them.
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In the upcoming months the exchange on the
various topics will continue, e.g. trainings on the
River Basin Management Cycle approach will be
developed and rolled out in Uttarakhand and Uttar
Pradesh and awareness raising events are planned
throughout the year.

of water resources in the Ganga Basin through
collaborative programmes of research and
innovation and exchange of policy experts with the
support of Scottish Government.

The course provided participants with knowledge
on Israel’s water management planning,
principles, water management systems and
available technologies, to expose new approaches
and opportunities in the field of water resource
management, to present Israel as a case study
to draw valuable lessons about water resources
management.

8. International Workshop on Developing
Ganga Museum Concept

7. India – European Union Cooperation

NMCG in partnership with GIZ organised an
International Workshop for Developing a Ganga
Israel Government part sponsored the training for Museum Concept : Exchanging Experience and Ideas
six officials from NMCG and other officials from between India and Europe. NMCG has envisioned
State of Punjab & Maharashtra at Tel Aviv, Israel a key platform for information related to Ganga
under their course on Thematic Water.
history, contemporary facts, cultural ethos, etc.

4. India – Israel Cooperation

5. India- United Kingdom Cooperation

On rejuvenation of River Ganga, a Memorandum
of Understanding (MoU) has been signed between
National Mission for Clean Ganga (NMCG) and
Natural Environmental Research Council (NERC),
UK during the visit of Hon’ble Prime Minister to
London, United Kingdom.

Under public outreach component of Namami
Gange Programme, NMCG has envisioned a
common platform for information related to
Ganga history, contemporary facts, cultural ethos
etc. Taking this forward, NMCG in partnership
with GIZ organised an International Workshop for
Developing a Ganga Museum Concept: Exchanging
Experiences and Ideas between India and Europe”.

The key objective of this workshop was to form a
policy dialogue and framework for the structure
of ‘Ganga Museum’ with the help of national and
international museum experts. Learning from
the international experience about different
river museum/ city museum with reference to
The MoU will enable the United Kingdom to
river is likely to open up various possibilities and
support Government of India in sustainable
alternatives. This may also lead to thinking about
management of water resources in the Ganga Basin
ideas such as central museum/ regional museum;
through collaborative programmes of research and
virtual museum, use of different medium,
innovation and exchange of policy experts with the
development of appropriate theme and conveying
support of UK Water Partnership.
the desired message to address specific diverse
groups This should also act as a means to improve
6. India – Scotland Cooperation
people river connect and river – city understanding,
On rejuvenation of River Ganga, a Memorandum which would, in turn help, in rejuvenation of river
of Understanding (MoU) has been signed between Ganga.
National Mission for Clean Ganga (NMCG) and
Scottish Government: Water Industry Division 9. International Workshop on The Role of
(SG : WID) on 18th April 2018 during the visit River Basin Organisation (RBOs)
of Hon’ble Prime Minister to London, United
An international workshop on capacity building
Kingdom.
on river basin management and role of river
The MoU will enable the Scotland to support basin organization was organized under the Indo
Government of India in sustainable management German Collaboration.
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The idea of the workshop was knowledge exchange •
among the different stakeholders to demonstrate
how river basin management processes are
coordinated in other large river basins making •
use of RBOs and related institutional set-ups at
the implementation levels. Discussions at the •
workshop was aimed to trigger ideas for setting up
a Ganga River Basin Management Authority
•
Participation from the International RBOs and
National/District water authorities•
• International Commission for the Protection
of the Danube River – ICPDR.
•
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International Commission for the Protection
of the Rhine River – ICPR.
International Commission for the Protection
of the Elbe River.
International Commission for the Protection
of the Oder River.

Mekong River Commission; Okavango River
Basin Commission (OKACOM).
Senqu
Orange
(ORASECOM).

River

Nile Basin Initiative (NBI).

Commission
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Unit 21. Ganga Task Force
The concept of engagement of Ganga Task Force
(GTF) modelled on the pattern of Eco Task Force
of Territorial Army was a means to involve the
ex-servicemen in Ganga Rejuvenation. Since,
raising of a new force was expected to take time,
it was decided to deploy an existing battalion, 111
Infantry Battalion (TA) Kumaon at Allahabad from
July 2015 to February, 2017 with an objective to
create awareness, monitoring the river, ghat
cleaning, afforestation and supporting NMCG’s
outreach work. After, satisfactory completion of the
given work, it was decided to raise a formal CETF
battalion by the name of Ganga Task Force (GTF).
The approval for raising of one GTF battalion for
four years was accorded to Ministry of Defense
at an estimated cost of Rs. 167 cr. identifying the
following scope of work.

‘National Mission for Clean Ganga’ (NMCG). This
was also a unique initiative in the annals of the
Indian Army and the composition of the force was
devised keeping in view the multiplicity of tasks
involved. Training to personnel was imparted by
specialist agencies like Central Pollution Control
Board (CPCB), Wildlife Institute of India (WII),
State Forest Department etc. The force was to be
head quartered at Prayagraj with components in
Kanpur and Varanasi and having reach across the
hinterland and rural littoral region.

Activities

The 137 CETF Bn (TA) 39 GR also known as
the Ganga Task Force is presently stationed
at Prayagraj, Kanpur & Varanasi. Within short
span of time, the unit has come of age and made
considerable progress in its task of rejuvenation
(a) Plantation of trees to check soil erosion.
of River Ganga. Though the unit is deficiency of
(b) Management
manpower and required resources, it has been
of public awareness/participation campaign.
actively involved in each and every sphere of the
(c) Patrolling of sensitive river areas for tasks at hand as mentioned below:biodiversity protection.
1. Pollution Monitoring & Control
(d) Patrolling of Ghats.
(i) Rivers: Trained teams from the unit collect water
(e) Monitoring of river pollution
samples of Rivers Ganga & Yamuna, as per
(f) Assist during floods/natural calamity in the
laid down schedule at pre-decided locations
region.
prior to entry of the rivers in Allahabad and
exit from the city. The samples are tested in
The raising process of GTF battalion is underway
the unit lab for 19 different parameters to
with Battalion HQ & one company each at Kanpur,
assess the cumulative pollution from the city
Allahabad & Varanasi having over 100 jawans &
officers.
The ‘Ganga Task Force’, called 137 CETF Bn (TA)
39 GR in military parlance commenced its raising
at Allahabad on 01 Apr 2018 with the primary aim
of giving impetus to the mammoth task of Ganga
rejuvenation. The intent to involve the Army was
to bring in a set of committed, disciplined and
task-oriented personnel with military ethos,
who would function in close coordination with
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Figure 81 Water Sample Collection

and suburbs. In addition, samples are also
Figure 82 STP Sample Collection
collected from 20 designated spots (Prayagraj
(iii) Drains and Nallahs : All drains and nallahs
11, Kanpur 05 & Varanasi 04) in the rivers
with inflow into Ganga and Yamuna have been
within the city limits to identify focus areas.
mapped. Regular pollution checks are carried
All records are maintained.
out and the trends monitored.
(ii) Sewage Treatment Plants (STPs): Water
samples are regularly taken and monitored
at entry and exit points of 13 STPs (Prayagraj
07, Kanpur 03 & Varanasi 04) in collaboration
with authorities concerned.

Figure 83 Sample Collection from Nallahs

(iv) Bioremediation of Nallahs / Drains:
Manufacturing
of
Bio-Floats
and
Bioremediation of nallahs carried out at all
three loc. Check dams are constructed on
drains and endemic species being used for
heavy metal absorption.

Figure 84 Construction of bio floats
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progressively identified during riverbank patrols.
Suitable species for prevention of soil erosion have
been planted and nurtured in unit nursery for
plantation. 6000 Sq. mtrs. of Riverbank has been
stabilized in Battalion area of responsibility (AOR)
till date 03 other locations have been identified for
stabilization work.

4. Public Awareness Campaigns

Figure 85 Construction of Check dams

2. Afforestation

(i) The local population is regularly sensitized
during ‘Area and Ghat Patrols’ with respect
to eco-conservation, Ganga Rejuvenation
as also general sanitation. 190 Ghats/Areas
patrolled have been conducted till date.

(i) Execution
Methodology:
The
unit
(ii) The unit frequently conducts mass public
undertakes afforestation activities in its Area
awareness campaigns in schools, colleges, and
of Responsibility (AOR) using the following
various educational institutes both in urban
methodology:and rural areas. During Kumbh 2019 & Magh
• Conventional plantation of saplings.
Mela 2020, awareness drives were carried out
in collaboration with various organizations /
• Seed balling to increase forest cover.
foundations locations in the area viz. Durga
• Community plantation for public awareness.
Shivir, Paramarth Niketan, Ganga Vichar Manch,
• Bank stabilization using biological means.
Delhi Public School, Sakun Vidya Niketan etc.
• Food Forest initiatives.
130 Public Awareness Campaigns have been
conducted by the unit in the course of which
3.5 lakh people were addressed till date.

(ii) Seed balls of endemic forest species have
been prepared from within unit resources
for scattering during dry season in arid areas.
Over 07 lakh seed balls have been prepared
and 05 lakh seed balls sown/ broadcasted/
distributed till date. Joint Plantation Drives
are carried out with locals villagers, Gram
Sabha, and other agencies.

(iii) Micro Forestry has been identified as one
of the key result areas (KRAs) for the unit.
In view of non-availability of land in Uttar
Pradesh for Afforestation, Micro Forestry
Projects have been undertaken by the unit in
the cities of Prayagraj, Varanasi & Kanpur. Out
of 52 identified locations belonging to PSUs,
Govt. Org/Pvt. land, work has been completed
in 36 locations.

3. Riverbank Management:

Prevention of soil and bank erosion being one of the
mandates for the unit, vulnerable areas are being

5. Bio-Diversity Protection
Training is regularly carried out with ‘Wildlife
Institute of India’ (WII) to train unit persons in
restoration of the Gangetic biodiversity. Consequent
to creation of conducive atmosphere in many
areas by way of bio-remedial measures, species of
endangered turtles, fishes as also available-fauna
have been spotted. Several meetings have been
conducted with the WII authorities & the unit
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personal will be a part of the census/survey teams 7. Wetland Rejuvenation:
of the WII in their future activities. Regular foot
patrols are carried out for Bio-diversity protection The unit has taken upon itself the herculean task
and whilst patrolling. The personnel not only of rejuvenation of the Macferson Lake at Prayagraj.
Water hyacinths were cleared from the surface, and
the intertwined & deep-rooted weeds removed
from the bottom of the waterbody.

Figure 86 Public Awareness campaign

make the general populace aware about the need
to protect the biodiversity but also carry out the
following:
(i) Mapping of polluting inflows and nallahs.

(ii) Identify high erosion prone areas along the
riverbanks.

Removal of silt & slush too was done in parallel
along with planting of anti –soil erosion species
like Canna & Vetiver on its banks. Approx. 12,500
sq mts of the lake has been rejuvenated till date. In
addition, approx. 25000 saplings of endemic forest
species have been planted in the catchment area of
the lake. More than 1,23,000 speedballs have been
also been sown or broadcasted to enable speedy
recreation of the indigenous ecosystem in the area.

8. Other activities:
a)

A Seven-layer ‘Model food Forest’ has been
developed by the GTF unit at Prayagraj &
Kanpur with 30 different species. All selected
species are endemic with high survival rate.

(iii) Collection of water samples from the area for b) Herbal Nurseries & Parks: Herbal Nurseries
are under preparation by this unit at Prayagraj,
testing in unit lab and comparison with the
Kanpur & Varanasi for development of herbal
tests carried out for water within city limits.
plants.

6. Nursery Management:

c) The unit is also participated in ‘Ranching
Afforestation being an important and integral part
Activities’ with CIFRI for re-introduction of
of overall task of the Battalion, adequate emphasis
indigenous varieties of fishes in the Rivers
has been given to establish unit nurseries. The unit
Ganga & Yamuna.
nursery at Prayagraj has been developed with a
capacity of over 01 lakh saplings. Similar nurseries d) Organic Compost: The unit has established
‘Organic Compost Conversion Plants’ to
have also been developed at the coy locations in
bolster its efforts towards non usages of
Kanpur & Varanasi.
chemical fertilizers.
e)

Figure 87 Nursery Management works at Varanasi
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Organic Pesticides: The unit has initiated
development of organic/ herbal pesticides
for use in own projects & nurseries. Use of
chemical pesticides in subtracted.
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Unit 22. Committees
Under NMCG Authority Order
The functioning of some of the important Collector, the agency has representatives of all
authorities constituted under the NMCG Authority concerned official, non- official and elected bodies,
Notification dated 07.10.2016 is discussed below: besides two environmentalists.

A. Empowered Task Force

The Committee is constituted on the basis of
nominations received from the Government
An Empowered Task Force under the Chairmanship
Authority and with the approval Hon’ble Minister,
of Union Minister for Water Resources, River
Jal Shakti. So far 52 DGCs on Ganga main stem
Development and Ganga Rejuvenation has been
and 5 on tributaries have been duly noticed as per
constituted in terms of para 17 of the River Ganga
following breakup:
(Rejuvenation, Protection and Management)
Authorities Order, 2016 dated 7.10.2016 to Sr. Name of the No. of DGC No. of DGC
exercise the powers and discharge functions No. State
constituted constituted
as specified in NMCG Authority Order and
on main
Tributaries
Environment Protection Act. The Committee has
stem of
of river
representation of Chief Secretaries of States on
river Ganga Ganga
Ganga basin besides Secretaries from concerned
1
Uttrakhand
7
0
departments of Government of India.
2
Uttar Pradesh 25
1
The Empowered Task Force coordinates and 3
Bihar
12
2
advises on matters relating to Rejuvenation,
4
Jharkhand
1
0
Protection and Management of river Ganga and
5
West
Bengal
7
2
its tributaries and also require the Ministries,
Total
52
5
Departments and State Government to frame
Action Plan with specific activities timelines and Being a new institution the DGCs could not
mechanism for their implementation.
perform it’s expected role immediately, however
The 5th Empowered Task Force meeting was with persistant efforts and repeated contacts with
held under the Chairmanship of Shri Gajendra the Districts Authorities positive response has
Singh Shekhawat, Hon’ble Minister for Jal Shakti started emerging from the districts and in times to
on 10.02.2020 which took important decisions come it shall play a very major role in ground level
regarding decisions taken under National planning and execution of pollution abatement
Ganga Council meeting held on 14.12.2019and and rejuvenation of Ganga. To accelerate the
strengthening of NMCG etc. It was attended by pace of involvement of the DGC in Namami Gange
CEO, NITI Aayog, Secretary (Drinking Water & program it was decided to provide one time grant
Sanitation), Secretary (Water Resources, River of Rs. 5 Lakh to each of District to help them create
Development & Ganga Rejuvenation), Chief a dedicated setup for the Program.
Secretary, Govt. of Uttar Pradesh, Secretary (Rural
Development), among others.

Subsequently they have also been involved in
organising various activities on behalf of NMCG
such as Ganga Swachchta Pakhwada, Bachendri
B. State & District Ganga Committees
Pal Expedition etc. for which special funds
One of the most distinctive features of the NMCG were provided to the districts. The Districts
Authority Notification dated 07.10.2016 is the have gradually started having meetings more
constitution of District Ganga Committees under frequently which, provides a platform for different
para 53 which creates a ground level agency for stakeholders to deliberate and take necessary
planning and implementing Ganga Rejuvenation action for pollution abatement and Ganga.
program. Headed by District Magistrate/District
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VIII

STATES’ SECTION
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Unit 23. State Mission
for Clean Ganga - Uttarakhand
Several projects are underway in several cities of
Uttarakhand to keep Ganga clean; many projects
have been completed between April 2019 to March
2020 and several new projects have been approved,

plants, Upgradation of existing 27 MLD
STP with Tertiary Treatment at Jagjeetpur
(Haridwar) with on line monitoring system
at both Inlet and Outlet, Rehabilitation work
of existing Digester and Sludge drying bed,
And Upgradation of existing 18 MLD STP with

List of Completed Projects from April 2019
to March 2020
1.

2.

Interception and Diversion work at Sarai
& Jagjeetpur (Haridwar) - This project was
sanctioned with Rs. 116.28 cr. Including 1
years of O&M, with 100% funding under the
central assistance, it covers 17.1 kms of sewage
network at Jagjeetpur & Sarai (Haridwar), and
it’s Executive agency was Uttarakhand Peyjal
Nigam.

Sewage Treatment Plant (STP) at Jagjeetpur
(68 MLD) & Sarai (14 MLD) - It’s an only
Hybrid Annuity project in Uttarakhand, this
project was sanctioned with Rs. 273.37 Cr.
Including 15 years of O&M, with 100% funding
under the central assistance, it covers two STP
plants of 68 MLD & 14 MLD at Jagjeetpur and
Sarai (Haridwar), and it’s Executive agency
was Uttarakhand Peyjal Nigam.

4.

Tertiary Treatment at Sarai (Haridwar) with on
line monitoring system at both Inlet and Outlet.

Pollution Abatement work for River
Alaknanda at Kirtinagar (I&D with STP)
– This project was sanctioned with Rs. 4.23
Cr. with 100% funding under the central

Figure 88 Sewage Treatment Plant (STP) at Jagjeetpur (68 MLD)

3.

Tertiary treatment of existing 27 MLD STP
at Jagjeetpur & Upgradation of existing
18 MLD STP at Sarai - This project was
sanctioned with Rs. 326.42 Cr. Including
15 years of O&M, with 100% funding under
the central assistance, it covers two STP

Figure 89 Kirtinagar Project
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assistance, it covers construction of 2 no. of 8.
new nala tapping and construction of 2 no. of
packaged STP (10 KLD & 50 KLD).

Interception & Diversion with STP at
Srinagar- This project was sanctioned with
Rs. 22.51 Cr. Including 1 year O&M of I&D
work and 15 years O&M of STP work With
100% funding under the central assistance, it

Figure 92 Nandprayag Project

Figure 90 Srinagar Project

6.

covers one STP plant of 1 MLD capacity along
with 2.3 Kms of sewerage line and 17 no. of
nala tapping at Srinagar on river Alaknanda.

Pollution Abatement work at Badrinath (
I&D with STP) – This project was sanctioned
with Rs. 18.23 Cr. Including 1-year O&M of

Figure 91 Pollution Abatement work at Badrinath

7.

Interception & Diversion and STP at
Karanprayag – This projects was sanctioned
with Rs. 12.09 Cr. Including 1-year O&M of
I&D and 15 years O&M of STP works, with
100% funding under the central assistance.

I&D work and 15 years of STP work, with
100% funding under the central assistance, it
covers one STP plant of 1.01 MLD capacity.

Pollution abatement work at Nandprayag
(I&D with STP)- This project was sanctioned
with Rs. 6.46 Cr. Including 1-year O&M of I&D
and 15 years O&M of STP works, with 100%
funding under the central assistance, it covers
Three STP plants 50 KLD capacity each along
with 0.38 kms of sewerage line and three no.
of nala tapping.
148

9.

It covers Package Type Sewage Treatment
Plant - (i) 50 KLD • capacity - 3 Nos. (ii) 100
KLD • capacity - 2 Nos. along with 4.73 kms of
sewerage network at Karanprayag.

Upgradation/Renovation of Crematoria
at Kankhal, Uttarakhand – This project
was sanctioned with Rs. 78.33 Lakh with
100% central funding under clean ganga
fund, Uttarakhand Irrigation department
was working as an Executive Agency. Major
components of the project were Upgradation/
Renovation of existing Kankhal Cremation ghat
(1no.), construction of 3 no. of new improved
wooden cremation and construction of store
sheds.

10. Upgradation/Renovation of crematoria
at Kharkhari, Uttarakhand – This project

Figure 93 Upgradation/Renovation of crematoria at Kharkhari
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was sanctioned with Rs. 102.81 Cr. With
100% central funding under clean ganga
fund, Uttarakhand Irrigation department
was working as an Executive Agency. Major
components of the project were Upgradation/
Renovation of existing Kharkhari Cremation
ghat (1no.), construction of 6 nos of new
improved wooden cremation, construction of
shed for storage of wood, high mast light and
water coolers.

List of On-going Projects from April 2019 to
March 2020
1.

4.

Interception and Diversion work at
Rudraprayag town – This project was
sanctioned with Rs. 13.14 Cr with 100%
funding under the central assistance.
Uttarakhand Peya Jal Nigam department is
working as an Executive Agency. It is covering
5.

Figure 94 Rudraprayag Project

2.

3.

Construction of Packaged Sewage Treatment
Plant - 06Nos (75KLD, 100KLD, 75KLD,
100KLD, 125KLD and 50KLD) along with 7.21
Kms. Sewerage network and construction of 8
no of new nala tapping.

6.

Pollution Abetment of River Alaknanda at
Srikot - Gangnali - This project was sanctioned
with Rs. 7.86 Cr including 15 Years of O&M
with 100% central funding. Uttarakhand
7.
Peya Jal Nigam department is working as an
Executive Agency. It covers Construction of
Packaged two Sewage Treatment Plant 75 KLD
& 50 KLD with online monitoring systems.
Pollution Abatement works for River
Alaknanda at Joshimath (Interception
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and Diversion with STP) - This project was
sanctioned with Rs. 48.42 Cr including 1-year
O&M of I&D and 15 Years O&M of STP with
100% funding under the central assistance.
Uttarakhand Peya Jal Nigam department is
working as an Executive Agency. It covers
two STP plants of 2.70 MLD and 1.08 MLD
capacities along with 2.5 kms sewerage
network.

Pollution Abatement works (Interception
and Diversion with STP) ChamoliGopeshwar - This project was sanctioned
with Rs. 61.83 Cr including 1-year O&M of I&D
and 15 Years O&M of STP with 100% funding
under the central assistance. Uttarakhand
Peya Jal Nigam department is working as an
Executive Agency. It covers Five STP plants of
0.76 MLD, 1.19 MLD, 1.25 MLD, 1.12 MLD, 0.05
MLD capacities along with 1.04 kms sewerage
network.
Interception and Diversion with 26 MLD
STP, Rishikesh - This project was sanctioned
with Rs. 158 Cr including 1-year O&M of I&D
and 15 Years O&M of STP with 100% funding
under the central assistance. Uttarakhand
Peya Jal Nigam department is working as an
Executive Agency. It covers one STP plant of
26 MLD capacity along with 2.5 kms sewerage
network.

I&D with STP, Muni-ki-Reti- Dhalwala,
Tehri - This project was sanctioned with Rs.
80.45 Cr including 1-year O&M of I&D and
15 Years O&M of STP with 100% funding
under the central assistance. Uttarakhand
Peya Jal Nigam department is working as an
Executive Agency. It covers Two STP plants of
5 MLD at Chorpani and 7.5 MLD at Dhalwala
nala capacity along with 3.5 kms sewerage
network.
Ramnanagr Interception & Diversion
works with STP for Kosi river under
Namami Gange Programme- This project
was sanctioned with Rs. 55.06 Cr including
15 Years with 100% funding under the
central assistance. Uttarakhand Peya Jal
Nigam department is working as an Executive
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Agency. It covers two STP plants of 7 MLD
and 1.5 MLD capacity along with 1.7 kms
sewerage network.

Interception & Diversion works for Rispana
River & Bindal River under Namami Gange
Programme- This project was sanctioned
with Rs. 63.75 Cr including 15 Years with
100% funding under the central assistance.
Uttarakhand Peya Jal Nigam department is
working as an Executive Agency. It covers one
STP plant of 1.0 MLD capacity along with
30.880 kms sewerage network, tapping of 177
nos. of nala/drain & 2901 nos. open household
outlets on both bank of river Rispana.
Forestry Interventions for Ganga in
Uttarakhand – under Namami Ganga
Programme Uttarakhand Forest Department
( Funding under NGP ) - This project was
sanctioned with Rs. 19.19 Cr for plantation
in Riverbank district/forest divisions
of Uttarakhand namely : Uttarkashi,
Soil Uttarkashi, Tehri Dam -2 , Tehri,
Narendranagar, Tehri Dam-1 , Rudraprayag,
Haridwar, Dehradun , Mussoorie , Pauri,
Garhwal & Lansdown with 100% funding
under the central assistance.

10. Cleaning of 72 Ghats at Haridwar – This
project was sanctioned with 15.90 Cr. With
100% central funding. The project period
is 36 months; Nagar Nigam Haridwar is the
executive agency and entrusted to take up

Figure 95 Ghat Cleaning at Haridwar

this work pertaining to Ghat cleaning in town
of Haridwar along with river Ganga. Main
components of project are- Cleaning of 72 nos.
of Ghats, Disposal of waste from Cremation
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Ghat, Collection and sweeping along the bank,
Installation of adequate dustbins, Cleaning of
Drains/Nala.

Activities undertaken during 2019-2020

State Ganga Committee: State Ganga Rejuvenation,
Protection & Management Committee for the
State of Uttarakhand (Uttarakhand State Ganga
Committee) has been notified as an Authority vide
Gazette Notification dt 07.04.2017 of Ministry of
Water Resources, River Development & Ganga
Rejuvenation, Govt. of India. Sixth meeting was
held on 15-05-2019 and Seventh meeting was held
on 20-11-2019.

District Ganga Committee: For Garhwal region
of Uttarakhand State, District Ganga Committees
have been notified by Government of India for
seven district of Uttarakhand, namely Haridwar,
Dehradun,
Tehri
Garhwal,
PauriGarhwal,
Rudraprayag, Uttarkashi and Chamoli vide Gazette
Notification with concerned District Magistrate as
Chairperson and DFOs as Member and Convenor.
Details of Meetings of each DGC are as follows:
S.No.

District

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Haridwar
Dehradun
Tehri Garhwal
PauriGarhwal
Rudraprayag
Uttarkashi
Chamoli

No. of
meetings
10
15
11
10
11
13
11

Meetings with ULBs: Meetings with various ULBs
located on the river Ganga were undertaken by
SPMG and Executing Agencies in order to sensitize
each ULB to undertake pollution abatement
activities at ground level for achieving the status of
Nirmal Ganga. Further, cloth bags were distributed
in 132 Ganga GPs, in collaboration with SWAJAL, to
reduce the use of plastic and polythene.

Spring Rejuvenation activities
Namami Gange Program

under

Pilot Project on Spring Rejuvenation in Tehri
Garhwal District of Uttarakhand
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The project has been approved by Executive The objectives of the project are:
Committee and will be implemented by CGWB in
• To assess the impact of land use land cover
partnership with Survey of India, for a period of
change or impact of natural or anthropogenic
one year. The activities proposed under the project
precipitation variability in order to find out
are as follows: the causes of spring discharge depletion.
• Systemic mapping of Tehri Garhwal district
• Identifying the frequency of inherent and
for inventory of springs, ground truthing &
superimposed structural attributes to
delineation of their spring sheds using drone
enhance porosity and permeability along the
based LiDAR (shall be carried out by Survey of
stream path for localizing the recharge zones.
India).
• To identify the recharge zone and flow path
• Hydro-geomorphic & lineament studies for
of drying/dried up springs using stable and
identification of different type of springs &
unstable (3H) isotopes, hydro geochemical,
their recharge zones as well as selection of
geological and ERT technics.
feasible sites for rainwater harvesting and
recharge structures (shall be carried out by • To develop a cost effective standard operative
CGWB).
procedure (SOP) to implement in other
Himalayan area.
• Implementation of spring rejuvenation
by constructing rainwater harvesting and • To strengthen local water governance and
artificial structures for spring rejuvenation
participatory spring shed management
(shall be carried out by CGWB along with
approach.
State Nodal Agencies, Uttarakhand).
• To prepare Water budget of the water shed
• The project cost is Rs. 8.5 Crore. Rs 1.0 Crore
villages for prediction of sustainability of
of the project cost shall be borne by CGWB
village water resources.
from their own funds and remaining Rs. 7.5
Crore shall be utilized by Survey of India from
savings under ‘Generation of High Resolution
DEM and GIS Ready Database for part of River
Ganga for NMCG’ project already sanctioned
by NMCG.
Rejuvenation of dying springs in Tokoli Gad
Catchment of Tehri Garhwal District using Geochemical & Geo-physical techniques’ by IIT
Roorkee

The project has been sanctioned to IIT Roorkee,
for a detailed study of Tokoli Gad Catchment in
Tehri Garhwal district at an estimated cost of Rs
1.35 Cr. The project duration is 3 years and the
project shall be carried out by IIT Roorkee with
partner institutes viz HNB Garhwal University,
National Institute of Hydrology, Roorkee and
NISER, Bhubaneshwar. An implementable action
plan shall be provided by IIT Roorkee after 1st
year of investigations and study and the results
so obtained shall be assimilated for investigations
and studies in subsequent years.

Figure 96 Ganga Bhajan Sandhya

IEC Activities:

Ganga Bhajan Sandhya - On the occasion of
Ganga Dussehra on 12-June-2019 Ganga Bhajan
Sandhya was organized at the newly constructed
Chandi Ghat in Distt Haridwar under Namami
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Gange program. The honourable speakers made people were sensitized for use of cloth bag instead
people aware regarding river Ganga Cleanliness of polythene and cloth bags were distributed to
and conservation.
promote the bags made of cloth.

Sawan Kanwad Exhibition: In the holy month of Jauljibi Mela 2019- The SPMG set up stalls and
Sawan, pilgrims all over the country visit Haridwar organized awareness programs at the Jauljibi
Mela (14 to 21 November 2019) at the confluence
of Gauri Ganga and Kali Ganga at the Indo-Nepal
border of Distt Pithoragarh to make people aware
regarding Cleanliness and conservation of rivers.
Gauchar Mela - Gauchar fair was inaugurated by
the Chief Minister of Uttarakhand on 14-November

Figure 97 Sawan Kanwad Exhibition

for religious purpose. SPMG Uttrakhand organized
Sawan Kanwad exhibition from 26.07.2019 to
25.08.2019 in which the pilgrims and general public
were sensitized using various IEC activities such as
Exhibition, Nukkad Natak, Quiz Competition etc.
Yoga Camp: On the International yoga day
(21.06.2019) SPMG in coordination with HNB

Figure 98 International Yoga day celebrations

Figure 100 Highlights of Gauchar Mela - 2019

Garhwal University organized a Yoga camp at
Mala Gram, Yamkeshwar, Pauri Garhwal. A huge
participation for local people was witnessed and 2019 in District Chamoli, people visited the stalls
established by SPMG and detailed information
about Namami Gange projects was provided to
them, and they were made aware of the cleanliness
and rejuvenation of the river Ganga.

Figure 99 Jauljibi Mela 2019
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Unit 24. State Mission
for Clean Ganga – West Bengal
In the State of West Bengal, 44 towns along
both sides of the bank of river Ganga were
chosen and identified to be the towns/ ULBs for
implementation of different schemes and program.
20 nos. of River Front Development (RFD) project
and 5 nos. of Crematoria project have already been
completed with an amount of Rs 194.16 Crore.

The design build portion of Municipal Wastewater
projects (Non-EAP) of Kalyani and Gayeshpur
have been completed and presently under O & M
period. The project cost for Kalyani & Gayeshpur
MWW project are of Rs. 121.10 Crore and Rs.
150.3 Crore respectively.
For, Bhatpara Municipal Wastewater (Non-EAP)
project is almost complete. Trial run (Partially)
started from 1st January 2018 and 22 MLD
against 31 MLD capacity is operation. Balance 4
KM network is balance which is in progress. The
project include 2 (two) STPs of 41 MLD along with
125 kms sewerage line having total project cost of
Rs. 332.05 Crore. Physical Progress of the project
is around 99% & the financial progress is around
88% till March 2020.

Municipal Wastewater projects (EAP) for Halisahar,
Budge Budge and Barrackpore Municipal towns
are under construction stage. Halisahar MWW
Project (EAP): The project include 1(one) STP of
16 MLD capacity along with 227 kms of sewerage
line having total project cost of Rs 275.29 Crore
including O&M period. The funding pattern is
(70:30) with respect to Central and State share
respectively. The Administrative Approval and
Expenditure sanction (AAES) was given by NMCG
on 20-02-2014 and date of commencement was 18
December 2015. The total period of the project is
27 months. The physical progress of the project is
around 91% and the financial progress is around
74% (based on Contract Price, only Design Build
part) till March 2020.

Figure 101 Halisahar Project (non-EAP)

Budge Budge MWW Project (EAP): The project
include 1(one) STP of 9.30 MLD capacity along
with 132 kms of sewerage line having total project
cost of Rs 190.09 Crore including O&M period. The
funding pattern is (70:30) with respect to Centre
and State share respectively. The Administrative
Approval and Expenditure sanction (AAES)
was given by NMCG on 11-07-2014 and date of
commencement was 28-01-2016. The total period
of the project is 36 months. The physical progress
of the project is around 90% and the financial
progress is around 74%(based on Contract Price,
only Design Build part) till March 2020.

Barrackpore MWW Project (EAP): The project
include 2(two) STPs of 24 MLD (18 MLD + 6
MLD) capacity along with 250kms of sewerage
line having total project cost of Rs 266.609 Crore
including O&M period. The funding pattern is
(70:30) with respect to Centre and State share
respectively. The Administrative Approval and
Expenditure sanction (AAES) was given by NMCG
on 30-12-2014 and date of commencement was
27-10-2016. The total period of the project is 36
months.
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Srerampore and Uttarpara – Kotrung (including
Konnagar) under the jurisdiction of Hooghly
District are in progress.

Development of Interception and Diversion
Network with Wastewater Treatment facility
on a “Design-Build-Operation-Transfer” (DBOT)
Model for Behrampore Town with 15 Years of
Maintenance Period have just started.
Development of Interception and Diversion
Network with Wastewater Treatment facility on a
“Design-Build-Operation-Transfer” (DBOT) Model
for Jangipur Town with 15 Years of Maintenance
Period have just started.

Pollution Abatement Works for River Ganga at
Howrah, Bally and Kamarhati & Baranagar under
Figure 102 Barrackpore MWW Project
Hybrid Annuity Model (HAM) with the capacity of
The physical progress of the project is around 90% 65 MLD, 40 MLD and 60 MLD respectively having
and the financial progress is around 86% (based total cost of Rs. 522.26 Core are in progress.
on Contract Price, only Design Build part) till
Further, 5 projects in relation to construction of
March 2020.
new STPs along with Interception & Diversion
I & D with STP at Nabadwip Municipal town –The work has been sanctioned and will start soon. The
project include 2(two) STPs of 20 MLD capacity locations of the implementation of the projects are
(10.50 MLD + 9.50 MLD) having total project cost of Asansol, Durgapur, Burdwan, Hooghly Chinsurah
Rs. 58.33 Core. The project includes construction of and Maheshtala.
new STP as well as renovation of existing STP with
interception and diversion (I&D) of the pipeline Recently NMCG approved Ghat development work
of 432 m. The physical progress of the project is in the following municipal towns along the bank of
around 42% and the financial progress is around river Ganga.
30% (based on Contract Price, only Design Build
1.Katwa
part) till March 2020.
2. Kalna
I & D with STP at Kanchrapara Municipal town
- The project include one new STP of 18 MLD 3.Agradwip
capacity having total project cost of Rs. 49.63 Core. 4. Dainhat
The project includes construction of new STP with
interception and diversion (I&D) of the pipeline Ballavpara Jetty / Ferry Ghat and Burning Ghat
of 1.5 Km. The physical progress of the project is under the jurisdiction of Katwa Municipality have
around 8% till March 2020.
been completed in January 2020.
Further, Rejuvenation of Existing STPs at Garulia,
Naihati, Titagarh, Khardah and Panihati under the
jurisdiction of North 24 Parganas District are in
progress.

Ferry Ghat and Bath Ghat under the jurisdiction
of Agradwip Municipality have been completed in
January 2020. Further, Naresh Kumar & Military
Ghat and Ferry Ghat under the jurisdiction of
Rejuvenation of Existing STPs at Chandannagar, Kalna Municipality as well as Ferry Ghat in the
Bansberia, Baidyabati, Bhadreswar, Champdany, municipality of Dainhat are in progress
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Unit 25. State Mission
for Clean Ganga – Jharkhand
The river Ganga has urban and rural stretch of 83 km
in Jharkhand. It passes through Sahibganj District
of Jharkhand covering two towns i.e. Sahibganj
and Rajmahal. The Urban & Rural population of
Sahibganj is 1,10,080 and 9,90,901 respectively.
Namami Gange Project is being implemented
by integrated efforts of three departments of
Jharkhand e.g., Urban Development & Housing
Deptt. (UD&HD), Water Resources Deptt.(WRD)
and Drinking Water & Sanitation Deptt. (DW&SD).
Among the three departments, UD&HD is the
Nodal department for entire programme.
In the Namami Gange programme all the three
departments are playing individually unique roles
in various sanitation programme & mission. To start
with, 1) UD&HD is exclusively the implementing
body for Urban Waste Management 2) DW&SD
looks after the Rural Waste Management part and
3) WRD is looking after Riverbank Strengthening
work.

Project Status:

Component

Government
India

Figure 103 Sahibganj STP project

of

State Government
of Jharkhand

Total

Share
of
Cost
%

Capital
Cost
(Rs in
Crore)

70

62.55

30

26.81

89.36

5 Year
Total
O&M
Project
Cost
Cost (Rs.
(Rs in in Crore)
Crore)
7.00

3.00

10.00

69.55

29.81

99.36

Municipal Wastewater, Rajmahal:- The project
Municipal Wastewater, Sahibganj:- The project covers One STP plants of 3.5 MLD capacity along
covers two STP plants of 5 & 7 MLD capacity along with 34.21 kms of sewerage line having total
with 53.15 kms of sewerage line. The Project was project cost of Rs 56.76 Crores including 10 years
approved with Rs 99.36 Crore including 5 years O&M. with 100% Central funding.
O&M funding pattern is (70:30) with respect to
Centre and State share respectively :

Figure 104 SBR Work in progress

River Front Development, Sahibganj:- The
project covers construction and renovation of Bijli
Ghat, Ferry Ghat, and Munnilal crematoria having
total project cost of Rs 10.20 Crores including 6
months O&M. with 100% Central funding.
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River Front Development, Rajmahal:- The
project covers construction and renovation
of Singhi Dalan, Ferry Ghat , and Madhusudan
Cremation having total project cost of Rs 9.35
Crores including 6 months O&M. with 100%
Central funding.
River Front Development, Kanhaiyasthan:- The
project covers construction of Kanhaiyasthan Ghat
having total project cost of Rs 8.20 Crores including
6 months O&M. with 100% Central funding.

House Service Connection, Sahibganj:- The project
covers construction of approx. 12,000 Household Projects under UD&HD Jharkhand state
connection having total project cost of Rs 21.48 under Namami Gange :
Crores With 100% State Government funding.
• Sahibganj Municipal Wastewater Project with
12 MLD STP (with 70% central funding up to
Entry Level Activity work at Sahibganj &
Rs 69.55 Crore) – Construction Completed,
Rajmahal:- The project covers construction of 8
Operation &Maintenance has started from
Ghats and 01 Crematoria have been sanctioned
01st September 2019.
with project cost of Rs 33.58 Crores, which is
carried by Central PSU NPCC , as on 31.03.2020, • Kanhiyasthan River Front Development
6 Ghats and 01 Crematoria has been constructed.
(with 100% central funding) - Construction
completed on 30th November 2018.
•
•
Figure 105 Entry level works

Strengthening of laboratories of Jharkhand
State Pollution Control Board:- The project
covers Strengthening of laboratories of Jharkhand
State Pollution Control Board by construction
new laboratories and renovation of existing
laboratories and recruiting laboratories Manpower
with project cost of Rs 9.35 Crores within a project
Period (06.06.2023) with 100% Central funding.

•
•

Sahibganj River Front Development (with
100% central funding) - Construction
completed.
Rajmahal River Front Development (with
100% central funding) - Construction
completed.
Rajmahal Municipal Wastewater Project with
3.5 MLD STP (with 100% central funding) –
63.8% Physical Progress.

Strengthening of laboratories of Jharkhand
State Pollution Control Board (with 100%
central funding) - Work under Progress.

Status of Projects under UD&HD Jharkhand with
100% State Funding:
•

Sahibganj House Service Connection Project
(with 100% State funding) –78% Physical
Progress.

River Surface Cleaning Work using Trash
Skimmer:- An initiative towards cleaning of river
Ganga using Trash Skimmer machine has been Status of Upcoming project on River
taken since 04.01.2017 with having total project Damodar (a tributary of Holy River Ganga):
cost of Rs 3.6 Crores. Regular cleaning of Ghats
with the help of Trash Skimmer and 10 manpower • Interception & Diversion (I&D) scheme for
Ramgarh Nagar Parishad - DPR Preparation is
is in progress and operation will be carried out
under Progress
upto 30.06.2020 as per existing Agreement.
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•
•

Interception & Diversion (I&D) scheme for During this Programme Ganga Swachhata Pledge,
Phusro Nagar Parishad - DPR completed, Shramdaan, Plantation, Drawing and Painting
evaluation of DPR is under Progress.
competition, Ganga Chaupal, Swachhata Rally
Interception & Diversion (I&D) scheme were organized. Smt. Anjana Bharati from SMCG,
for Dhanbad Municipal Corporation - DPR
completed, evaluation of DPR is under
Progress.

Projects under Central PSU, NPCC at
Jharkhand Under Namami Gange.

Entry Level Activity work at Sahibganj & Rajmahal.
Out of 8 Ghats and 01 Crematoria have been
sanctioned, as on 31st March 2020, 6 Ghats and 01
Crematoria has been constructed.
Communication
Programme

and

Public

Outreach

During the period 01.04.2019 to 31.03.2020
following four activities were organized in
Jharkhand.

Swachhata Pakhwada

Swachhata Pakhwada was organized in both
Sahibganj and Rajmahal. In Rajmahal the main
event was organized on 02nd April 2019 . At
Surya Dev Ghat, Ganga Aarti was organized. In that
event Shri Sandeep Singh, D.C., Sahibganj, was the
chief Guest whereas Shri Hrideep Janardan, S.P.
Sahibganj, Mrs. Nancy Sahay, DDC, Sahay and Shri
Mahaling, DFO, Sahibganj were the special guests.

SDO cum E.O. Shri Karn Satyarthi , Chairman and
Vice chairman, Nagar Panchayat, Rajmahal were
also participated the programme. Ward Parshad,
Mukhia, Gram Pradhan, school students, local
residents and other were participated. Smt. Anjana
Bharati, Communication and Social Development
Manager, also participated in the programme. In
Sahibganj, the main event were organized on 03th
May 2019.
During this Ganga Swachhata Pakhwada
Shramdaan, Swachhata Rally, workshop, Drawing
and painting competition, Ganga Chaupal and
cultural programme were organized.

Figure 106 Programme Invitation, Pakhwada

Jharkhand also participated in this programme
with all senior officials of District Administration.

Figure 107 Snapshot of the event

Ganga Expedition Programme

Ganga Expedition programme was held on
04.11.2019 to 05.11.2019. The Programme was
Swachhata Hi Sewa Programme
organized under the guidance of Shri Vikas Paliwal,
This programme was organized in Sahibganj and DFO, Sahibganj. Sri Sunil Kumar, Environment
Rajmahal town from 11th September to 02nd of Specialist, NMCG, Sri Bibhuti Kumar , MIS/
October 2019.
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GIS Specialist, SMCG, and Smt. Anjana Bharati,
Communication and Social Development Manager,
SMCG also participated in this programme.

Figure 108 Programme highlights

A 18 members team leading by Sri Paramvir singh,
Wing Commander, IAF, were reached at Samda
Nalla Ghat(Sahibganj) , on 04th November 2019.
They were received by DFO, Sahibganj and NMCG
and SMCG members.
Students of NSS and others were traditionally
welcomed the Ganga Expedition team. Due to
Election Code of conduct of State Assembly.
Therefore limited activities were organized.

They stayed at night in Sahibganj. and returned
on 05th November 2019. Expedition team visited
Moti Jharna a tourist destination in Sahibganj
district.
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Maghi Mela 2020
Maghi Purnima Mela is being celebrated in
Rajmahal town, District Sahibganj (Jharkhand)
by the people of Jharkhand from February 09,
2020 to February 16, 2020. The festival was
formally inaugurated by Sh. Rameshwar Uranv
(Finance Minister, State Government Jharkhand),
Sh. Alamgir Alam (Rural Development Minister,
State Government Jharkhand), Sh. Badal
Patralekh (Agriculture Minister, State Government
Jharkhand) and Sh. Mithilesh Thakur (Drinking
Water and Sanitation Minister, State Government
Jharkhand). The festival is famous as Adiwasi
Kumbh (Tribal Kumbh) in which people of
Adiwasi community gathered, take holy bath in
River Ganga, and performed their rituals. On the
occasion representative of SPMG, Ranchi, JUIDCO,
PMC and Annu Infra Construct (I) Pvt. Ltd. took
part and aware the people about importance &
cleanliness of Holy river Ganga. The ministers of
state also inaugurated Ganga Gram of Sahibganj
district.
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Unit 26. State Mission
for Clean Ganga – Uttar Pradesh
State Mission for Clean Ganga (SMCG)-Uttar Pradesh
is the state level agency involved in rejuvenation of
river Ganga. As an institutional effort, State Mission
for Clean Ganga is committed to reduce pollution
load in Ganga, and so creating required sewerage
infrastructure along with other short and long term
efforts across Uttar Pradesh. During the period,
SMCG has made the following progress.

Sewerage Infrastructure Project

Sewerage infrastructure development is an
important component of Namami Gange mission
programme. The Government of Uttar Pradesh,
focusing on hundred percent availability of
sewerage infrastructure across the towns situated
over the bank of Ganga and its tributary rivers
through State Mission of Clean Ganga (SMCG). So
far, forty five (45) sewerage infrastructure projects
across UP has been sanctioned by the NMCG
creating 1329.28 Mld capacity through investing
Rs. Ten Thousand Two Hundred Eighty Three
crore (Rs. 10283.11 cr.). Out of 45 sanctioned
projects 12 project are already completed. In the
rest 10 projects are ongoing and rest 18 projects
sanctioned this year are in the tendering process.
A summary of sewerage infrastructure project in
UP under State Mission for Clean Ganga (SMCG) is
given below:

projects and initiation of innovation technologies
to reduce time and cost overrun.

Household Sewerage Connection

The sole purpose of generating Sewerage
Infrastructure under ‘Namami Gange’ programme
is to check the sewerage flowing into the Ganga
and its tributary rivers. The cities, along Ganga and
its tributary rivers have huge household sewerage
generation that were directly discharging into the
natural drains. In Uttar Pradesh, from Bijnour to
Balia around 227 drains have been identified that is
meeting to the Ganga River. Out of this 227 drains,
around 155 drains are not tapped, and the sewerage
discharged under these drains are directly flowing
to the Ganga River. This year the Government of UP
made efforts and treated drains through various
technologies before flowing to Ganga river as
short term objective to check the direct sewerage
discharge into the ganga river during Kumbh. Many
drains have been tapped and the sewerage are
diverted to the STPs for treatment.

However, tapping drains may be a temporary
solution because it also carry natural springs and
storm water. Thus, Sewerage infrastructure can
only be useful if the Sewerage Waste generated
at household level reaches to the STPs directly,
treated as well and then reused. The Household
Table 25 Detail of Infrastructure Projects - UP Sewerage Connection is a vital condition to be
executed along the cities to ensure the Household
Project
Number Total Cost Capacity
Sewerage reaches to the STPs for treatment.
Description
of project (in Crore)
(in Mld)
Considering the same relevance, Department
Total
Project 45
10,283.11 1329.28
of Urban Development, Government of Uttar
Sanctioned
Pradesh has sanctioned 14 lakh house connections
Project completed 12
1,233.46
147.50
programme across UP. The programme aims to
Projects Ongoing
10
2,354.50
290.4
provide services to 14 lakh household across UP
Projects
under 18
6695.12
891.38
towns. The entire programme is being monitored
tendering
through dedicated app system namely “Household
Financial progress: A comparative analysis
Connections System – cleanganga.info” for efficient
The programme stepped many millstone implementation. An amount INR 529 lakh has
along with completing several huge sewerage been sanctioned under AMRUT scheme to conduct
infrastructural projects, river front development this programme.
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Drain Treatment using various technologies with an objective focus on strengthening and
Sewerage infrastructure creation requires a fair
amount of time and investment. During Kumbh
Mela at Prayagraj this year in 2019, as short term
and immediate intervention to make pollution
free the Ganga in Prayagraj, this was decided at
state level to check all drains direct meeting with
Ganga River and to treat before discharging. To
meet the purpose, from Bijnour to Balia, 227
drains were identified directly meeting to the
Ganga River. Out of 227 drains, 155 were found
untapped and were treated through using various
technologies ie. Bioremediation and modular
treatment technology. At Prayagraj, 26 drains
meeting to Yamuna River were treated through
using various technologies to ensure clean water
at Prayagraj at Kumbh. It is important to mention
here, the efforts made by government of Uttar
Pradesh for successful management of Kumbh
mela and ensuring clean water during Kumbh
period was highly appreciated by the national and
international community.

converging ongoing initiatives in the Hindon subbasin as a demonstration area for Ganga tributary
management.

The secretariat to the MSP is hosted by the
State Mission for Clean Ganga of the State of
Uttar Pradesh and supported by the 2030 Water
Resources Group (2030WRG).
The official launch of the MSP and installation of an
apex Steering Board, technical Core Expert Group
and thematic multi-stakeholder working groups
will take place early April 2019.
German
agency

Development

Cooperation

(GIZ)

German development Cooperation (GIZ) is working
with NMCG since 2016 and providing institutional
development support to the Uttarakhand SPMG.
This year GIZ has also initiated its support to the
SMCG- UP and providing institutional development
support to the 04 STPs at Prayagraj and 04 ETPs
across UP.

The contracts for drain treatment were also
awarded at NMCG level for four drains at Varanasi WWF India
(Ramnagar Industrial drain), Allahabad –Nehru World Wild Fund (WWF) India is collaborating
Drain and Galauti drain-Bulandshahar.
with SMCG to provide capacity development
support to the District Ganga Committee (DGCs) in
International cooperation
Uttar Pradesh.
In the process of strengthening the programme
at the state level collaborations are done with Workshops
international cooperation agencies.
Many workshops were organised at SMCG level
for orientation and inter-coordination with
Water Resource Group- 2030 (World Bank)
stakeholders. Detail of some workshops are given
Water Resources Group (2030-WRG) is a world- below:
wide public-private-civil society partnership that
supports governments to accelerate reforms in • Decentralised Waste Management approach
sustainable water resources management for long • Drain monitoring system-One day orientation
term development and economic growth. 2030programme
WRG is supporting the development of a Ganga
Consultation
Workshop-Hindon
tributary management approach, in line with the • Expert
Dashboard
&
Knowledge
development
objectives of the National Mission for Clean Ganga
of the Government of India.
• Orientation Programme on Environment &
Through Government Order [No-4912/9-52018-474sa/18] issued on 18 February 2019 •
Multi Stakeholder Platform has been constituted
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River Front Development Projects

ten thousands for 03 days at Prayagraj.

River Front Development activities are carried on Afforestation & Biodiversity Conservation
and completed on 49 location of 07 towns across component
UP. The cost of river front development activities is
Afforestation and biodiversity conservation is
Rs. 683.63 crore.
another thematic focused area for Namami Gange
In Varanasi DPR are sanctioned for the revival of Programme. SMCG is working in close coronation
10 Kunds with investment of Rs 18.96 Cr.
with department of Forest and Environment, Govt.
of UP. In this year, a project of Rs. 35.46 Cr. Namely
State Ganga committee
“Promotion of Cultivation of Medicinal Plants on
State Ganga Committee (SGC) is the apex level Ganga Basin in Uttar Pradesh” has been sanctioned
body chaired by Chief Secretary, Government of to Forest Department for eight districts between
Uttar Pradesh constituted for policy decisions and Allahabad to Balia, Uttar Pradesh.
to review the direction of the mission. The State Table 26 Afforestation & Biodiversity
Ganga Committee was constituted on 07th Oct.
2016 through the official gazette of Government of Interventions under Information Technology
India.
Evolution
During the period, three State Ganga Committee
meeting were held under the chairmanship of Chief
Secretary, GoUP on 04th Jan 2018, 31st Dec 2018,
and 20th Feb 2019 where many important policy
decisions were taken. The Uttar Pradesh State
Ganga River Conservation Agency (UPSGRCA)
was renamed as State Mission for Clean Ganga UP
(SMCG-UP) by the State Ganga Committee. Now,
the State Programme Management Group (SPMG),
Lucknow is formally known as State mission for
Clean Ganga, UP.
District Ganga Committee

The District Ganga Committee (DGC) was
constituted by the official gazette of Govt. of
India on 07th Oct. 2016 under the chairmanship
of District Magistrate. Divisional forest Officer
(DFO) are the ex-officio secretary of district Ganga
committee. In Uttar Pradesh, the DGC has been
formally constituted in 25 Ganga district and
started their activities.

Dedicated Website

State Mission for Clean Ganga – Uttar Pradesh
has launched a new dynamic website SMCG-UP.
ORG. This new dynamic website contains updated
information about Sewerage Profiles, Tenders,
Notices, District Ganga Committee, and all diverse
works under SMCG-UP. This Website contains all
the updated report of Apps / MIS running under
SMCG-UP. This website works as single window
technique for all the contents, compliances related
to the domain.

Drain Monitoring System

This system gives the latest status about the
drain which helps the experts to know whether
the drain needs treatment or not. If the drain
is already in treatment then the system can give
the additional data about its treatment progress.
Currently, SMCG-UP is monitoring 252 Drains and
Parameters of each under treatment drain (i.e.
155) is updated regularly with the help of research
The Ganga Manthan programme in UP was agencies.
conducted through District Ganga Committee
and three tyre i.e. State, District and school level STP Monitoring System – Jal Shodhan
competitions were organised across all 25 districts
This system gives the latest status about the
on 04 themes. The winners of all themes were
running STPs. The system can give the parameter
awarded in Kumbh Mela during Ganga Sammelan;
data about its water cleanliness. Currently, SMCGa state level Sammelan participating more than
UP is monitoring 99 STPs and Parameter details
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of each running STP is updated regularly by the Cleaning of Ghats may be taken up by organising
nodal officers.
local people, local NGOs, Professional Agency etc.
to take up cleaning activities with the help of local
Household Sewerage Connection
bodies. Though cleaning works are extremely
The government of Uttar Pradesh has sanctioned important, the task of removal of the waste is
14 lakh house connections programme across UP. equally crucial. It is ensured that the collected
The programme aims to provide services to 14 lakh waste does not go into the river and therefore
household across UP towns. The entire programme a strong co-ordination with the local bodies is
is being monitored through dedicated app system important. National Mission for Clean Ganga
namely “Household Connections System – (NMCG) started the work of cleaning of ghats 87
cleanganga.info” for efficient implementation. An Ghats at Allahabad, Bithoor, Kanpur and Mathura
amount INR 529 lakh has been sanctioned under - Vrindavan in Uttar Pradesh.
AMRUT scheme to conduct this programme.
Environment
compliances

and

Social

Social and Communication outreach activities

management Communication and Outreach Events and

Activities

The primary objective of the Infrastructure
Development projects is to provide better services
and a healthy living condition to the people.
Despite that, during the construction period,
the infrastructure development project have its
own impact and some cause uncomforted to the
people. It also has negative environmental impact
during construction. SMCG)-UP, as Government
of Uttar Pradesh is highly sensitive towards its
community and ensure the Environmental and
Social management compliances at the best level.
The agencies are regularly monitored, advisory
are sent and physical verifications are done by
the experts and senor level officials at SMCG.
Workshops and other programmes have also been
organised on the same and capacity building of
contractors and their staff being ensured.
Solid and Liquid Waste Management (SLWM)

Over the years, the constant use of Ghats, lack of
maintenance, inappropriate repair works of the
Ghat structures has spoilt the whole interface. The
spaces which were primarily used and built for
purposes like meditation, worship, appreciation of
nature are now eroded by increased commercial
activities. The regular surfacing of slums along
the stretch has become a huge source of dump
which when assembled in major quantities poses a
resistance to the river from flowing and sometimes
this may also result in receding of the river.
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i.

Ganga Sammelan

Ganga Sammelan was organised on 26th &
27th February 2019 at Prayagraj. The Ganga
Sammelan was inaugurated by the Hon’ble Urban
Development of Minister, Govt. of Uttar Pradesh.
Hon’ble Health Minister, Hon’ble Minister of Stamp
& Civil Aviation, Hon’ble State Minister of Urban
Development, Govt. of Uttar Pradesh, Shri U.P.
Singh, Secretary, Department of Water Resources,
GoI were invited as special guests. Mayor and
MP of Prayagraj were also present in the on this
occasion. To publicise the event more than 100
hoardings were installed in Prayagraj. The event
was covered live on Doordarshan and All India
Radio.

Figure 109 Ganga Sammelan
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Gange Sammelan was attended by more than 5,000
participants, which included 1,012 Gram Pradhan’s,
members of Ganga Vichar Maanch & District Ganga
Committees, Ganga Mitras, Ganga Prahari, Ganga
Task Force, Jan Shikshan Sansthan and other
stakeholders associated with the River Ganga.
Eminent speakers like with Dr. Rajendra Singh
known as Jal Purus of Tarun Bharat, Shri Rakesh
Kumar, Director, NEERI, Prof. B.D. Tripathi, BHU,
Shri Pramveer Singh, Wing Commander and others
shared their experiences with delegates. During
the occasion winners of State and district level
competition “Ganga Manthan” by the Chief Guests
and other honourable distinguished guests.

as per the direction of National Mission for Clean
Ganga. The feedback received after organisation
of these interventions that behaviour, knowledge,
attitude, and perception of people have changed
towards the River Ganga and about the Namami
Gange programme.

Inauguration of Infrastructure Generated

As part of the Namami Gange Programme, a large
number of projects have been implemented in the
state. These projects have been inaugurated by
VVIPs who have inaugurated and laid foundation
stones. As these were important events, to avail
this opportunity newspaper advertisements were
released to publicise these events in the local
ii. Ganga Manthan
newspapers on various occasions. The details of
some of the programme inaugurated by VVIPs are
Ganga Manthan a state level and district level
given below
competition was launched from 26th January to
20th February 2019 in the 25 districts of Ganga S. The project
River
Hon’ble Guest
Basin. The objective of the Ganga Manthan was N. Project Inauguration
to reach out to children, students, educational 1. 140 Mld Dinapur STP, The Ganga
Inaugurated by
institutions, professional’s institutions, media
Hon’ble Prime
Varanasi
houses to raise awareness and about their
Minister, Sh.
Narendra Modi
commitments towards the River Ganga and its bioHon’ble
1. Sewerage Network Lay- The Ganga
diversity.
To make the Ganga Manthan competition successful,
a sustained publicity campaign was implemented
which included newspaper advertisements, audiospots. FM Radio and All India Radio, social media
campaign, direct mailer, and outdoor media. Prizes
were given away to winners during the Gange
Sammelan by honourable distinguished Chief
guest and special guests.
iii. International Women’s Day (The Great
Ganga Run)

A Women Marathon was organised at Varanasi
on 08th March 2019, on the occasion of Women
Empowerment Day. More than 5000 girls and
women participated in the programme and
run 05 km. for Ganga. Pakhwada, Swachchta Hi
Sewa, International Day of Yoga, Ganga Dussehra,
Mirzapur Mela, Kanwar Yatra, Kartika Purnima
and River Rafting expedition, a 40 member team
led by Ms. Bachendri Pal, (lst woman to conquer
Mount Everest) have been organised successfully

ing in Sewerage District
B of Prayagraj

1.

STP & Sewerage Net- The Ganga
work, Garh Muktheswar

3.

Sewerage Scheme at The Ganga
Narora, Bulandshahar

1.

Interception & Diversion The Ganga
of drains and 17 Mld STP
at Mirzapur

1.

Interception & Diversion The Ganga
of drains and 17 Mld STP
at Ghazipur

2.

Interception & Diversion The Ganga
of drains and 03 numbers
of STPs ; total 35 Mld at
Farrukhabad

3.

Interception & Diversion The Yamuna
of drains and up gradation of 02 numbers of
existing STPs of 24 Mld
Etawah;

2.
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STP & Sewerage Net- The Ganga
work, Kannauj

Minister, Water
Resources,
River
Development
and Ganga
Rejuvenation,
Sh. Nitin
Gadkari

Foundation laid
Hon’ble
Minister, Water
Resources,
River
Development
and Ganga
Rejuvenation,
Sh. Nitin
Gadkari
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River

4.

Interception and diver- The Yamuna
sion of Drains at Firozapbad

5.

Interception & Diversion The Gomti
of drains and 04 numbers
of STPs ; total 30 Mld capacity at Jaunpur

1.

Interception & Diversion The Gomti
of drains and 07 Mld
STP and up-gradation /
augmentation of existing
STP to 10 Mld capacity at
Sultanpur

2.

Interception & Diversion The Gomti
of drains and 40 Mld STP
and rehabilitation of existing 42 Mld STP at Lucknow

3.

Interception & Diversion Ramganga
of Drains and 04 Nos
of total 63 Mld capacity at Bareilly along river
Ramganga
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Hon’ble Guest

initiatives of Namami Gange Programme being
implemented in the State. In the second phase,
the edited version of 30 seconds video spot has
been planned to telecast in the same prime time of
Doordarshan.
Similarly, 270-day campaign is being implemented
on the 12 primary channels of Vividh Bharati of
All India Radio, Lucknow. Six audio spots which is
being aired cover the entire State of Uttar Pradesh
by giving messages on Open Defecation Free, role
of people towards conservation of the River Ganga
and promotion of household connections with the
existing sewerage network.

Social Media and Electronic Coverage
Doordarshan has a wide reach and presence
in the State, considering this judiciously 216
days campaign has been launched. To reach out
maximum number of viewers, the video spot has
been slotted between the regional news on the
Doordarshan, Lucknow, which is considered to
be prime time. In the initial phase 60 seconds
video spots has been released showcasing various
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In regard to outdoor advertising, SMCG-UP has
extensively used this medium in publicising
various events of “Namami Gange” programme
such as closing ceremony of Swachchta Pakhwada,
inauguration and foundation stone laying
ceremonies, Kanvad Yatra, Ganga Manthan – state
& district level etc. More than 3000 hoardings
were installed during Kumbh Mela and rest of the
occasions.
On the occasion of Republic Day parade, on 26th
January 2019 a 40-feet Tableau was conceived on
Namami Gange programme highlighting various
projects being implemented in the State of Uttar
Pradesh. It is noteworthy to mention here that
around 50,000 people witnessed the Namami
Gange exhibition at Lucknow.
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Unit 27. State Mission
for Clean Ganga – Bihar

Beur Sewerage Project

The overall physical progress of the project stands
at 92% with 24.90% being noted in the reporting
The project has provision of 18 km long pipeline year. The overall expenditure in current year on the
network that shall potentially connect over 15000 project stands at INR 56.60 Cr.
households in its vicinity. In the FY 2019-20, the
physical progress of works has reached almost 15% Saidpur sewerage network project
with 24.77 km of pipeline being installed at site. The
overall physical progress of the scheme has reached The programme has over 172 KM of network
68.40% with an annual expenditure of Rs. 75.59 Cr. pipelines potentially connecting over 67000
households. The current year has noted 44.84 KM
of networks being laid, taking the overall progress
Beur STP Project – 43 MLD
to 45%. A total sum of INR 119.80 Cr has been spent
The project has noted a cumulative expenditure of in the fiscal year on the programme.
Rs. 8.50 crore in the year with physical progress
reaching around 9%.
Pahadi Sewage Treatment Project

Karamlichak Sewerage Project

This programme has provision of a 60 MLD STP. The
project has noted 37.63% progress in current year,
The project has provision of laying sewerage taking the overall progress to 51% cumulatively.
pipeline of 96.54 Km potentially connecting around A total sum of INR 22.56 Cr has been spent on the
38,168 households. In the current fiscal year, the project in the reporting year.
overall progress for the development has reached
20% with overall progress crossing 53%. The Pahadi Sewage Network Zone IV-A
expenditure in current year on the project has been
The project has overall network of 88 km potentially
around Rs. 57. 25 Cr.
connecting 12500 households. The reporting year
has noted progress of 34.62 KM taking the overall
Karamlichak STP Project – 37 MLD
progress to 67%. The total cost expenditure in the
The STP works have progressed to 14% to fiscal year stands at 65.99 Cr.
completion. The overall expenditure on the project
has been around INR 14.05 Cr.
Pahadi Sewage Network V

Saidpur STP and adjoining sewerage The project has over 116 KM of network pipelines
to be installed, connecting over 41849 households.
network project

The fiscal year has noted an overall progress of 41%,
The programme has 60 MLD STP with approximately with yearly progression of 31.50% being noted in
55 Km of network lines. The project has noted over the reporting year. The overall expenditure on the
11.94 Km of pipelines being laid in the current year. project stands at INR 32.26 Cr.
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